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The C & I Division of the NUEA had a very successful and satisfying

year. The highlight of the year's activity was the pre-conference work-

shop and divisional meeting held at Purdue University April 2348. Over
100 persons attended the conference this year and all agreed it was most

challenging.

It is with pride that I send you the proceeding from this meeting.

For those of you that attended the workshop I hope they will refresh
your memory as to our discussions and recommendations. For those who

were unable to be in Purdue, I hope they will serve as an inspiration

to continue this never ending journey into the "Learning Process".

On behalf of the C & I Division I wish to express my appreciation
to the members of the executive committee for their untiring efforts
throughout the past year. My personal thanks go to all of you for

making v job as chairman a very pleasant task.

E. %i Jenusaitis
Chatiman 1964-65
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T.U.E.A. Pre-Conference 'iorkshop
Purdue University

Lahr: The planning committee, in considering the topic for this

year's workshop, took into consideration the previous workshops

that have been conducted for the past 6 years. Those of you who

have been coming regularly will remember that back in 1959 the first

pre-conference workshop was held at Syracuse; and at that time we

talked about the general theme of The Conference As Education. Then

the next year we went out to Chicago and in 1960 talked about The C

Q. I Uan As An Educator. In '61 we traveled to Santa Barbara and there

our emphasis was upon evaluation as it related to Educational Planning.

At Nebraska in 1962 we discussed criteria for Program Planning. In

Minnesota in '63 there were certain unique Instructional Factors of

the Conference Situation that we talked about and discussed. Then

last year at 1;aryland we had the very fine workshop, you'll recall,

on the Professional Development of the C I Man. And one of our

speakers there, you'll recall was Larry Nelson from ''irdue. And

looking closer at what Larry had to tell us, we found that train-

ing was an essential aspect of one's professional development in

any profession, particularly the C I profession.

So, we've taken this area of training and built around this the

framework for the pre-conference workshop, which will actually con-

tinue (this ',real) into the regular division meetings that we'll have

on Monday and Tuesday.

They think there are three audiences, actually, tliat come to

these -1.U.E.A. programs: those that come only for the workshop

session, the pre-conference workshop; those that come only for the

N.U.E.A. conference, and then those that attend both. And in order

to give this some continuity, carry over from the workshop to the

divisional meetings, we have this time integrated the entire pro..
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gram so that those of you who are here today can take advantage of

the continuous program all the way through Tuesday to develop a train-

ing program for C and I people, which, hopefully, will be started in

various regions through the country this fall, where those of you who

are having new conference people, those of you who are conference

people, those of you who are conference people and who are directors

of the programs at your university, may want to send yogr people (or

come yourself) to these programs that get started.

In thinking about the workshop for today, we wanted to integrate

these two portions. There 11.2s always been a division between the

workshop and the divisional meeting; so what we want to do here is

to take a closer look, go into depth into the learning process, and

what motivates adults to learn. Are there certain characteristics

here of learning that differ, from the adult person who may be in a

regular semester length class as differs from the persons who par-

ticipate in a short -term experience, a conference, or a short course.

As professional people, as directors of programs at your uni-

versity, the learning of the people that attend your programs is

vitally important. And if we can learn ourselves, here these next

four days, some of the things that will enable us to create pro-

grams that will enable those visiting our universities to learn more

from their experience, this is what we want to do. And from this

framework, (as you look at your pink program), we want to build a

training program to carry on the C and I work.

I think we'll go into some more explanation of the pink pro-

gram a little bit later when we get ready to break into groups. I

think that will be the appropriate time to give you the organiza-

tional structures, perhaps, as to where you go, who your leaders

will be, etc. (Those of you who are on the back row, I think now
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is an excellent time to move up here into these seats because you're

going to be doing some writing, you'll want a desk on which to do it.

There are more seats here.)

And at this time I would like to introduce P-. Al Storey who is

the assistant director at the University of 'lichigan, Extension Ser-

vices, who in turn will introduce our speaker for this afternoon. Dr.

Storey.

Storey: I think we'd all agree that if you find it warm (and the anti-

freeze isn't out of the air conditioning yet), feel free to hang

your coats on the back of your chairs. And I have one comment on

Ed Jenusaitis's remarks, alluding to no white spaces on the pink

she..ts. He just wouldn't permit anything by way Of recreation to

happen at this conference. That's why the white spaces aren't there.

It's a distinct privilege for me to introduce Bill ;,aeachie

to you. I have cut the remarks in three parts, and I'm going to

deal with only the third part, because we have so many people in-

troducing one another here, and we want to get at what Bill can say

to us and do with us in this workshop.

I've known Dr. -acKeachie for some 19 years. We met at a time

when we both came to the University of Michigan -- in different pur-

poses at the time, and different levels of duty and responsibility.

And I would like to introduce him to you as one who keeps up with

what we consider (most of us) the traditions in higher education:

of the man who can be the teacher, the scholar, and the researcher.

And I want to append a fourth item, and I'll do that at the last.

Let me only identify him as a Michigan product, in that- he was

born in Nic' igan did some school work, graduated from Eastern

Michigan University in Ypailanti, and earned his Ph.D. at the Univer-

sity of Michigan in the area of psychology.
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Let me identify that he taught in the Upper Peninsula of Eich-

igan and has been at the University, returning from a tour of duty

in the Navy (in the Pacific area) --returning from there in 1946.

',Tow in his role as chairman of, I believe, the largest Depart-

ment of Psychology in the country, he has, I thilk, a real task to

demonstrate this role of being a scholar, researcher, a teacher-re-

searcher, and administrator. The administration aspect is brought

home to some of us rather clearly when we look at his department

and see the relationships with a Research Center for Troup Dynamics,

Survey Research Center and the psychologists with the various roles

they play on our campus. Some of us also like to kid him and would

be willing to put him up against some others for the most frequent

trips to Washington and other cities in the country in a given year,

in his role as a member of administrative committees.

In his role as scholar, researcher, we could identify more than

100 articles and books that he has written and co-authored, as well.

In the role of teacher, I would identify that so far as I know

of his professional life, this is one of his main interests, and he

lectures across the United States continuously, to college audiences,

faculty members; has conducted seminars of programs in which he has

been keenly interested in tl-e teaching of the student, whether college

age, the older post-graduate student, whether in adult education

whatever it may be.

The fourth point I would make, that he has, in addition to these,

is that of being an athlete. His department can boast the most tro-

phies of any in the university for intramural soft-ball and volley-

ball, Pe can boast a period of some 15 years (this summer) of be-

ing the pitcher for the best softball team, out of some 16 teams

in the university.
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I'm very Pleased, Bill, to present to you this audience of

people whom I've known for L or 5 years, and feel represent a very

active integral part of our area of adult education and higher ed-

ucation. And ladies, and gentlemen, I'm pleased to present my friend

to you, Bill ileeachie.

iicKeachie: Al forgot to tell you that t-e reason the psychology department

wins the faculty championships regularly is that we are active re-

cruiters, including among the Fxtension Service, Al (who's played

with us for 15 years) and Clint Gessner (who's been playing with us

for the last 3 years.) So-fortunately we don't have any Big Ten

rules in recruiting for faculty teams. We're able to go out be-

yond our on department for star players.

In a group of this sort my task, as I see it, is complicated

by a lack of immediate familiarity with the problems which people,

actively engaged, face; and I've been pleased in the general struc.,

tura of the program in which information will he alternated with

discussion. But I would like to go even one step further and be

sure that the information I start cut with has some relevance to

the problems which you face; and thus, before trying to review some

of the principles of learning, which you might have picked u:..) from

the assignments which you were given before coming, I'd like to get

a list of some problems that come to your mind as you think about

the learning tasks which you encounter in planning conferences and

institutes. So, I'm going to use the technique that my colleague,

7orm :;ever, calls problem posting, which is simply to gather from a

group of people the questions which come to them; and I'll try to

select f..pm the orinciples I've listed for possible presentations,

those which seem to be relevant. I hope that I'll, by doing so,

awaken still further questions, which can be brought out in the
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discussions following my presentation; and then we'll come back for

another round tonight, to try to go a little more deeply.

So, stop to think for acouple of minutes about what sorts of

/learning problems you see in your job, and then let me hear them and

I'll put them on the blackboard.

Questions presented by conferees, and in some cases restated by Dr. UcKeachie.

ncKeachie: 1) (Restating question) How long does it take to get sort of

warmed up to learning?.

I presume he is implying that no learning has taken place so far

this afternoon.

Any other questions?

Conferee: 2) By this orientation of the people who are coming to learn,

I'm getting more and more concerned about orientation of the people

who are coming to teach.

ircKeachie: OK. Will you expand a little bit on that?

Conferee: Well, your groups differ, and how are you going to tell your

own faculty people, who are going to help you out, and your other

resource people, something of the background of the potential learn-

ing abilities or capabilities, the backgrounds, of your conferees?

i:cKeachie: Well, I L, :ft thought of it. That's interesting.

Other questions?

Conferee: 3) What kind of involvement must you have for learning to take

place?

iicKeachie: What do you mean by involvement here?

Conferee: Participation. You need active participation, active

Another
Conferee: L) What are the motivational factors for learning in situations

such as this?

IicKeaChie: OK. What were you thinking of here in terms of motivational

factors?
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Conferee: I think there are physical factors that we have to consider,

such as lighting, heating, arrangements, along with their reasons for

being there.

licKeachie: Other questions?

Conferee: 5) What evaluation methods are available to us to detemine if

and when it is taking place?

NcKeachie: OK. How to measrre whether or not learning is taking place --

that's the question? Any others?

Conferee: 6) Are there oeaks and valleys in the learning process?

kicKeachie: That's an interesting question. There's a little evidence on

that too, I think.

I'm going to repeat that; I understand this is being recc-ded.

(Question restated by TrcKeachie) Aro there peaks or valleys in

learning.

Conferee: And when do they occur, or when are they most likely to occur?

licKeachie: Ah, that one I probably can't answer. The question is: When

do peaks and valleys occur?

Any other questions?

Conferee: 7) Is there a difference in the learning process on a short

time basis as opposed to the so-called long time learning -- is

there actually a difference in learning techniques?

iqcKeachie: (Restating question) Is there a difference between short-

term learning and longer term'? This would be -- you mean a one-

day conference as compared with a semester course, or something of

this sort?

Conferee: Is there an actual difference in the learning process itself?

NcKeachie: Uh hum. It's interesting that tlAs is one of the hot questions

with learning theorists today, whether there's a difference in short

term and long term memory. But when we're talking about short term,
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we're talking about memory over a period of a minute to 10 minutes

perhaps, as contrasted to something longer, so your question is a

different one,

I've been thinking about this a good deal because the original pro-

gram for this suggested that tomorro I concentrate on short-term;

and I am not sure there is any difference.

Conferee: 8) Are certain kinds of content better learned over given peri-

ods of time. It sort of goes along with the other?

McKeachie: (Restating) Is certain kinds of content appropriate for short

term learning experience and other kinds for longer term? Is that

it?

Conferee: 9) What are the factors in a residential setting to promote

or inhibit learning?

McKeachie: By residential setting do you mean something like this, where

the conferees are staying over a night? (Restating) Factors in

residential setting.

Conferee: 10) Is age an improtant factor?

McKeachie: Importance of age in learning.

I can say it is, but there's more to it than that, I guess.

Another
Conferee: 11) Several of your questioners have referred to orocess of

learning. I would be interested to know if there is a process, and

what its elements are.

McKeachie: Uhm. Is there a process of learning? What do you mean? I'm

not sure what you mean -- maybe I'm not sure what other people have

meant when they used the term. What do you have in mind, as process?

Conferee: It confused me that people who used the term implied that, you

know, there are stages of learning. I don't understand the idea.

McKeachie: OK, I'll tackle it -- or try to anyway.
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Conferee: 12) The question of how to evaluate has bothered a lot of us

for a long time. I wonder if maybe a second thought to that ques-

tion is when to evaluate.

1.eveachie: When should you evaluate? -- that's a good point.

Any others?

Conferee: 13) Uhat implication does use and disuse have in program co-

ordination and program development?

McKeachie: What do you mean by use and disuse here?

Conferee: That is, practice, continuing in educational programs -.whether

that

McKeachie: So this is sort of, what happens following the conference or

institute or something?

Conferee: And before.

McKeachie: (I guess I'm running out of space.) Any others?

Conferee: 14) I'lhat role does re-enforcement play in the education pro-

cess, and rThat are some of the methods that re-enforce it?

McKeachie: (Restating) The role of re-enforcement. "ell, just using the

term implies that you've had some Psychology, I guess.

Any other question? Well, I'll tackle some of these.

I think I'd like to start at least, with that one -- probably

to some extent that one, -- well, that's probably enough to start

with, and I'll kind of go on.

Essentially this question of how long before learning begins im-

plies, I think, a conception of learning as being something that

happens only under certain special conditions. It implies that one

is learning only when he's really focusing on an educational experi-

ence. To some extent this notion, what kind of involvement is nec-

essary for learning implies the same thing, that perhaps learning

doesn't take place unless people are really straining to get some-
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thing. And I would Propose as the first principle 2/ the principle

that learning is going on all the time, and that thus there isn't

any lag between arrival at the conference and learning, that every

moment you're awake you're learning, and that thus, the problem of

planning an educational conference or institute is not one of plann-

ing whether or not learning will take place, but rather planning

what kind of learning will take place.

All of your participants in the conference are going to learn

something while they are there. They may learn where the nearest

bar is; they may learn that your university is a terrible place or

they may learn that it's a very good place; they may learn the names

of other participants, as probably we already have to some extent to-.

day; they may learn something about geographical location of various

rooms and buildings, etc. But all of the time you're learning. You

may be learning right now that FcKeachie is a boring speaker, but un-

doubtedly, at this point, you already have formed certain impressions

of me, certain impressions of the people around you. You've begun

to develop certain motives. One of the ourposes of this sort of

technique, presumably, is to start you off with questions so that

you have some sort of motivation to get answers to these questions,

and so that you're directed toward the sort of information which I

shall try to present. And if this has been successful then, in a

sense this has been a learning experience, in creating motives which

didn't exist, at least as clearly, when you came into the room. So,

the answer to this question really is Ques.: How long before learn-

ing begins zero. It begins right away.

I think that the question -- I'm really stretching this a little

bit, because the question undoubtedly implies; essentially, how long

before the sort of learning that we're trying to bring about, begins
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ally, and we do know that there is a certain warm-up period in most

learning experiences, that one of the reasons we have introductions

and maybe funny stories at the beginning of the speech, etc. is to

kind of focus attention, to remove the person from the sort of things

that he has been thinking about and begin to direct his thoughts to-

ward the area which you want to present.

One of my colleagues, Jack Atkinson, whom I'll probably quote fre-

quently, has the notion that in human behavior, as in physics, there

is a law of inertia. And that even though our old psychological

theories sort of took the position that the person is here, a stim-

ulus comes along and he responds to it that this is a very over-

simplified view, that we aren't just sitting around waiting for stim-

uli to come to start us off, that always there's something else going

on, and that thus, when we start a new activity (like a conference)

our problem is partly: how do we take this inertia that has been

built up through having lunch, talking to other people about other

things, the problems of everyday life, and begin to change the di-

rection from the direction it was going in to the direction we want

it to go in. And this, presumably, according to Atkinson's theory --

and I think just according to common sense -- depends on how involved

a person was in other activities before this. In other wards, you

can't really answer this question in the abstract, because it de-

pends upon what was going an before the new activity began. And

if you're competing with something which was very vital to the per-

son, which he was very much wrapped up in, then it's going to take

a good while before you can kind of get him away from that and get

Km focused on the educational experience that you want to take place.

If, on the other hand, he has been sort of oriented to the conference,
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he's coming to the conference with an expectation of certain kinds

of learning taking place, why then you may have acertlin inertia

built up that's with you rather than against you, and you can start

right off using this motivation which he brings to the conference

with him.

Well, does that answer that question to some extent at least?

Now, the question that I'd like to turn to next, I think, is

probably this question of -- well, I think l'd better go on to this

process thing, as I want to get involvement in connection with the

motivation thing later, this question of: llhat is the process of

learning? -- because essentially what I've been saying, I'm implying,

a certain process when I say that learning is going on all the time.

And the sort of explanation which I use is not on' which would be

used by all learning theorists. In fact, I've just completed a text-

book which has been going out to various people around the country

for reading, to get criticisms back, to be revised for publication,

and I have a chapter which is kind of my theoretical approach to the

topic. And I find that about half the readers say this is terrible;

it's not even college level; no college student should even be allowed

to read this sort of thing; it's very unsophisticated. About half

the readers say: This is a very sophisticated approach. I'm glad

to see this getting into an elementary textbook; and this is going

to be a best seller textbook. Well, so this is just a way of warn-

ing that you'll find a treat rany psychologists who wouldn't agree

with the sort of approach I use in talking about learning.

But essentially, my way of looking at learning is what's called

an expectancy approach, that the process of learning is one which is

simply an association of things which have succeeded one another;

and that we learn, for example, a percept of a table, and we do this
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largely on the basis of repeated experiences in which you see same-

thing that's rectangular on top, typically, and has legs holding it

up, people write on it, and these sorts of things which go together,

where when you see one part of a table, you also see other parts,

typically this building up of kind of expectancies of what things

go with what is the basic way that I look at learning. It's simply

a matter of repeated experiences; we tend to build up the expectation

that if you see a car approaching that you should hear some sounds

before long from the motor and from the other aspects of the car

which are going to create sounds. You build up expectations that

if you see certain features of a person, (maybe you catch him from

the side), that as he comes closer you'll pick out other features,

which you've learned also accompany these cues that you pick up from

the distance. Essentially all of the time we're responding to the

environment in terms of Probabilities, that we pick up partial in-

formation from the environment and then on the basis of this inform-

ation we make estimates about what the world is really like that is

there, beyond these immediate things that we're picking up at any one

moment. And we check this. It may turn out that sometimes we think

we recognize someone -- it turns out to be a stranger. This would

presumable weaken the expectancy that the next time we see the same

thing, that we recognize it as being A. Storey, or a particular per-

son. But if, time afte. time, when we see certain things, and it's

turned out to be al Storey, then presumably it takes less and less

information for us to recognize Al Storey in the future, That is,

we can make the generalization more rapidly. So, my notion of the

process of learning is that it's simply: getting some information

in (through the eyes or the ears or the senses), extrapolating on

the basis of that information, having expectancy about what goes
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along with t',at, so that we get a percept or a concept of something

associated with this information, getting in more information, and

if its a new situation we get some more information by going up

closer and looking more carefully, or by feeling. or by talking to

the person and asking him something; and checking then this first

guess about the situation with this additional information, and then

on and on continuously. So, my conception of learning is that it's

basically a very simple process.

Now, this doesn't mean that there aren't a lot of complications

that get in the way of any particular kind of learning, but this would

be the sort of process that I have in mind, the way in which we build

up these expectancies about the world around us.

Well, let's turn then to this question of 'that's the Role of Re.

enforcement in Learning; and the related question of What's the Role

of Involvement in Learning? Re-enforcement is usally used in psychol.

ogy to refer to a situation in which a need is satisfied; in other

words, when a person gets rewarded or punished. And an increase in

drive level or motivation or a decrease in drive level or motivation

has traditionally been called a re-enforcer, something which affects

the person's satisfaction or lack of satisfaction in the situation.

Now, I'd prefer not to use the term re-enforcement, because I

think that it includes some things which need to be separated. I

think that when we talk about re-enforcement - sure, there's an im.

pirical law that if something is re-enforced it's likely to be remem-

bered better and if you want something you want somebody to learn

something, the best way to go about it is to reward him for learning

it, and then he'll remember it, and when you try it again the next

time and you reward him again and before long he's got it down par.

I think that this is over simplified in that re-enforcement typic
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ally has two compolents and that under certain circumstances you can

separate these out.

One of these components is information, the re-enforcement usual-

ly gives the person information about whether he has done right or

wrong in the situation. We send a rat down a T-maze. A T -maze is

just something like this, where the rat starts here and goes out to

Clis point, and then he has to learn either to turn left or right,

depending upon what kind of cues we put in the maze. We might color

one of these alleys black and the other one white, and he has to

learn always to go to the black one. Or we might make it so that

he always had to turn left to get through, or we can put in some

fancier sort of things for him to look at to determine which way to

turn. Let's say that we're trying to train him to go left. So, we

put food over here, and everyt iine he turns left he gets food. My

argument is that in getting food here, he's gotten two things. He

has gotten his hunger satisfied; and this is an important part of

re-enforcement. He's not as %ungry after he's gotten to that box,

than if he'd gone to the other box, which is empty, over on this side.

But I think the more important part -f this is that he has learned

that when you turn left, you get to the box that food is in; whether

he ate the food or not, that he has learned that the left-turning

leads to the box with food in it; and that eating the food should be

separated from finding out that the food is there, the informational

part of re-enforcement. And for most human learning, I think the act-

ual .- the re-enforcement is important in terms of affecting the per-

son's future motivation, but that for his learning the informational

part, what he needs is this -- what I call -- feedback, the inform-

ation that certain things go together, and that turning left leads

to food, that learning goes on all the time, that I don't need to
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pat you on the head or feed you a candybar, or something, for you

to remember the particular concept of learning that I'm supplying,

that simply the information itself can be a feedbacks and that if

you were to write this down and then ask me to look at it, and say

this is right -- just knowing that it was right would be enough,

even if you didn't care whether you were right or wrong. You'd still

learn something about it from the informational feedback.

Now, this doesn't mean that you need to neglect the reward part.

I think that there is very real question here as to what sorts of

ways you want totry to use re-enforcements in learning situations in

conferences, and institutes. But I'm separating this because I think

that it is quite important that you deferentiate different kinds of

learning. I think its the sort of problem that maybe is involved in

this question, although it's a little different, perhaps, than the

question I had in mind.

What I'm saying is that a second important principle of learning

is that different kinds of learning don't inevitably o together and

that methods of achieving one kind of learning may not be effective

for achieving other kinds of learning. Thus, you have to specify

what the objectives of your educational experience are, and you often

have to make a trade-off. You can't have your cake and eat it too

in lots of educational situations.

Take, for instance, this question of information vs. reward re.

enforcement in the reward sense. We know, for example, that in most

situations -- well, I think we'll make this as a generalization --

that the more mistakes you make, the worse off you are as far as learn-

ing is concerned. If you want a person to learn something rapidly,

the thing to do is to make sure that he never makes any mistakes in

learning it. And so we have teaching machine programs, for example,
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in which the person learns something step by step, and the program

is designed so that each step is just a tiny bit harder than the

Previous one, so little that the student very rarely makes a mistake*

In fact., the Skinnerians, who popularized the teaching machine move-

ment, have generally laid down, as a rule, that a program is poor if

there are more than 101g mistakes. So, this would mean the typical

student would go along for 10 questions -- 9 questions anyway, be-

fore he would be making a mistake, on the average.

74e11, this is good, as far as learning is concerned. In fact

we know that rather than asking the student a question, that he'll

learn more rapidly if you tell him the answer before he's had a chance

to answer it and make a mistake himself; that it isn't good to ask

him a question, because he might give you the wrong answer and this

is going to interfere with his remembering it. So, it's better just

to print out what you want him to know, rather than ask him a ques-

tion, because that way you can be sure he gets the right thing from

the beginning. So, as far as information is concerned, you want to

be sure that everything goes right, that the person makes no mistakes,

that things are laid out for him very carefully so that one thing

follows another in a very orderly fashion.

But as far as motivation goes, I think you have quite a differ-

ent picture. And I have argued with Skinner and others now for 10

years that teaching machine programs, which they get developed to

the point where everybody answers every question perfectly will be

fine, but nobody will stick with them for more than an hour or two

because t-ey'll get so bored with them. I'm not sure that I have

any evidence to support this yet, as far as the teaching machine pro-

grams are concerned, and Skinner wouldn't agree with me anyway. So

far, fortunately, nobody can write programs that everybody gets right
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all the way throw' h, so we don't have any perfect tests of this yeti

But as far as motivation is concerned, there is some evidence that

uncertainty, not knowing whether you're going to get it right or

wrong, is effective for motivation.

Jack Atkinson, whom I've quoted before, has worked a good deal with

need for achievement, the motive of people to want to be successful,

to do well in competitive tasks, or in tasks where there are stand-

ards of achievement. He has shown that the person who is high in

need for achievement, who has a strong need for success, will, when

he's given a -- say, a dart throwing task and there's this dart game

up on the wall with a bull's eye and various circles to throw the darts

at; and he's told: You can stand any distance you want to from this

board, and we'll keep score. You can try the game and we'll keep score

for different people, Each person can choose the distance he wants

to stand from the dart board. People, who are high in need for achieve-

ment, tend to pick moderate distances, distances where they can be

successful part of the time, but where they are not invariably putt-

ing the dart into the dartboard.

Now, there's another group of people whom Atkinson has been in-

terested in, people who fear failure, who also are very much concern.

3d about success, but who, rather than having an expectation in com-

petitive situations where they are pepped up about it and they're con-

fident that they're going to go through, -- these people tend also to

get motivated by competitive or situations where there are standards

of achievement, but to have great feelings that they're going to fail,

and a great sense that this is a threatening situation, and they be-

come very anxious about it. These people too, in the dart board sit-

uation, show certain patterns of selection of distances. In this case

they stand either very close to the dart board, where they can be sure
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that everyone goes into the bull's eye, or else, strangely enough,

they stand way back a long ways away from the dartboard. Now,

what does this indicate about their motivation. Tell, Atkinson

would say that, again, these people are most motivated in a situat-

ion where their probabilities of success are about 50-50, but in

this case it's a negative motivation; that is, if their standing in

this intermediate area, where the hope-of-success people atand,they

are tremendously anxious. They're not sure whether they're going to

hit the bull's eye or not and they get very anxious, and so they a-

void these intermediate distances and they get out, either so close

that they can be sure of success, and thus they don't have to be

anxious, or they get so far away that they can be aretty sure they

are going to fail and nobody can blame them for failing. After all,

who can blame me if I don't hit the built eye when I'm standing back

there twice as far as anybody else does. And so we have these fear-

of-failure people who set impossible tasks for themselves to avoid

the threat of failing at a reasonable task.

So, Atkinson's stuff would suggest that you get this maximum level

of motivation in a situation where there is uncertainty, where there

is a reasonable probability of success.

Now, what does this have to do with learning experiences? Well,

Beloin, at the University of Toronto, has been interested in studying

children's learning in situations where you ask children questions.

He's been interested in what kinds of questions stimulate children

to learn. His research suggests that you don't get students motivat-

ed for learning best by asking them very simple questions. You don't

get them motivated for learning by asking them extremely difficult

questions, but the questions which seem to be most motivational, in

terms of the student's wanting to study more, are questions which
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are these intermediate ones. He finds, incidentally, that ones that

are particularly good are ones which make something seem more uncer-

tain, which the child has been pretty certain of before, the sort of

Devils advocate type question, where you kind of shake up something

that he's taken for gruited before and put it in a new light.

So, here I'm suggesting that it's important to differentiate,

then, your goals of learning motives and developing motivation for

something, from your motives for learning information. That for

learning information you want a situation where the person can be

confident of success, where he has no opportunity to make mistakes.

That for developing motivation, on t'-e other hand, you want a situ-

ation where you present him with something that makes it a little

more uncertain, where he can't be quite so sure of success, where

he doesn't know the answer in advance, where a problem is posed,

And we've got other evidence along the same line. Dave Burch of

our staff has been studying motivation, intrinsic motivation, in

rats -- curiosity. He shows that rats, like human beings appar-

ently, are motivated for novelty; that a rat, if you keep track of

where he spends time in a new environment, will spend more time in

a little alley where you put in a block with a checkerboard design

or where you've changed the walls so that the walls have some diff-

erent stimuli -- he'll go into this and he'll spend a good deal of

time. There seems to be a growing amount of evidence that curiosity

is just as basic a motivation as fear, hunger, sex, and the ones that

we've taken for granted for hundreds of years, and that there is a

very subtle relationship between curiosity and fear; that when an

organism is presented with something wnich is very strange, very

different from anything he's seen before, his first reaction is one

of anxiety and fear. 1",e chimpanzees, for example, down in Menlo
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Park, Florida, in the primate laboratories there, become very dis-

turbed if a keeper comes in wearing a mask, a I4alloween mask, and

they become afraid and anxious. And similarly, when yon put an ani-

mal in a strange situation, his first reaction is kind of to shrink

back. If there is a corner handy he'll shridc back into a corner.

But what happens in this situation is tht we gradually adapt to

strange things. Carl Brown, who was formerly professor on our staff,

(retired a few years ago), back in the thirties, took a squirrel out

into the middle of the Michigan stadium, and then turned the squirrel

loose in the middle of the stadium. 14hat did the squirrel do? Well,

first he just kind of froze there, and showed (if you could read his

mind) signs of fear. And Carl probably wouldn't read in fear, but

at least he tended to be relatively rigid. But then gradually the

squirrel would go out and he'd come back to the spot again where he

started, and go out a little further, come back again, go out a little

further, come back again. And eventually, he'd explored the whole

stadium -- at least as long as Carl left him there.

Well, to some extent we think that this is typical of the way all

organisms (Humans and others) react to new situations, that we're

always seeking something that's a little different, that's a little

novel, that is new. But then we come back to the familiar and then

go out and bring in a little more novelty, come back, go out and get

a little more novelty, And the trick in motivating people in learn-

ing situations is to kind of keep the right balance of the familiar

with the novel. crow this means that probably for some people, you're

guing to make them anxious, and they're going to feel unsettled and

uncertain, and that for other people it may be too much the same so

they'll be a little bit bored. So, you may have to provide differ-

ing degrees of complexity for differing parts of your participant
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audience. But the general notion thay you can rely on uncertainty,

newness, and complexity of the situation to elicit motivation, I

think now is becoming fairly well established in psychology.

Well, I guess my time is really up already. Let me just tick

off a couple of comments about each of these questions as I'm not

going to have time to go over them all.

The orienting of resource people to groups I think again is this

notion of setting goals, and I guess I'm anticipating what I'd plann-

ed to s ay tomorrow by saying that it seems to me the big difference

between short term and long term learning is simply in the sort of

goals that you set for your learning experience; that the process,

as I conceive of it, is the same in both cases. The difference is

that if you're working with a person 45 hours, you can set goals

which are much more advanced, more long-range, than you can for

something where you're working them only 8 or 10 or 20 hours. And

that, this question of orienting people is essentially one of gett-

ing them to set goals that are reasonable for t he length of time

that you have to work with people. I'd suggest also that one of the

differences between the short term situation and the semester-long

learning situation is that in a short time learning situation, you

probably cannot go very far in terms of creating brand new motives

for the people. That is, one of the things I try to get across to

our teaching fellows at the University is that you don't have to be

satisfied with the motives students bring in. They come into a psy-

chology course wanting to learn how to win friends and influence

people, and this is fine. We can recognize this and maybe work with

it, but we can create new motives, curiosity about human behavior in

general, motivations to explore it scientifically etc. and over a

semester we have a chance to make some progress in developing these
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other kinds of motives which we think are going to be important

for their future learning. I think in a short term course, I'd be

more skeptical about how much new motivation we could develop and

be much concerned about the motives people bring in, that we can cap-

italize on right now, and that this would be the thing I would stress

in trying to orient resource people as to kind of give them a picture of

rubaretheaidience is, :chat they're expecting so that you can kind of

take off from the beginning with what the person can use.

Wells the kind of involvement that is necessary, essentially

that question I have dealt with by saying that you're going to learn

whether you are involved or not. There are some motivational fact-

ors which are important here, and I guess I'd better save that till

later, because that gets to be more complicated.

I've talked a little bit about motivational factas; I guess the

one big principle I would stress is to count upon native curiosity,

iat this is a much more important motive than we use to think was

true, and I think is probably particularly important for the sort

of people who are coming to a conference for a learning experience.

You really aren't dealing with a population where you've got to cope

with a great lack of curiosity. Maybe this depends upon the con-

ference, but anyway I would plug for curiosity as one of these motives

you want to be concerned about.

Effective use or disuse -- well, I guess there I'd just say as

a starter that the more it can be used, the more likely it is to be

retained. I've talked a little bit about re-enforcement.

F/raluation -- I think I'd better save that for later. That's

a long term problem too. There are peaks and valleys. And when

depends a great deal upon motivation, so that one can't really be

answered very much. The notion would be that some people get bored
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change of pace; while if there's very high levels of motivation,

People can operate a sustained level for fairly long periods of

time, more than you're likely to be concerned with. We've had sub-

jects, for example, whdve worked on problems all night, (straight

through the afternoon and the following night) without any great loss

in learning. They seem to be able to sustain it for a long time.

Short term - long term learning I've commented on a little bit.

I think in terms of certain kinds of content, all I'd say here is

that there are differences between learning motives and learning in-

formation, and that probably it's easier to learn information in a

short term, but on the other hand I think you've got to focus on mo-

tivation if you're going to have any very long term effects, because

one of the things you've gDt to do is to create something that will

continue for awhile after you get out. So, we'd probably better talk

about that longer also.

I think that's one of the things in the residential setting, that

this may imply using out-of-conference time as a way of kind of reen-

forcing learning and motivation, if you get your groups talking about

what's going on, and making plans as to how they can apply it.

Age and learning. I guess the one principle I'd say there is

that we used to think learning dropped off very rapidly after about

24 or so. Now, the general feeling is that the older you are the

better you learn. So, and I think this means that, until people

get senile, you don't have too much to worry about as far as teach-

ing is concerned. There is a gimmick here, and this is the reason

why the earlier research went wrong; that the older you are the better

you learn, providing the new learning fits in with what you've known

before, that is, so you don't have to change or forget something that
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you've already learned. The older you are the better you've learned

what you have at this particular time, and the harder it is to change

it. And this means that if you're trying to teach someone something

that's in contradiction to what he's always known, it's going to be

much harder if he's older. This may mean, then, that in planning con-

ferences for older people, that you make a much greater effort to start

off with things they're familiar with and to try to relate what you're

doing to the familiar things that they already know.

I guess I'd better turn it back to Ed.

Would you just comment a little bit more on the physical factors.

How important are they to the actual learning process?

McKeachie: I don't think they are, except insofar as they affect this general

notion that you essentially are always learning, and if the physical

factors are very distracting, what you're learning about is how un-

comfortable the rooms here are, or something of this sort, instead

of learning what you should be learning. Or, if you look at moti-

vation, for example, curiosity (I'd say) is a very strong motive,

but it probably can't compete with hunger, when hunger is intense,

or with uncomfortableness when you're too hot or too cold or some-

thing like this, And that, thus, when you get these other motives,

competing with the motives for what you want, you're not going to

accomplish the sort of learning you want in the situation. But,

within a normal range, so that the person isn't actually uncom-

fortable, physical factors, I'd say, are relatively minor.

Chairman: Thank you, Dr. McKeachie. (Applause)

At this point, according to your program, we're going to break

into three smaller groups, and to explore now, and to react to some

of these principles that Dr. licKeachie has presented. These groups

are determined, as it says here, if these principles can or do apply
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McKeachie: But before you go I probably haven't left you with any clear

picture of what the principles were. Let me kind of run through the

way I had it prepared as a summary so you've got a little different

slant on these. I think I've introduced most of these principles al-

ready, but you may not have recognized them.

1. One principle is that the person's always learning, and that

thus the problem is to plan what kinds of learning we want to take

place.

2. The second principle would be that different kinds of learn-

ing don't necessarily go together, and that therefore it's important

to specify objectives fairly specifically, and to use the techniques

which are most effective for that particular kind of learning, Now,

this may mean that sometimes you have to sacrifice information for

interest, or that you have to sacrifice a certain kind of information--

or you may have to sacrifice a lot of information for ability to apply

and use the information. These things simply don't necessarily all

follow one after the other, and this means trying to make up your

mind which is more important for this particular educational experi-

ence.

3. Third, that learning is facilitated by some sort of feed-

back, or knowledge of results, And I've tried to differentiate. I've

suggested that you need informational feed-back, that is, you need to

know whether something is right or wrong. You have to have some sort

of standard of acconolishment, in other words; and I think you can

build these in so the person himself maybe can recognize whether he's

right or wrong.

L. Fourthly, that motivation depends upon some sort of re -en-

forcemeat, and that you may increase learning by building in some
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sort of reward, so that the person is motiv-ted to go further. I've

suggested that motivation does affect the kind of learning that takes

place. Generally we learn those things which are going to satisfy our

motives, and that curiosity c an be important motive.

I've suggested that curiosity dependc upon a certain amount of

newness, or uncertainty in a situation, but that information (or the

other kind of learning) probably is most effective which there isn't

anything that is uncertain, that is, when you're always right; so that

here is one of the places where you have to usually compromise some-

what.

I think those are the major principles I've hit so far. There's

probably -- I have more here, but I don't think you could remember

more than this anyway.

Chairman: We have three gro:Ip leaders in the audience. One of them for

Group NO. 1 is Al Storey, whom you've already met; and that group will

meet in Room 311, and we'll tell you which group you're in in just a

moment.

The second leader is Tunis Dekker. And that group will meet in

Room 313.

The third group leader is Mary Lou O'Donnell, and that group

will stay right here.

Now, the way we'll determine whether you're in 1, 2 or 3, is a

numbering off process. ',1011 start off by numbering 1, 2, 3, and then

the next person is 1, etc.

(They number)

Now, remember your group number.

Now, before you go -- we'd like to have you work together. Your

leader is to appoint, the first thing, a recorder; and the recorder

for your session is responsible to put down those questions that you
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want to bring back tonight to Dr. i=c eachie, for further elaboration

on the principles that he's given to us, in relation to the short

term of the CNI kind of experience. The group should work until

about 4:30 and then we would like to have the leaders and the re-

corders to meet with Dr. McKeachie, Ed and myself in Ed's suite

which is 556. And then remember the buffet is at 6 o'clock.

(Announcements, about the buffet and tickets.)

One further word to the leaders and recorders. We have suggest-

ed here an the pink program that they are to develop questions. We're

going to ask that you develop at least 4 questions to bring back, and

the recorders are instructed to write these legibly so that they may

be turned in, to use in the proceedings later on. we want them writt -.

en up at 7:30 so that Dr. McKeachie can use them and then turn them

in for the proceedings t hat do follow.

(Announcements about breakfast)

We are adjourned.
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iicKeachie: I've talkFA about establishing goals. Let me try to describe

my function, as I see it, and yours, as I see it; and to ask you to

correct me if I've mis-interpreted these.

As I understand it, my task is to try to present Principles of

learning, or teaching; and your task is to try to see how these may

be applied in conference and institute work.

There are some problems with this, in that, in the first place,

the principles are not awfully well established; and while I may state

quite dogmatically a principle like motivation that facilitates learn-

ing or something, if I were to go into it in detail the book which

followed that statement would be largely qualifications and inter-

pretations, etc. I think that psychology is better than common

sense in many ways, but it doesn't allow one to get along without

common sense. That is, we don't know what it has, I think, that

common sense doesn't have, it's some specifications of conditions

under which certain things work, while common sense usually has a

couple of principles which are contradictory and you cite the par-

ticular principle that you want to, depending upon the situation,

and often aren't aware of the contradicitions which are involved.

Typically, in the orinciples we state we try to put in some of the

factors which are relevant. But this doesn't make it very satisfying,

as far as a direct application, because usually psychologists end up

by saying that "it all depends" and you're left up about as much in

the air as you were before the psychologist spoke. So, I would guess

that in the area that you're working in, chances are that your wis-

dom gathered from day-to-day experience is considerably better than

any rules that you might gather from what I'm to say. I think in most

areas what y-u learn as a result of experience turns out to be pretty

much what the psychologist would say if' he knew enough. about the situ.
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ation to say anything about it, and usually he doesn't know enough

about it to say anything. 44,

What I would hope is that by trying to refer to some psycholog-

ical principles, that I might give you a different perspective which

would help you identify some of the aspects of your experience, which

are particularly relevant, and then, perhaps to generalize them in

ways that you hadn't thought of generalizing your experience before.

In other words, I don't think that I'm going to tell you anything new.

I do hope that I'll -- that what I say will have a familiar sound to

you, so that you'll be able to identify aspects of your experience,

and say: Yes, that's what I knew all the time. And perhaps be able

to say: Well, maybe I can extend this experience to something I had-

n't thought of extending it to before. So, your task really is to use

common sense, with regard to what I have to say, and I would hope that

you would interrupt and ask questions, use whatever means you need to

shake me up and to challenge me, so that I either back down on some

outrageous statement, or so that I clarify what I mean enough that

it makes sense to you.

One of tle questions that was raised, I think, is relevant here

and that was: What sorts of things are different in learning; and

I think it's quite clear that knowing something and be7ng able to

apoly it is different.

I gave a lecture a few years ago to a gro,7p of college presidents

and deans in New England and at the 7ew England Board of Higher Educa-

tion meetings; and was talking about principles of learning in a more

formal way than I have today. At the end of the lecture, at the ques-

tion period, one of the presidents got up and said: 'Tell now, if thesa

principles of learning are so good for college teaching, why aren't

psychologists better teachers? I was tempted to say that they are
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better teachers, but I was afraid that he might not believe that, so

I answered something about: Well, why aren't physicists necessarily

good television repairmen, and I think he saw the point. But the

point really is that I can talk about principles, but I can't apply

them for you. This is the job that you'll have to do.

Well, let's look at some of these questions which were presented

by the groups.

Yes, sir?

Conferee: I wanted to ask what may sound like a stupid question, but wise

military for the last 30 years decided that they can make teachers

out of sergeants, and less, in a five week course and do a relative-

ly good job of it; and about 90% of them survived; and those that

didn't didn't because they made a mistake. Te spend a lot of time

with principles, theory and quantification, and never get around to

"how to do it." And just recently the 0EA wanted to make child de-

velopment people in 36 hours. I just wonder if maybe sometimes we

ought to look for a median path between those two. What's your opin-

ion on that?

McKeachie: I think you're righi.. I would argue, I guess, that there is a

point in Ph.D. programs and in bachelor's degrees, with teachers's

certificates, etc. -- that in all of these areas there are certain

skills that can be taught that are useful in limited situations; and

that in human relations, for example, we can teach rules of etiquette

which will handle a lot of situations; but that to deal with a variety

of situations, to be able to cope with new situations for which we

haven't been specifically trainid, it's usually helpful to get back

to kind of general principles where the rule of thumb, or the rule

of etiquette, doesn't aoply. And that, most of our educational situ -

ations are complex enough so that presumably some understanding of
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basic principles may be more useful, in the long run, than the rules

of thumb, which could be taught relatively rapidly. I must say I gemr.

ally am on the other side of this, in that I've argued that college

teachers, for example, could do a lot better if they had some tricks

of the trade, and that there are a lot of simple techniques that make

a big difference in just the general effectiveness of teaching.

Well, I've arranged the questions that the groups asked into --

well, really two major groups; one having to do with objectives and

the techniques for achieving objectives; and the second one having to

do with motivation and various effects of motivation; and maybe a third

on individual differences. I suspect that we won't get through all of

these tonight, but I'd like to tackle a few of the questions and give

you my reactions to them and hope that you'll mart to my reactions.

Group Mo. 3 raised the sort of fundamental ouestion of: How do

we establish objectives?

Now here I don't think that the psychologist has any particular

competence. This is really probably a question that falls more cen-

trally in the educator's realm than the psychologist's realm, but I'm

going to answer it anyway, because this is an area I'm interested in.,

And I would argue that you really need to specify objectives in tears

of changes in the people who are t aking part in the conference, that

your ultimate objective in any educational situation is some change

in the learner; and that to the extent that you can specify changes

in learners, you probably have taken the biggest step toward evalu-

ation; that where we have trouble in evaluating, it is usually be-

cause we haven't specified the objective in any way that has any

really clear connotation of what the learner is supposed to do about

the educational experience that he's been in.

Well, if we start off from this, then the question is:
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who should formulate these? And here I think it is more or less a

matter of philosophy, as much as a matter of principle. But my phil.

osophy would be that all of those involved in the educational situ-

ation ought to have some role, or at lest ought to be represented,

that the conference and institute person who is responsible for the

conference out to be a particioant, that the sponsor of the confer-

ence ought to be participaYing -. or the sponsors; and that the partici-

pants themselves, insofar as they can be represented, out to be in-

volved.

One reason for this is sinplv the practical one of motivation.

There is a good dlal of experience in industrial settings that partici-

pation in setting the goals of an activity and in determining how these

goals shall be achievedy makes a difference in the workers- managements

commitment to achieving these goals. The classic studies go back to

French, Cartes and French; Bevelais and others who showed that if you

were changing work procedures in industrial plants, that if management

simply told workers that we're going to change this particular assern'

bly line, production dropped and stayed low for a long period before

recovering; that if the workers were presented with the problem, and

the possible ways of solving the problem, that the change of product-

ion methods rcsulted in a much greater production than had occurred

under the old methods.

Now, this is probably oversimplied. It doesn't mean that you

can get participants to get all excited about something and learn

more, if what you do is bring them in to ratify the decisions which

you have already made about what you are going to do in the confer-

ence. I think, to the extent, however, that participants can actual-

ly participate .. that is, influence the shaping of the conference,

that their motivation presumably will be increased.
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Another reason, I think, for bringing in representatives of

these groups is that there often are motives underlying the vari-

ous factors in this thing, motives that each of them has, which may

not be the motives which are the ostensible goals of the conference.

For example, the president of the organization which is sponsoring a

conference may really be mostly concerned about whether or not he

makes a good impression in the conference, and whether or not he is

going to appear enough times and people are going to see that he is

really a big wheel in the organization. Eaybe this doesn't actually

occur, but my guess is that this might be one sort of motive that a

sponsor might have, or a person arranging a conference. Partici-

pants may be coming to the conference, and their goal may be to

have as pleasant a vacation as they can, from everyday activities.

Or it may be simply to get some sort of advancement in their job, and

they're not so much concerned that they learn anything but they do

want to be sure that their employer thinks that they're interested

in this sort of thing, or that they've done something which he will

give them points for the next time promotions come up. And you can

see that there's quite a difference if this is the participants typ-

ical motivation, over the situation where the participants are comimg

because they have some very pressing problems that they want some

help on, because they've got to go back and deal with these problems,

or else suffer the consequences.

The person from conferences and institutes may have special mo-

tives in this situation; and you know better than I what these might

be. It may be professional advancement; it may be to win status, tc

make contacts with important people in the state or community; to make- -

to persuade them that you're really a good guy who should be snatched

off to be a junior executive, or something of this sort. I don't know
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what the motives may be, but lresumably there are personal motives

involved in C and I people if they are human, as well as other

people.

The resource persons, who are going to be invoied, it seems to

me, should get in helping shape the objectives as soon as possible.

On tl-e one hand, he knows what his field is about, so that if you're

going to utilize him effectivOyprobably he better than anyone else

can give you some notion of the field. Re may not know what it has

to contribute to this particular conference, but at least he is an

expert in terms of the resources available. And his reasons for

apoearing in the conference may be relevant to the shaping of the con-

ference. Perhaps he, too, is interested in contacts with ban!ers or

businessmen or labor leaders or something else. Perhaps he is the

person who likes a good deal of applause so that you want to plan a

format so that they'll laugh heartily at his jokes, or apA.aud vig-

orously when he's through. So, trying to get him involved so you

get some idea of what kind of person he is and what he wants out of

it, I think is going to be important.

Now, all of V-ese things are not going to come out in the open,

but I would argue that to the extent that you can bring them out and

recognize them, you're probably going to have abetter conference;

even though some of these motives may be ones that are really not

legitimate motives for holding a conference. But if the participants

are coming for a vacat1on, and every minute of the day is booked up,

you're going to have a group who are frustrated, no matter how much

and how valuable the educational experience. And this is probably

going to get in the way of their learning. And similarly, if the

conference participants are people who are concerned about getting

a lot accomplished because they've got to do something back home
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with whatbyPr this is, you might as well find it out so that you

don't waste a lot of time on kind of leisure-time-time activities.

If they have to make reports when they get home, you might as well

find this out so you can give them something to report on, and some

way of doing it, effectively.

I ould argue that in most cases you can't get all of these people

in on the pre-conference planning, and that this implies a certain

amount of flexibility in planning and, insofar as possible, a con-

tinuous reformulation.

Now, I suspect that from your standpoint' the best conference

would be one that was so well planned that you just start it roll-

ing and it goes off by itself while you're working with some other

conference that's oing to happen next week or next month or some-

thing else. 3ut I think that in terms of learning, that probably

the greatest learning is going to take plce if there is somebody in-

volved in the conference who can .!'get with" participants and leaders

and others to shake up the schedule if it turns out that the object-

ives of various groups involved here are not being met, in order that

you can either reshape their objectives, or reshape the conference to

meet some of the objectives. And I think there are techniques of do-

ing this that are not terribly exoensive in time. OM for example,

you might get a panel of participants who agree to act as informists

to you about how people are reacting and whether people seem to be

getting what they want and how things are going, in a regular aca-

demic class, I've sometimes tapped certain students and said: To-

day I want you to be observers of the class, as well as learners,

and tell me what went on, how you think things went, whether or not

you think people were getting my points. Ohl I think a technique

like this might be adaptable to conferences as well. Probably you
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can think of other techniques that would be more effective. Well,

so much for establishing objectives.

Group No. 3, are there other things that you had in mind there

that I haven't touched on?

Well, if not, let me go on to a question raised by Group '4o. 2,

which was: Tilhich kinds of learning don't go together?

I suggested earlier today that you might have to make a choice

between different kinds of objectives, or you might have to give up

learning on one front in order to achieve learning on another front.,

And I guess prior to this is Group No. 2's question: What are the

kinds of learning that I was talking about when I said there were

different kinds of learning?

Well, here I have nothing esoteric to suggest. Essentially I

think of learning in terms like tliose used by the college examiners;

and I should give you a reference. I'll give University of Chicago

a free plug. Ben Bloom who is college examiner at Chicago, and a

group of college examiners, have a book called Taxonomy of Educa-

tional Objectives; Vol.1 is the Cognitive Domain. That's one cate-

gory of objectives. Dave Kraftwohl, formerly of Michigan State Uni-

versity, is the editor or author of Book 2, which is Taxonomy of Ed-

ucational Objectives To Affective Domain, I think it's called. And

these two books are probably the most systematic attempt to specify

objectives in ways that are measurable. Now, I've been working with

these for some time and I'm not sure that they're practical, but at

least it gives you a way of thinking about them. And in the Cognitive

Domain which is what's covered in Bloom's Book 1, they try to differ-

entiate between different levels of learning, intellectually. They

start with knowledge of specific facts as being the ]wrest level. Then

they go up through such things as interpretation and application of
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knowledge, analysis of a problem, or of a sttuation, planning a

course of action, and fairly complex kinds of cognitive skills or

cognitive outcomes. These higher level things have often been called

critical thinking, and Dressel and Mayhew who are at Hichigan State

University -- Dressel is still there, Mafew is now at Stanford --

have two or thrcc books which I think are very good in the General

Domain of measuring critical thinking and other outcanes of general

education.

OK. Then, one set of learnings that Ilm talking about are these

cognitive learningsp knd I would differentiate at least between kind

of the low level cognitive things (knowledge, getting information)

and t he more complex kinds of cognitive things which you might call

problem-solving skills or critical thinking.

The second kind of domain of objectives is this volume 2 --

affective. And here we'd be talking about developing an interest in

something, developing motivation to learn more, developing motivation

to put something into practice or to apply it, changing attitudes

developing even a general kind of good feeling about your own uni-

versity might be an objective that would fall in this affective do-

main. So, these could be fairly specific interests or attitudes or

they could be even such things astasic values, which you might be

aiming at, in some educational experiences.

The third domain is one which, as far as I know, is not yet

out 'n book form, in the area of motor skills. I don't know how nuch

you actually get into that. In most college courses we won't get into

motor skills a great deal, and I don't know whether C and I --- well,

I was thinking of driver training, but you probably don't actually

train drivers; you probably train teachers of driver training, where

what you're trying to do is help some of these understandings rather
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than to teach them how to steer the car or something. So -- do you

get into any motor skills in any of your conferences or institutes?

I can't think offhand of any I've heard of. Maybe you do in fire

manship, or something.

Conferee: Artificial insemination.
Bernson
r.cKeachie: Oh, that's right, Yeah, that would be a good one. we don't do

that at the University of Michigan, unfortunately. (Laughter)

Let me give you some examples of cases where I think we showed,

in regular college classes, a lack of correlation between different

levels. When I'm talking to college faculties I point out that most

of our college catalogues aim at these sort of higher level cognitive

skills. These are the things we talk about. ',43 say we're teaching

the students how to think, or how to evaluate. But in most of our

courses, we examine them on knowledge of facts; and we assume that

in order to think about an area a person has to know the basic facts

and concepts, etc. And I think this is true that it 13 necessary

to have knowledge, but that it's not true that, having knowledge,

one can necessarily think critically or evaluate well, or solve

problems with this particular knowledge.

One experiment we did some years ago was one in which we were

studying what Unds of students learn well, from what kinds of

teachers; and we were still interested, however, in what kinds of

teachers were most effective. And we gave the teachers personality

tests. We had them observed by observers; we got student reactions

to them, etc. to try to find out which teachers were most effective

and what nharacteristecs there were for these teachers.

As our measures of effectiveness, we had a number of things, in-

cluding attitude scales. But two things which were in the cognitive

domain were two parts of the final examination. One part of the final
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examination was an objective, multiple choice test designed to get

at pretty much basic arinciples and concepts. Ile tried not to make

them pure memory of facts. In most cases they were in slightly diff-

erent words than they were in the book, or we might give an example

which the student had to identify. Jut essentially, specific memory,

and a little beyond that, was what we were trying to get there. The

other part of the final examination was an essay question, a fairly

broad one, which we designed to get at how well the student could

marshal facts into some sort of organized form, could interpret them,

and could solve a problem sort of thinking like a psychologist

would.

We had these essay questions all graded by an outside grader,

(after the grades had been turned in by instructor), who tried to

evaluate them in terms of these criteria. And we worked on scoring

these until we developed a fairly high degree of reliability. Other

scorers could score them, using the same sort of criteria and come

out with roughly the same sort of evaluation. So, we have these two

sets of outcomes. And our thought was that, you know, teachers who

were good on these things would probably be effective teachers.

We expected, as you might guess, from the fact that we used two

things, that these wouldn't go together perfectly, that there might

be some students who would do well in the essay and not so well in

the objective, and vice versa. But generally speaking, students INtio

did well on one would do well on the other. And this was right. Gen-

erally speaking the bright students presumably did well on both and

poorer students did not do so well on both.

But when we looked at teachers, we found quite a different pic-

ture. What we did to sort of measure the teacher's effectiveness was

to take his students average score on these two types of tests and
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corrected these for intelligence, that is some classes tend to be a

little brighter than others, even though they're more or less elect-

ing them randomly. These were all sections of one course; and at

various hours during the day; presumably there shouldn't be any par-

ticular selective factor, but just through chance you get some classes

which have more bright students than others. And so we took this out,

statistically, so that we're lookirr. at how high the scores were when

you removed the variance due to intelligence.

We found that certain teachers were particularly effective as

measured by their student's performance on the objective test; and

you could separate the effective teachers from the non-effective

teachers on this test.

We looked at the essay test and we found that there, too, we

could get a difference between teachers and their effectiveness as

measured by their student's performance on the essay test.

looking at both sets of data, however, the startling thing was

that those teachers who were best as measured by their student's per-

formance on the objective test, tended to bethose who were worst as

measured by those whose performance was being measured on the essay

test, and vice versa. There was a negative correlation, in other

words, between effectiveness of teaching as measured by these two

different kinds of objective. 1,Tow, there were some teachers who were

poor in both; some teachers who were good on both. But generally speali.

ing, these two things seemed to be incompatible. It looked in some

respects as if the teacher put his emphasis one place or the other,

and that certain teachers presumably were pushing more for getting

across the basic facts and concepts, etc., and specific information;

and as a result were doing very well, as measured by this objective.

But at the same time the students were not gaining the ability to
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think about it. Other teachers were putting more of their emphasis

upon thinking, and apparently doing very well, if our essay test was

a measure of this. But in order to do this was sacrificing some of

the coverage of material which was necessary for the knowledge test..

Then we had another experiment which I think also illustrated

this. Back in this was the first experiment I did, actually, back

in '46 - '47. In fact, Al probably participated. Fe was a student

the semester we were running this, I think, in introductory psychology.

We were trying three different methods of teaching. One of these was

what we call recitation method in which the instructor came into the

class with a quizz (true-false, -multiple choice), which he gave dur-

ing the first few minutes. As soon as the quizz was completed the

students exchanged papers and they were checked and then handed in

for some spot rechecking of the grading and also to record the grades,

There might be a demonstration or a brief lecture, if there were some

points he wanted to get across; and the rest of the hour was spent in

what we thought of as being very old-fashioned drill type procedures

in which the instructor would have a list of quite specific questions

about the facts in the assignment for that day; and he would keep

his grade book in front of him and he'd ask a question and look around

the room and call on somebody. Tie would not call upon volunteers,

typically -- just enough so they wouldn't volunteer in order to gat

out of being called on. Fe would very ostentatiously grade each stu-

dent's answer in the boon. So, here was a situation where there was

a good deal of emphasis upon getting the facts, getting the knowledge

of results. The students got these quizzes. They knew whether or

not they'd succeeded. They recited. They knew whether or not they

were right or wrong in terms of teaching knowledge and getting feed-

back on it. This method was fine. Personally we expected it to be
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horrible. It was sort of our example of the worst of what we thought

traditional teaching had been.

The second method was one that there was some flurry about at

that time. Olivet College was making a good deal of publicity about

tutorial methods and adapting the methods of the English Universities

to America. And so, we had the notion that in these classes we would

simply give the students assignments, and let them come in to instruct-

ors offices when they had some questions; or they could go at their

own pace. I should say that there was one common lecture for all of

these groups once a week so they weren't completely on their own,

but for the other two hours a week these students would presumably

have been on their own, and if they wanted to do extra reading, fine;

they'd be encouraged to follow their own interest and pace themselves

in any way they wanted to. We thought this would appeal to the bright

student, the student who had lots of interest and ambition himself.

It didn't appeal to our Dean, however, Fe had the feeling that if

we didn't hold classes he was going to get complaints from parents

about what were we doing with all the tuition money they were paying

in, and not providing any classes for students. So, he suggested i:hat

we not carry out that particular method. what we did was a compromise.

We held classes, but we didn't teach in them in any formal sense. We

would came into class, and sometimes there'd be a demonstration or

something. Or you might have an announcement or something that you

would do for the whole group. But typically we came to these classes,

trudging across campuslidth two big suitcases full of books which were,

as you know, about as heavy as anything you can put in suitcases.

array these books out on the desks in the front of the room. These

were changed each week to take into account what the assignments in

the textbooks were so that they'd be things that the students could
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do to either get simpler versions of what was in the text or could

go much deeper into things that were in the text. Students were en-

couraged to come up and talk to the instructor individually if they

had questions. And generally they were on their own during the class

periods. If they wanted to come they could. If they didn't, they

didn't.

The third method was what we were hoping would turn out to be

most effective, discussion method. In this class the instructor came

in with a group of sort of stimulating questions. we hoped; rather

general questions. weld throw out one of these questions and then

try to get widespread participation among the members of the group.

The teacher would summarize the discussion as we went along, on the

board, or maybe keep some notes on the blackboard and summarize at

the end of the period. The not &on was that this method would encour-

age students to think and would involve then in the course, and pre-

sumably everybody would be happy and learning a great deal.

Well, the results of the experiment were a little shocking to

us. It turned out that on our final examination the group which was

clearly the best -- at least clearly better than tutorial was the re-

citation class. These students -- and this was a multiple choice test-- -

so we sort of rationalized this that they'd been practicing multiple

choice tests all of the time, and thus they were ready for the final

examination. So, that could be explained away. What kind of shock-

ed us was that whereas we thought of the recitation drill as being

very horrible and threatenir to students, and feared that they'd

rebel. It turned out that they thought this was a great method.

Each of us was teaching each of t'-ese three sections -- that is, we

had three sections apiece, so that we had one section taught by each

method. And we were pretty consistently rated by the students in our
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recitation classes as beirr); more effective teachers than the students

were rating us in the other classes. They thought that psychology

was fine. They wanted to take more courses and everything. Soy it

looked as if the best method for teaching was the recitation-drill

method.

We did some other stadies later on that I hole weakened this a

little; but we did a follow-up some four years later which I think

again illustrates this point about differences in outcomes not being

related to one another. We looked at how many of the students in

these various rTouls had gone on to major in rsychology. Typically

about 5-1C% of our students entering an introductory course are think-

ing that they're going to major and about the same number at the end

of the course think they're going to major in psych, some of them the

same and some of them different. (We seem to lose about as many as

we pick up.) And in the tutorial and discussion groups we had a nor-

mal number of majors. In the recitation-drill group, however, we had

a fairly normal number of girl majors, but in these groups, whereas

we would have expected something like 35 men to major, based on ex-

pectations from the other groups, not a single man majored in psy-

chology, after having gone through this.

well, this suggests, then, that what we had gained in knowledge

in these groups, we had lost on some sort of front of commitment to

the field or interest in the field. hnd I think that there is other

evidence which kind of supports this. For example, generally we know

that organization facilitates learning and that if you've got some-

thing that's laid out in a neat package (1, 2, 3) that people will

understand it, remember it better than if it's all he" sr-skelter.

Sometimes this is true. There are exceptions even to this. But Just

generally organization is a good thing for memory.
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At the same time, studies of the national merit scholars in

which people at the National Merit Scholarship Corporation have

been studying what determines what these kids major in, what they

go on and take their Ph.D.'s in, suggest that these students are

particularly motivated by courses which they described as not being

very well organized; that they say that in the courses which in-

fluenced them to choose their major, they didn't know what to ex-

pect from one day to the next. So, here again, you have this no-

tion that maybe organization helps as far as learning and memory

are concerned, but may be not so helpful when your objective is one

of motivation.

Well, does that answer the general question of Group 2 about

what kinds of learning go together, or don't go together; and what

I mean when I talk about different kinds of learning? Any questions?

Conferee: What kinds of learning don't go together?

N^Keachie: Well, I think probably - generally knowledge I don't think

anything is necessarily incompatible. I guess what I would say is

that you probably are not likely to do ever:thing efficiently through

any one program, and that if you focus on one particular kind of ob-

jective, you ought to recognize that you probably can't accomplish

other objectives. I think there's a temptation in any educational

planning to set down a whole list of objectives, which everybody

agrees would be good, and to think -- wen, we'll do all of these,

and we'll plan a curriculum which will accomplish everything. And

it's very seldom, I find in our college faculty meetings -- it's

very seldom that anybody ever thnks that we've got to give up any-

thing if we add any other objective in. There's always a tendency --

well, we'll require this, perhaps -- another year of language or

something. This would be a good thing for people to have, but nobody
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thinks about ,chat do students give up, what don't they elect, because

they are taking an extra year of lrInguage. And if we say we're going

to concentrate upon teaching creativity this year -- this sounds fine,

but what do we do, what do we lose on somecther front by emphasizing

this? So that, I would argue that you've always got to figure there's

some sort of system of the limitation of what you can accomplish in

any given educational experience.

Well, let me go on to another question, I think, of group 3's

which was: How do you select learning experiences that are appropri-

ate to objectives? And here again I don't know that I can give you

any general principles. I can give you sort of experiences from aca-

demic life which may be relevant to your situations, but which you're

going to have to determine for yourself as to applicability.

I would say that if your objective is knowledge, the most effic-

ient way of getting it across is reading. I don't know how much you

use reading in conferences; I suspect not muc' -. I'm involved each

summer in an educational program called The National Training Labora-

tories; and every summer I go to the planning sessions for that and

I say: Why don't we have them read some of this instead of giving

lectures this year? And every summer they agree and we go ahead and

give the lectures. And I suspect that there are probably good reasons

for this. I think one reason is that somehow or other people have the

feeling they're not doing anything for them if you don't have somebody

up in front that they're listening to. And if you simply provided the

same time for them to read something -- well, why should they have

come to a conference just to have a chance to read. So, I can under-

stand why you might not want to take time for reading. But if you're

really concerned about efficiency, it's very hard to beat reading.

You can cover a lot of material in a relatively brief of time.
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ing information. Programmed learning is one you've probably been

hearing about a good deal. This has been much over-ballyhooed, I

think, It's not a very efficient method as far as transmitting in-

formation is concerned. It's very slow, and it's likely to be very

boring. On the other hand it does have this advantage of providing

very frequent checks upon learning; and usually of providing a better

thought-out organization than the typical book or article is likely

to. And thus, I think programred learning is a particularly useful

tool, if the leaner doesn't know what to look for. ',that the program

does, really, is to take him through the things that he should be

doing, when he's reading, and make sure that he's paying attention

to the things that are importal-A, in it. It makes him go through it

step by step instead of sort of skimming over and maybe missing what

he should be getting. In a sense, it does what the skillful reader

will do for himself, and makes sure that even the poorest reader

will do these things which a skillful reader could do more rapidly

if he weren't cluttered up by having to flip pages to find out "turn

to so-and-so-and so-forth" in the program workbook. So, this may be

a technique that you want to use if you're pretty sure that your stu-

dents are confused, that they can't read the materials and get out of

it what they need to get out oft., if they're likely to be rather slip-

shod in their study habits. And this may be true for certain adult

learners who haven't been reading for content and for information for

some time. So this might be a useful tool to you in certain confer-

ences.

Lectures, I would argue, are probably better for motivation than

they are for information if you have a scintillating lecturer; but I

think there is a very important informational value to lecturers and
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the place where I see lecturers as being of particular importance

is when the information you want to get across isn't in print in

any easily ...:essible form for the learner. The lecturer can tell

you what's happening in a field right now, what the most recent de-

velopments are. And in our, field, at least, there's about a four

year lag from the time information is discovered until the time it

appears in a book. It gets out into t"e professional meetings with-

in about a year. It out in a journal in maybe two years, but it's

typically four years before it gets into the sort of basic books in

the field. And this means that in areas where you're anxious to

keep up with changing technology, changing information, the lecturer

is probably a good way of getting it. It's likely to be more up-to-

date than anything that's in print, although even here I would argue

that oftentimes we spend a lot of money bringing in a lecturer, or

maybe televising him or something and it would be cheaper to simply

have him dictate it and then get it into mimeographed form (or some-

thing) to distribute to the audience ahead of time for them to read.

I think there's another advantage to lecturers andthat is that

most things in print are written for mass audiences, and that thus

the lecturer can pick out of the printed materials things that are

particularly appropriate for this group. This sucests that you

lecture when you've got a group that has some special interests that

need some special information which hasn't been brought together in

a form suitable for the group (before) in printing.

I think television or films may be useful modes of presenting

information, if you're interested in visual identification, or some-

thing that they have to see. Oterwise, it's probably a waste of time

to put it in films or television. Most of the things we're doing with

adults and at the college level don't involve visual identification or
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eye -hand coordination or other things where you need to see it.

Words are generally much more efficient than to see something; so

that, again, television and film you may want for motivational fact-

ors, but as far as getting across information, only if the informat-

ion has some visual content that they need to see in person.

Now, when we go on to the, what I'd call, higher level cognitive

areas, I think the picture is different. We have a lot of studies

on lecture vs. discussions; most of them come out with no significant

differences between them in effectiveness and most of them come out

that way because the measures haven't been very sophisticated. We

simply can't measure differences in outcomes; but there are at least

some studies in which differences have appeared, and consistently

the differences favor discussion. I mean, if there are any differ-

ences , they are one the side of discussion, when it comes to atti-

tude change and to problem solving skills or application. And so,

here I would argue that, if you are concerned about application, and

thinking about the material, solving problems, evaluating sometUng,

that you're probably going to want to use a technique in which the

student has a chance to practice these oarticular skills. I suppose

that in both cases -- well, in most of these areas I would say that

to some extent the students are going to learn what they practice,

and that in this case, if you want them to problem-solve, they pro-

bably have to practice problem solving.

Now, we're very fond, in psychology, of saying that practice does-

n't make perfect, that you can practice -- well, the classical study

was one done by Thorndike 50 years ago in which he had oeople practice

drawing lines, say, 5 inches long. And so people woulj draw lines

like this -- thousands and thousands of trials. He'd measure the

first one and he'd measure the last one and there'd be no tendency
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the point that h2 made was a basic point, this point of feedback or

knowledge of results, that you improve on something if you get know-

ledge of results. So, if you tell a person this line's too short and

then he does this one and you measure that and say it's a little too

long, and he does the next one and you measure that one and tell him

if that's too short or too long. Fe gets so he can draw them pretty

accurately but, it takes knowledge of results to do this. And I think

this is one of the areas we haven't been too careful about in our dis-

cussion technioues, Vat we have a great many discussions where people

practice solving eroblems and applying things but there's no knowledge

of results. And I think that one of the problems with non-directive

discussions is that they essentiallyc an become just bull-sessions

where people express opinions, but nobody knows whether his opinion

is any better than anybody else's opinion; and that if you are going

to develop a skill here in problem solving, or a skill in application,

then this means that somebody's got to say: uell, that's a lousy

idea; or that won't work; or let's try it another way, or something

so that the person gets some idea of how close he's coming to the

goal, how well he's doing. This doesn't mean that you have to have

an instructor dc this all the time. I think that, ideally, the per-

son learns to do this for himslef after some ilsaztice, and that fre-

quently you want to build in to your learning experience some ways

in which the participants can learn to evaluate, whether or not they

are moking orogress, or whether or not they're developing the skill.,

3ut this means that probably, if he's going to do this, somebody's

got to sort of set the standards to start with. This means you've

got to have somebody who is somewhat expert, or you've got to have

a number of people in a group who have enough expertise so that they
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can begin to help each other and you can pool the expertise in the

group to get some improvement on the cart of all the members of the

group.

Well, the third area -- and discussion obiously is not awiully

good way of transmitting information. It's slow. People will spend

an hour on talking about one point or how it might apply. And sur-

prisingly enough in most college courses, discussion doesn't seem to

make any difference. Students do as well on final examinations of

information after a discussion class asthey do after a lecture class.

(The reason for that is that tha final examination is usually based

on the textbook, and so it really doesn't make any difference what

you do in class.)

This affective domain -- here too, I think the evidence is on

the side of discussion techniques. I think that you can create in-

terest, you can develop interests and attitudes through a skillful

lecturer; and there've been a good many studies of Atitude change.

For example, should you present both sides of a problem; or if you

want to change a person's attitude, is it better just to present the

side you want him to end up on? Well, the answer to that one seems

to be that if he doesn't know the arguments against its it:s better

just to present just the side you want him to end up on. But if he

knows the arguments against your postion, then you'd better present

those too. Should you start off with pros and then present the cons

or start off the other way? And here again it depends upon the per-

son's previous position. It seems that if he's against you to start

with, then it's better to start off with his position and get him to

kind of come along with you, and then present the arguments in your

position, because if you present your arguments first, apparently

what he does is to simply debate you himself and he loses what you're
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saying, in formulating his rebuttal to it, so that he ends up just

as negative as when he started. Now, there are some cther principles

of this sort, but there are things that can bE done through lectures,

But here again, in the college course studies, which go over longer

periods of time, there is some suggestion that :Ittitudes are more like-

ly to be effected in discussion than in lecture. I would guess that

laboratories might also be effective in developing interests and atti-

tudes, if the student has a chance to make some discoveries for him-

self and to do some things on his own. I don't know of any studies

which have found that laboratories have any particularly educational

advantage, but maybe they do.

Here I think the important thing I would stress is that most of

our attitudes, and values and interests, are strongly dependent upon

social factors; and that, to a large extent, our attitudes have, as

reference, other people, -- we learn them from other people to start

with. And to a large extent they are stabilized by other people's

attitudes; and that, thus, the big advantage that discussion hay; is

that it gives us some oicture of what is happening to other people,

and that if we see other people having a different attitude or chang-

ing their attitudes, that this is a very important factor in determin-

ing what our attitude will be.

The classic studies were done here during World Liar II when Kurt

Louen did his studies on changing food habits; and this is such a comm

on introductory psych. example I'd better ask how many of you know the

experiment, rather than repeating it. "ell, that's about half and

half, I guess. Let me review it then.

Louen was given the problem of: How do you get people to use

tongue, sweetbreads, liver, kidney, very nutritious parts of animals

which most housewives don't serve very nften; because during World
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WOr II these nutritionally good meats were in plentiful supoly, but

steaks and pork chops, etc., were presumably being sent over to the

boys overseas (They never seemed to get to us, but I guess they were

there someplace.) Well, Louen analyzed the situation and concluded

that the key perspn was the housewife; that if he could persuade her

to buy these meats, she probably would serve themlvbecause most people

don't like food to go to waste in the refrigerator; and that therefore

his attack should be to change the attitudes of housewives toward liver,

sweetbreads, etc.

One of his methods was the lecture; and in the lecture a home

economist came in .- or a dietician, and gave a very carefully pre-

pared lecture in which she described how these meats could be serv-

ed, presented recipes that could be used to make them appealing and

attractive and even smell good, and all sorts of ways of getting them

dolled up so that people would really like to eat them. Well, this

was one technique.

The other technique was a technique in which similar groups of

housewives were brought in and were asked to talk about why it was

that People didn't serve these meats? "ilell my husband doesn't

like them" or "most people don't like the way they smell" or "we

don't like to think about where they come from.Hor what have you.

And all of the reasons for not serving them were brought out in

the discussion. s they came out the dietician presented the an-

swer that she had presented in the lecture. If it was "because I

don't know how to cook them" she'd give them recipes. If it was

"well, they don't look good she'd explain ways to dress them up

or doll them up" and she'd present the answers to these problems

and they'd go ahead with the discussion. At the end of the dis-

cussion the women were asked how many of them planned to serve the
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meat, and almost all of them raised their hands,saying that they did

plan to serve them.

Six months later these same participants were interviewed by

interviewers who went into their homes. Out of those who'd listen-

ed to the lecture, only a small percentage had actually b ought and

served the meats. Out of those who had been in the group discuss-

ions with decision, a very large percentage had bought and served

the meats. So, there was a clear difference here.

I think there are two crucial things here. One was the dis-

cussion which gave the housewives a chance to get out their own

feelings and to get them answered and to see how other people felt

about it. But probably the crucial thing here was the group decis-

ion at the end. In fact we followed this up with other experiments

where we know that this, having commited oneself to something, was

an important Actor. You can do the same thing, and not have them

raise their hands; just ask the% "Will you serve them?" and have

them think about it or something. And you don't get the same re.

pults if they haven't made a real commitment to do it.

Particularly important was the fact that Alex Bevalais was rum-

ing these groups and Bevalais was the very attractive guy that women

will do almost anything for, I suspect; so that when he asked them

how many were going to serve them, all the women raised their hands.

And when I tried to repeat experiments of this sort with other ob-

jects, I found out typically in a group decision, you get maybe 60%

of the people raising their hands that they'll do it. We never

could get anything approaching the 95% which he was getting in his

groups.

And our experiments tend to show that the size of the majority

is a real factor here. In the lectures, everybody probably went away
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with the feeling: Nobody's really going to serve these things, and

so the group norm, the sense of what people are going to do, remain-

ed the same. The people abided by it, and nobody served them. When

they went away from the group decisions they saw that everybody else

had commited themselves, as the housewife herself had commited her-

'self, and the group norm had been changed. And now, the thing to do

if you were to be one of the group, essentially, was tc serve it.

And this worked, even though these particular housewives didn't come

from the same neighborhood where they were talking to one another and

they could check on one another about it. So, this suggests that often-

times it's easier to change a group of people than to change a single

person, away from the group -. to change him so that he's different

from the group; and this is probably one of the reasons why discuss-

ion techniques are important, if your objective is one of changing

attitudes or changing motives or making commitments of some sort to

do something, the motivation to do something. These things are anchor-

ed in social norms, and it's very difficult to get a permanent change

which makes a person different from everybody else.

Well, let me, --before I go on to another one -- I suspect --

you've been sitting for over an hour. Maybe you'd like to stretch

for about 3 to 4 minutes. OK?

(Intermission)

I'd like to take up one other area, I think, tonight. I had

expected to get through this board tonight and figured I would have

to post)rne the second one until tomorrow anyway. I'm not even going

to get quite through this board. But this is this question of physi-

cal factors, which I sort of brushed aside earlier today.

Essentially the principle I was trying to get across was that

anything which distracts the learner from the situation which you
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want him to be learning in, is going to interfere or inhibit his learn.

ing; and that therefore, physical conditions are important, insofar az4

they reach a level where they are distracting.

I think there's another principle that may be relevant here and

that is the notion that you need a certain level of arousal for atten-

tion. Don Lindsley, at UCLA, became famous because he and Horace

McGowan, the Dean of the Graduate School there, discovered a system

of fibers in the brain, caned the reticular formation. Before, we'd

always thought of information coming in to the eyes and ears, etc.,

and going up to some part of the brain where you got a percept. You

saw or recognized something and then you did something about it, and

it went down again to the effectors and you punched the guy or did

something else with this information. What McGowan and Lindsley and

other people who had been studfing this reticular formation suggests

is that information coming in has two functions. One is this inform-

ational function. (You recognize, you identify, and you do something

about it) and the other one is a general function of arousal; and that

this reticular formation is, in a sense, something like an automatic

volume control, for the nervous system, that it's the thing that kind

of keeps your brain going. It's the center of attention, of alertness,

of responsiveness to the environment, and that one of the things which

stimuli, coming in, does is to keep this reticular system firing; that

when we cut a person off from stimuli, when he's blindfolded, his ears

plugged, he's sunk in a tub of hot water with just a breathing tube

coming out so that there are no stimuli coming in, he very quickly

loses the ability to think in any sequential fashion. He's likely

to become disoriented, confused, to have halucinations, He loses

the ability to plan and to think and to do things constructively

with his brain; and that therefore one of the functions of stimuli,
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comic in, is to kind of keep you awake and alert.

Now, I suspect that in most educational situations you don't

get a person ever to the point where there isn't enough coming in

thdbyou don't keep this reticular system sending up these impulses

which keep the brain alert and thinking, but presumably there could

be situations where -. and I think sometimes we approach this in a

lecturer who is using slides and who has a very monotonous voice,

and the room is dark and people begin to drop off to sleep., at least

.. that there simply isn't enough stimulation coming in to keep the

person awake and alerts and that thus there may be some advantage in

having hard seats, or having windows with light outside, or things

going on .. a certain amount of stimulation coming in may be one way

of keeping people awake when the lecturer isn't doing a very good job

of it himself. So, this might be a thing.

A third tl-ing I think, is the general problem cf frustration --

that if the physical arrangements are such that the individual is

having physical needs frustrated (he can't find the men's room, or

he can't get his car parked, or something else) -- one of the natural

reactions to frustration is aggfession and anger, and if he's being

frustrated bythe general physical arrangements of the conference,

the chances are that this is going to come out in defensive aggress-

ive or other kinds of behavior which is going to interfere with his

resoonding normally to your learning situation.

And I guess a nth principle would be that the different kinds

of learnkg methods, that I've just been talking about, require diff-

erent physical settings, and that if your setting is such that --

well, you're using slides or film or TV and people can't see them,

they obviously aren't going to get as much learning as though they

can see them.
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4A, Penn St:te when they first started using television, they

gave students five weeks in the lecture hall, five weeks in tele-

vision rooms with monitors, and then they had their choice. And

it turned out that about two-thirds of the people chose live lec-

tures and one-third chose the television, as I recall.

The people who chose television were those who were assigned

seats in the back of the lecture hall; and it's perfectly obvious

that you simply couldn't see the demonstrations (This was a chemis-

try class I think it was chemistry) -- they simply couldn't see

what was going on in the front of the classroom from their seats in

the back of the lecture vall6 The best way to get a good view was

to get in a television room where you had a clear picture on the

monitor. And similarly, if your technique is one that requires dis-

cussion, I think you're going to be much better off if people can see

one another, and can hear one (Another in some sort of U cr circular

arrangement than if all they are looking at is the backs of the people

ahead of them.

So, there is a general principle here, I guess, that the physi-

cal settings should facilitate the desired activity, and should pro-

yid.; kind of a minimum of distractions. And this means, I think,

that too lush settings may be just as bad as too inconvenient settings.

I think there's some relevant research here, too, in studies of edu-

cational film and in studies of educational television, both at Penn

State and at NYU and in the Army studies. It looks as if the films

that work best are the ones which don't have color and a lot of vis-

ual gimmicks added to them; that in television, for example, what's

called a "bare bones" presentation - where the lecturer is simply

talking to thecamera and you don't have a lot of extra things around,

charts and visuals etc, gimmicking up the thing seems to make for
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better learning than the presentation which has all of these gimmicks

added to it. And similarly in films, color seems to interfere with

learning more often than it helps.

Now you've got motivational factors here to worry about as well,

and I think in most cases these extra things are put in for motivation,

But if you're concerned about learning, the basic rule would be, don't

put in anything which isn't part of the learning you want to occur,

because the chances are anything extra you put in is going to distract

people from what it is that you want them to get.

I think Ed Junusaitis, when we were talking about the planning

here, mentioned the Hawthorne studies, and these are relevant, and

I think probably quite appropriate to the conference and institute

setting. were again this is such tA familiar illustration that I sus-

pect most of you have heard of it. These were the early studies, back

in the 1920's, on the effect of illumination and other physical factors

in productivity of workers, in which, starting out with the normal

level of illumination, a group of girls were in an experimental roomy

They raised the illumination, production went up; they raised it again,

production went up. They raised it again, production went up. They

lowered it and production went up. They lowered it again, and pro-

duction went up. Thby lowered it again, until it was lower than

normal, and production still went up, until it got so dim they could-

n't see what they were doing, and the production finally dropped.

And essentially, the moral of the story, as it's always told in the

psychology textbooks, is that the important thing here is the atti-

tudes of the workers and not the physical factors, that these girls- -

the effect of the lighting, etc. was not nearly so important to them

as the fact that somebody was paying attention to them and was con-

cerned about how well they were doing. And probably your physical
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factors in conferences -- probably more important than the actual

physical effects of nice conference rooms etc. is the sense that it

gives participants that this is something the university thinks is

important, that their employer has thought enough of them to spend

a good deal of money to send them to this very plush setting or some-

thing of this sort. These -- their reactions to the setting, in other

v.,,Tds, may be more important in the s.arve of motivaUonal factors than

the physical effects upon them physiclogically.

Conferee: People were annoyed when they heard the music coming through.

Did you see the normally passive Jim Lahr? He became aggressive.

He immadiately stood up and went out and did something about it,

and the music came back louder. (Laughter)

How many thought this was an annoyance to our --- seriously, I

just wondered how many heard it?

Another
Conferee: Only for awhile.

!ieKeachie: Well, I think this is probably a good place to stop for now. I'd

like to leave you a few minutes for questions before we break up to-

night, and then I'll pick up again in the morning andtry to answer

some of the other questions.

I've forgotten which group raised this question of physical fac-

tors -- I'm not sure whether I answered it or not. But are there others

on this general area of objectives and matching means and ends essent-

ially is what I've been trying to cover this evening.

Conferee: I suppose the contention is that good technique is one of no

particular notice.

MoKeachie: Yeah, I think so. It may depend upon your goals. Now, for in-

stance, in a situation like this, I'm very likely to call attention

to a technique because, as I see it, this is kind of an example of

what I'm trying to teach. And -- well, it's always a bad example,
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and I hate to put myself on t'-.e spot this way, but when -- at least

I'd like you to know what went wrong if I do something that went

wrong, and have some awareness of what I'm trying to do, So, in a

situation like this I might call attention to a technique, like pro-

blem posting as a way of kind of mobilizing motivation and of - ohL

the introduction to my lecture tonight as a way of kind of setting

objectives for you and for me; of the breaking up for questions, as

we did this afternoon as a way of getting attitudes, getting people

to thinking themselves, getting them involved. But I think your gen-

eral principle is right, that when they are concentrating upon the

technique and they think 'What a beautiful file you're probably not

accomplishing your learning.

Any other questions? Any last words?

Cheirman: Dr. EcKeachie, we certainly thank you for this very excellent

presentation and I know that the group leaders and the recorders

who submitted their questions to you earlier feel 000111110

McKeachie: frustrated, since I didn't get to most of them.

Chairman: Well, the ones that you did answer were very well done, indeed.

And tomorrow we'll go into more of these before taking up the topic

of the interaction of personalities, and group characteristics.

}cKeachie: I don't think we're going to get to that at this rate.

Chtirman: You've beenvery alert and very attentive today, and your plann-

ing committee has arran-ed a series of rewards for you, because you

are good learners, and have expressed it that way.--

Conferee: What's the roam number? (Laughter)

Chairman: And this series of rewards is expressed in this way, that if

you'll look at your program, you may want to make some changes in

the times that are there. Tomorrow morning from 9:30 until -- we'll

meet in here at 9:30 and we'll stay until 11:30, when we'll break for
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lune-eon, (instead of 12 as indicated there) and then we'll recon-

vene here at 1:00 for t!.e sznallgrou..) discussions, have one

group here and then the other groups back where they were across the

hall, with the same leaders. Well stay in small group sessions un-

till 2:30. Then at 2:30 we'll come back here for the general session,

that appears on your program at 7:30. We'll move that up to 2:30.

And we'll be together in general session from 2:30 to 4:00. And then

that will adjourn the workshop so that those of you who want to go to

Howard Bryans and have three desserts, as Ed did last night, will have

that opportunity.

If there are no other questions now, we'll stand adjourned.
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Chairman: Dr. iicKeachie will react some more to the questions of last

night, before continuing with the topic for this morning. Dr.

UcKeachie?

IcKeachie: Thank you.

Purduets hospitality is very remarkable. The first thing we

saw this morning was the University of Michigan television program.

I thought this was very considerate of them.

I'd like to spend a few minutes on the questions that were raised

about whether or not there's a difference between short term vs. long

term learning experiences, whether or not there's a difference between

learning in adults and learning ir, children.

As far as short term vs. long t:rm goes, I think from the psy-

ehologist's standpoint, the processes are the same. Even a one-day

or three-day conference is long term memory by.1:,he standards we're

using. TTelre quite often using learning situations in the labora-

tory that may be only a few seconds or a few minutes, so that we

don't have any data that would show that there would be a differ-

ence in the sort of learning process that would be involved in a

one-day conference vs. a one semester course.

You, I think, do have to use things like spacing and change of

pace, even though I perhaps implied differently yesterday. I think

you probably can maintain a tension in a conference for a day, solid,

doing exactly the same thing, if you have learners who are highly mo-

tivated, where th'.s is really a life or death matter to them. But

most of the conferences you're going to be running are not going to

be ones where people see this as being a life and death matter, and

thus, simply for the sake of motivation, for keeping attention on the

learning experience, you probably need to vary activities, to have

changes of pace, to give a chance for sort of peaks and valleys in
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learning.

The second ouestion, the question of: Are adult learners diff-

erent from children. as I indicated yesterday, generally speaking

the adult learner is a better learner than children than a child

is likely to be. He has a good deal more to work with. Learning

essentially depends upon previous learning, and the more concepts

you have available, the more previous skills, the better you can

add to your score of concepts. I think our whole concept of in-

tellectual functioning these days would lead to the notion that

the more you have, the easier it is to add to it. And that thus,

the bright person has a big advantage in adding to what he already

has, and the older person similarly can learn more readily than the

younger person.

As I indicated, however, not only does he have -- the older per-

son have more conceots to work with, more background, more experience.

His habits are already better learned, and one of the major problems

in learning is not so much adding to, as getting people to subtract

out some of the bad habits (or wrong ideas) that they already have.

And thus, the reason that we sometimes think that it's more diffi-

cult to teach adults is that we're perhaps trying to knock out some

wrong assumptions, some faulty habits; and these are more difficult

to change for an older person than for a younger person. I guess the

implication to this would probably be that with older populations,

you probably have to try to shape your learning in such a way that

you're building upon the concepts they already have, and that where

there is interference from previous learning, that you pay fairly

specific attention to this. Often this means making more of an

effort to identify the barriers to learning on the part of the per-

son in this educational situation, the ideas which are likely to get
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in your way, the misconceptions that people are likely to have. You

may need to do this more for an older person than you would for a young-

er person.

I think a second characteristic of older persons is simply diff-

erences in motivation. I would say here again that we're likely to

think that motivation for learning is less in older people, I don't

think that this is necessarily true. There are changes in sort of

the kinds of motives people have as they grow older, but I don't

think that the overall strength of motivation is necessarily any

different for older people than younger people.

What you may have to do is appeal to different motives. You

don't have the grading incentive for older learners, typically. Young-

er children and college students are used to working for grades, and

are pretty well trained to know that if you're going to grade it A,

B, C, and D, they should work for A's. This is something you pro-

bably can't rely upon with the older leaner, But you can rely upon

whatever motives they do bring with them to the learning situation.

There are some overall studies suggesting changes in relative

strength of important motives with aging. For example, there was

a national survey a few years ago of motives like: Need for achieve-

ment, need for affiliation need for power, some kind of common motives

in our culture. One of the questions that was being tested was a

theory derived from the German sociologist, who

suggested that we saw capitalism rise in Europe bacause of the Pro-

testant Revolution and the emphasis Protestant Revolution placed up-

on individual initiative, etc. And from this psychologists had de-

rived the notion that Protestants should be higher in need for achieve-

ment than Catholics. And, in fact, early research at Weslyan Universi-

ty by iicaellan had demonstrated that this was indeed true. The Jewish
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people in that area tended to have the highest need for achievement,

need for success; Protestants next; and Catholic, least.

On a national survey it turned out that this wasn't true. Cath-

olics are just as eager for success in America as Protestants; but

there were some interesting age trends. It turned out that there was

a group of Catholic men who were exceptionally high in achievement

motivation; and that this was an age related phenomenon. Among Cath-

olics, need for achievement seems to rise up to roughly the late thir-

ties or early forties, and then to fall off. In Protestants it tends

to continue to rise, as older people tend to have just as much need

for achievement as younger, or more.

And another factor that was involved here was that the mon; chil-

dren the Catholic had, the higher his need for achievement.

Well, the psychologlsts, who were interpreting this data, suggest-

ed that among Catholics need for success, need for achievement is much

more related to material success, in supporting a family. Their data

also shows that Catholics tend to be more family oriented, less job

oriented than Protestants, on the average; and that for the Catholic,

these external pressures, the pressure upon the young husband who

has a large family to support and who needs to rise in the world in

order to provide an adequate standard of living for his family, was

the thing that affected his need for achievement. But once the chil-

dren had gotten grown up and he'd "made it", then he could relax a

little, while the Protestant kept plodding away, always trying to

climb higher. Well, this would illustrate the sorts of changes that

might occur. I don't think they're probably going to make a major

difference in any particular program that you're dealing with.

Similarly, the need for affiliation. I think you might expect

some increase in this with older age, and there's some evidence that
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this occurs, that the older person maybe has a greater need to be

liked, to have a sense that people are interested in him as an in-

dividual. We know that there are changes -- ohi up in the 60's, in

the -elative dominence of men and women; men tend to become more pass-

ive -- less dominant, women tend to become the dominant member of the

family, and to have generally more initiative and drive at this period

than the man, probably, I would guess, related simply to dominance of

sex hormones. There's a change there in the relative balance of male

and female hormones in men and women, and this may be one reason why

the woman sort of takes over. And another reason may be a cultural

one, that once the man is no longer the bread winner and has retired,

he hasn't got anything to point to that should make him the boss. As

a consequence his wife begins to win out.

And attitudes -- older people are generally more conservative,

they're more religious. These might be things that you would want

to take into account with an older population.

Probably don't think this means that you can't try out new

ideas and new methods of conference presentation with older people,

but you should recognize that it's probably a little harder for them

to make an abrupt change; and that you may need to do a little more

introduction explanation of why yo 're carrying on a particular con-

ference in a particular way.

I think probably more important than these kind of overall treede

in the population of the aging, as far as learning for the adult is

concerned, is the environmental situation of the adult learner. The

nice thing about college students is that we've usually got 'en. kre.v,-:

got them on a campus where there are libraries, where there are places

for them to study, where there are other people studying, and you can

give them assignments, and they usually will get them done because this
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is just sort of the pattern of life that they have. For the adult

learner, you've got them for the brief period they're in residence

at the conference, but the general environmental supports for learn-

ing, before or after the conference, L likel' '41 be pretty minimal*

They aren't likely to have a regular Place to study., a regular habit

of studying; they aren't likely to have other people aroundthemwho

are studying the same thing so that they can talk about them; there

usually aren't library resources readily available to them, or if

they are, they're quite likely not to be used to using them. And I

think this is where you're more likely to find a difference between,

say, college students and adults; it's in the social siLuation which

supports learning experiences outside the classroom or the conference

itself. And this simply means that you're pretty much dependeat upon

what happens while you have them in the conference for a good deal of

the learning that you would like to have take place.

Any questions about this?

Let me turn then to the area of motivation, which we had a number

of questions on. First, let me answer Ed Jenusaitis' question, which

was: Do you need motivation for learnin? And here I'm rather heret-

ical as compared with some psychologists; I don't think you do. As I

understand learning, and my general theoretical bias toward it is, --

learning goes on whether you're motivated or not. 1:ou learn a lot of

things incidentally, without any particular motivation to learn themo

You can put a person in a situation and he may be there against his

will and he still may learn something from it. we have rat experi.

ments, the so-called latent learning experiments which I feel have

demonstrated the same thing, although you can usually, if you want

to press the concept of motivation far enough you can usually find

some motive which might account for learning that has taken place in
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almost any situation. notion, this is really pushing the concept

or motivation further than it needs to, it's simpler just to think of

learning as being something that takes place whenever a person's ex-

periencing something.

The latent learning experiments that are sort of the basis for

this controversy which has been going on in psychology now for a gen-

eration were experiments in which two groups of rats were placed in

a mak,e to learn the maze. One group of rats was given food at the

end of the maze, in the traditional method of training rats; and

this group followed thetraditional pattern of learning; that is,

you place them at the start box, and if you plot the number of blind

alleys they go inuo, or something like this, you find that the first

few timesthey make lots of mistakes. And then gradually they make

fewer and fewer mistakes until after a number of trials they are mak-

ing no mistakes at all.

The other group was placed in a maze the same way and they get

in it; when they reached the other end they'd be taken out and start-

ed over again. And here the errors stay relatively the same -. very

little change, very little evidence of learning, presumably. The

same number of trials, but no change in the length of time that it

took them to get to the goal box at the other end of the maze.

Now, however, what Tollman and Hunzig and Blodgett (and other

people worked on this) did was to out food in the goal box for this

group which previously had not had any food in the goal box. They'd

just been put in the maze, and allowed to wander around, time after

time. And what happened? Let's say we introduce food here -- what

happened was that as soon food was introduced, their curve dropped

down the same as the curve for the rats who had had food in the maze

all of the time.
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Well, this suggested then that this curve, which we think of

as the normal learning curve is a curve of performance; it is a

curve really of how well you can get through the maze :Then you're

motivated to get through it, and that it's not necessarily a curve -.-

these two curves are not necessarily curves of the learning that was

going on. These rats, who presumably, showed in their behavior no

sign of learning, who haeno particular motivaLion to learn to get

through the maze, they were just wandering around and exploring,

satisfying their curiosity mostly, if you will. But it certainly

had no particular motive for learning where the food was. They had

still been learning the pattern of the maze, and the minute food is

put in, so that there's some motive now for performing, the learning

shows.

Well, you can account for this in terms of curiosity motivation,

as the motive for learning. I think the major point I would make from

it is that motivation is necessary in using learning, probably; and

that the use we make of our learning depends upon motivation; but

that learning can take place without any -- at least any extrinsic

motives; and -- well, again, it depends on how far you want to stretch

curiosity, if you say that learning -- ohl that the library is some

where over in that part of the building, when we've had no partic-

ular need to use a library, and we've just walked by the reading room,

or something; that we learned about the library being there because

of our curiosity about it. I'm just inclined to say you learned it

because you saw that it was there, and that if you now wanted to find

a book, you probably would wander down in the general direction of

where the reading room or the library is. Haybe I didn't learn this.

Maybe I'm pointing in the wrong direction, but theoretically at least,

I would say you could.
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Let's turn, then, to the question of curiosity; and let me make

use of one of your booklets for the conference. I was pleased to see

that my friend, John Gardner, had written the introduction to this

book; and given me a beautiful "out" for my discussion of curiosity.

He ends up his introduction with these sentences:

"Perhaps the greatest challenge, andthe most puzzling one, is

to discover what it is that keeps alive in some people the natural

spark of curiosity, eagerness, hunger for life and experience; and

how we may rekindle that spark when it flickers out. If we ever

solve that problem, we will be at ',he threshhold of a new era, not

only in education, but in human experience." So, the question of

Group as to methods of d3veloping curiosity, if we can answer

that today according to, John Gardner we'll be on the threshhold of

a new era, and so I sho3ld warn you that we probably aren't going to

start the new era today.

I do think that we can give you some leads.

The interest incuriosity as a motive was pretty much dormant

in psychology until about the last decade, and the person who pro-

bably did more than anyone else to spark this interest was Harry

Harlow, professor of psychology at the University of Wisconsin. He

had been studying monkey behavior and he was interested in problem

solving in monkeys. (I'll probably refer to him later on in his

studies on learning how to learn in monkeys.) But one of the things

he was interested in was how monkeys learn to solve puzzles; and pre-

sumably, if you're going to train an animal like a monkey to solve a

puzzle, maybe a wire puzzle -- how you take two pieces of wire apart,

or a lock puzzle where you want him to unlock a door or something,

you need to provide a reward, a re-enforcement. Well, Harlow was

using food and other things, and so he would have a situation where
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the monkeys would have to work a combination, a kind of tricky gadget

which locked the door of their cares, and then if they unlocked it,

they could reach through the door. There'd be a piece of food or

lettuce or something like this to grab and eat; and they got re-

enforced presumably, and then the next time they would work the puzzle

faster or they'd be more likely to. But he couldn't ke3p just putt-

ing food there all the time, and he discovered that scntimes he'd

put these locks on the cages and he .couldn't be ready to start the

experiment yet and the food wouldn't be there, and the monkeys would

go ahead and work with the locks just the same. In fact, he discover-

ed that the monkeys who didn't have food actuary did better as far

as the solving the puzzle was concerned, than those who did have the

food. In this case it seemed that the food re-enforcement was not

necessary for learning, and in fact those monkeys who worked for

food re-enrcrcements tended to quit after awhile, after they'd had

enough to eat.

Those monkeys who worked the puzzles just, presumably, for the

fun of working the puzzles and opening the door (in some cases he

had it that they could open the door and look out and see another

monkey in another cage or something like this) -- these monkeys

tended to persist at the problem solving longer than those who had

the food everytime.

Well, he began to develop and to preach around the country the

notion that monkeys are curious (which Is not a great revelation pro-

bably to anyone who's observed monkeys' behavior very long.) But it

was kind of a revelation to the psychologists who'd been sort of look-

ing, in terms of re-enforcement theories .- that you had to give food

or other primary re-enforcements to teach animals to do anything.

Nell, Harlow did a number of studies, trying to see what different
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kinds of experiences meant; and I think his work .. its gener-

ally sloppy, experimentally. The Hullian psychologists who stress

experimental design are kind of shocked at Harlow's lack of theory

and his lack of clean experimental design, but nevertheless most

people are convinced, I think, that Parlow has demonstrated that

monkeys are curious, and that this is an important motive for them

in problem-solving and in learning; and that they will do things just

to look at something different. One of the things he did was to put

toys in a cage next to them, so they could open a door and look at

this toy, or set of blocks or something. And he found out that they

were -- persisted at this, particularly if he changed the things that

were in the next cage that they might, if the same things were in

the next cage, a picture or something, they might after awhile get

tired of opening the window to look at the same picture, but if you

kept changing things, they'd keep on opening the door to]ook out to

see what was now in the cage.

Well, this relates to our general notion of what it is that

arouses curiosity. Our notion is that it is novelty, that it's

newness, and that the human being, (or other organisms, for that

matter), is always at a certain level of adaptation to the stimuli

in the environment around him. We're sort of adapted to a parti-

cular level of stimuli coming in: a particular level of light, a

particular level of sound, and that -- and we have some research on

this which shows that even in the brain itself that you put an

animal in where, say, there's a clicking noise and you can trace the

neural pathwa7 of these clicks coming in, and how they fire up this

reticular activating system etc. when you first put him in the situ-

ation; or he's in the cage and you start the clicks, you can see that

he is -- this originally causes a burst of activity; there's continuing
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attention. But if these clicks continue, before long the activity

dies down, and in a sense he's adapted to it (in our psychological

terms). He no longer is paying attention to these clicks; they've be-

come part of his level of adaptation. But then, if something else

comes along, say, you flash a light or if this is a cat and you have

a mouse run out or something, then there's another burst of activity

and he foctes on this new stimulus until he's adapted to it. The no-

tion would be, then, that all of us are carrying around these adapta-

tion levels to the various kinds of stimuli which are in our environ-

ment, and that when new stimuli come along, they start a burst of activ-

ity. If they are very new, very strange, this neural activity is so

great that we tend to try to retreat and to get back down to what is

a sort of passable level of firing in the brain. We show evidences

of fear; but in normal resting state, we're seeking a little more

stimulation. And thus this new thing will attract our attention,

we'll approach it, we'll pay attention to it, and presumably (if

it's a learning situation) we'll learn from it.

I think that the most obvious applications or examples of this

are in the area of music and art and aesthetics generally. Some of

my colleagues have been particularly interested in this sort of thing;

and we can do studies with animals, I think, which illustrate why it

is that music and art tend to become more and more complex, that the

person who's a student of music or a student of art tends to prefer

the modern music, the modern art, the more complex forms of art and

music, as compared with the beginner, the untrained person who maybe

prefers rock and roil or folk music or things which are somewhat simple.,

in form. I'm a folk music fan myself, but I also like Hinduma.

I think that our notion would be that you pay attention, you're

attracted to stimuli which are just a little beyond your present level
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of adaptation; that the person who is trained in an area, who has a

good deal of background, has moved up his adaptation level so that

he can encompass a good deal of complexity in a situation. He can

take a good deal of newness2 of differentness, from what might be

the ordinary run of things for other people, because he's familiar

with it. If you practice a choral piece -- I happen to sing in a

church choir so this is the sort of example that I think of -. usual-

ly in modern music when we sing a new contata or something by a con-

temporary composer, the first few times it sounds horrible, even if

we were preforming it well, which we usually aren't. And even to listen

to a contemporary composition, for me, is not particularly pleasant

the first time I hear it. The dissonances, the differences in the

scale, etc. are just unpleasant to me, rather than plaasant. After

I've sung it for awhile and or on the other hand, after I've

heard it many times, then gradually I begin to find this more and more

beautiful and eventually enjoy it very much. And this, I think, is

what happens in most aesthetic situations, that you raise your level

of adaptation and you become more and more familiar -- like the squirrni

gclng out to explore tie football stadium -- until you're able to

handle a good deal of novelty.

I think this would suggest in -- ohl choosing a style of archi-

tecture for your house, that you probably should choose something which

is a little more extreme than you like right now, because after you've

lived in it awhile it's not as likely to bore you as something which

is right now at a level which you like and which will eventually be-

come boring if you live in it very long.

I think also that it gives us some notion of what happens in

musical education and in art educal;:i.on and enables us to understand

why the trained artist or the trained musician will be willing to
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spend a good deal of time and will be very interested in some -- what

seems to us rather simple composition. A musicians for example, may

find a great deal of enjoyment in something by Palestrina or in a

Gregorian chant which to the naive person seems relatively simple

and straightforward. There certainly isn't anyt'iing complex about

that; but I think what we do in education frequently, is to build in

the ability to see new dimensions in things like music and art, so

that to the trained person a particular stimulus may have a great

deal more complexity there may be a lot more facets that he's

able to perceive, than for the untrained person. And thus, he may

find folk music particularly interesting aL3 enjoyable because he's

aware of changes in key, or changes in rhythm which to the ordinary

person are meaningless. But to the musician these are new dimensions

which keep the thing interesting for him. Thus, I would suggest that

you can often create curiosity, create interest, either by providing

stimuli which are more complex than the person is used to, which are

new to him, or by teaching him dimensions, ways of looking at familiar

things which are new, which give him a different perspective on some-

thing that is familiar to him. And I would hope, for example, in the

two days we've had together that one of my purposes would be to make

conference work more interesting to you, by giving you some different

ways of looking at the thing -- presumably some concepts that you

might not have thought about before, which give you a kind of diff-

erent slant on your work. And I think this is probably one of the

reasons for higher education, the question yesterday about: (Why

don't we just teach the skills that arc needed) is that for people

of your level of intelligence, just to do someth.jng over and over

again, because this is the right way to do it, isn't very interesting.

You'd get bored with your work after awhile. And the reason for con-
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tinuing your education, for studying the area, is to give you some

notion of the possible complexities that lie in this work, They may

not make you any better conference operator than somebody who just

goes through the motions because he's been told you do it this way,

but understanding something of what you're about presumably should

increase your interest in the work, and your understanding of these

complexities is what keeps you going, I would guess.

Well, that doesn't answerthe question that was also raised, I

believe, by Group 2, of how you balance uncertainty and familiarity.

I think it illustrates that you're probably going to have big indlvid-

ual differences, In most of your conferences you probably have some

people who already are familiar with the area and other people for

whom even the trite sayings are new and fascinating; and if you go

so far as to introduce a lot of new complex material, you're just

going to lose and make afraid the people who have come in completely

naive. I would suggest that oftentimes, however, you can take things

that are fairly familiar and maybe throw in a few extra ways of look-

ing at them, a few new dimensions which will give some spark for the

persons who are old hands in the field, and yet you've got the basic

familiar situation for the people who aren't. But, as I say, I think

it's a matter of kind of intuition, of kind of keeping an eye on diff-

erent people to try to sense whether you're going too fast for them

or too slow for thbm, of being able to react to feedback from the

group, rather than something that you can lay down any rules for,

that this is the right amount of newness for any conference.

I think one thing, is- I don't know how available it is to you

in most conference planning -- would be the provision of options, be-

cause essentially what we do in college curriculum planning is to

allow electives to take care of this sort of thing, where the student
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who doesn't have much background in an area can take an elementary

course and the student wno has more background can take an advanced

course. Whether or not it's possible within a conference or institute.:

format to allow different pathways for people with differing backgrounc13

and competencies I'm not sure. But this would be one of the 3ort of

natural ways, I should think, of trying to provide for the curiosity

and interest of people with differing understandings.

One way, maybe, of getting information would be this notion

people mentioned yesterday of individual coup eling ahead of time

where you get some idea of what range you have to deal with, and how

much interest they have in various possibilities that might be built

into the program. Maybe, even if you couldn't have individual counsel-

ing, having them list their goals at the beginning of the program, when

they register, wo-ld at least give you some chance to get information

on how the goals of different people differed. In fact, I think the

technique of having oeople specify goals is probably a good one any-

way, The notion would be that people are motivated to some extent

by perceptions of gaps9 of questions that are unanswered, of things

that they haven't got settled to their own satisfaction. And I sus-

pect that many people come into conferences, andtheylre just there

because they are there, somebody asked them to go, they are president

of the local chapter of such-and-such and the president always goes

to a particular conference, and that's about as much asthey have in

mind when they go to the conference.

Presumably, if you're trying to arouse motivation, one way is

to kind of get the person to arouse his own motivation by thinking

a little about what he might get out of the conference himself. As

I indicated yesterday, Berlais suggested that one way of increasing

motivation and curiosity is to ask questions, rather than giving state-
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ments. Giving statement is good as far as learning information is

concerned, but giving questions seems to be better as far as giving

motivation isoncerned. And he found that the questions that were

most erfective were those which challenged ordinary assumptions.

This would suggest that one way of arousing curiosity would be to

look at the most cherished beliefs of the group that you're preparing

the conference for, and then say: Is such-and-such really true, or

something like this. And you'll probably have them descending on

you in hoards. Of course there's the danger of setting up expectations

that you're not going to be able to fulfill .. you know, "Is Christ

really going to rise again in Ypsilanti on March 3rd" may not be a

good lead-in to a conference if you can't really produce it. But

presumably, this notion of asking about something familiar in a way

that they haven't thought of before would be one technique of accom-

plishing a rise in curiosity.

I think, again, on the individual differences side, we have some

evidence from the work of Norm Feuthers who is a psychologist in Aus-

tralia, -- he's been interested in. individual differences and achieve-

ment motivation, and has shown that if you give problems to students

who differ in achievement motivation, that their interest in these

problems and their persistance in working at them, depends upon two

things: How difficult they think the problems are, and what level

of achievement motivation they have. For one group of students he'd

present the problems as being bery easy problems; and most students

who do these problems get them right away. I presume that you'll

enjoy doing them and Wilts able to get them without any trouble

at all. These are very easy problems. Another group of students

was told: These are very difficult problems. Many students have

great difficulty in getting them. I hope that you'll work at them
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as well as you can, but these are extremely difficult.

Now you might like to try thinking yourself: Now, which set of

problems do you think people will stick at the longest? They are the

same problems in both cases. There are simply different instructions

in how easy or hard they are, and actually in both cases a number of

the problems are completely insoluble. They look as if they could

be solved, but there is no solution to them. There are a few problems

stuck in tnat are soluble, so that the students won't catch on to the

notion that all of the problems really can't be solved. But there

are enough problems that can't be solved so that you have a measure

of persistance. Nobody can get the thing done, in other words. And

then Feuther measures to see how long they keep working at these pro-

blems which are difficult to do.

Well, as I said, the length of time that they spend depends up-

on the sort of persons they are. Take the student who is high in

need for achievement. This student, as I suggested yesterday, is

one who is most challenged by a situation of intermediate difficulty;

that is, something where he's not sure to fail, and not so easy that

that he's sure to succeed. This student, when he's given the problems

that are supposed to be very hard, and he works at them for awhile

and finds that he's not doing very well, quits. In other words he

starts out with a level of difficulty -- this is 50-50, very hard,

and very easy° (writes on the board) And he starts out with

here's the range he prefers -- he starts out up here, thinking that

they're very bard. Fe does a few, he finds out that they are very

hard. It becomes less and less something that he wants to do. The

longer that he works at it without solving them, the further it's

getting away from the level of difficulty that he works on, so he

quits, despite the fact that these are people who like to compete,
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and who like to solve problems generally, etc.

You take him on problems now, and he's told that they are very

easy. Now, as he works at it, and he finds he's not doing so well,

he decides they are a little harder than the instructor told him

they were; he keeps working, and he still is not doing tuo well, and

so as he keeps working at them, they come more and more into his pre-

ferred range of problem solving. Now, he sees this task as a real

challenge. It's not something that's so easy that he doesn't have

to pay attention to it, and thus he keeps on working for a good deal

longer time than the same type of student does when he's told that

these are very hard problems.

On the other hand, yot, take the student who fears failure, and

get just the opposite results. Herels the student who is told these

are very easy problems; you should be able to get these easily. And

so he starts out here. This is something he can do, and then he be-

gins to experience failure. They come up in here. And for him this

area around 50-50 is the area that is most threatening. This is where

he's the most anxious in a situation where, whether he succeeds or

not depends upon his own ability etc., so the longer he works on

these the more threatening these oroblems become. Now, here are some

problems that were very easy; he should have gotten them and he's not

getting them; and the more he fails the more anxious he gets about it.

So, when he's told that they're very easy, he works at it for awhile

and then he gets out of there because he's becoming too anxious to

stay in the situation.

On the other hand, when he's told that they're very hard pro.

blems and he works at them, ana he finds out that they are very hard,

he's not doing very well, he keeps working and they're still very

hard. And he keeps on indefinitely because the longer he works, the
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less threatening this taskbecomes. He says these are very hard

problems, I couldn't possibly be expected to solve them, I shouldn't

feel anxious about this, so this is fine and I'll just keep on work-

ing away and nobody can blame me if I don't get them. So, in his

case he persists when the problems are hard and the harder they are

the better, as far as his perception is concerned.

At this point we have probailly caught up to some extent with

what football coaches have known for 50 years or more, because this

is essentially what football coaches do. When you're faced with a

team which is almost sure to beat you you're on the bottom of the

Big 10 and you're meeting the conference leaders, the coach you're

reading the newspapers and all during the week he's saying, before

the game, we're better than we've looked so far. All we've get to

do is come up with the game we're capable of and we'll knock these

guys off. They've been over rated so far. They've had weaknesses;

they've been lucky to get where they are. Sure, they're a fine team,

but we're just as good if we play up to our capacity. And so all the

time; where -- he's assuming, of course, that his team is high in need

for achievement. And so, what he's trying to do is move this very

hard task down here into the level of maximal motivation, the 50-50

level.

On the other hand, if he's the guy who is coaching the top team

and he's playing the bottom team, this coach is likely to be using

just the opposite approach. He starts out withhis team expecting

this is going to be an easy game, and all during the week hell saying:

Now, we've been lucky so far; we've made mistakes, we can't afford to

make more mistakes of the sort that we made in the last game, even

though we won by 50 points, and this team we're playing is on the

bottom, it's true, but they've had bad breaks, and they're going
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to be up for this game; they're going to be out to knock off the chmiy-

You've got to be on your toes. This is really going to be a game when,:

we've got to -- where we can't be sure of winning at all. It's very

possible they'll knock us off. And sop he, too, is trying to move his

players into this region of uncertainty of the 50-50 probabilities

where they'll be maximally motivated.

Well, I think this probably has implications for planning con-

ferences Presumably, if you're dealing with a topic where most of

your participants think this is going to be fairly easy stuff, where

it's going to be pretty routine, then your job is to shake them up,

to make them realize that there's more to the field than they'd real-

ized, and to help make it a more difficult, more challenging problem

for them. If they are coming into a situation where they perceive it

as being a very difficult area, then what you've got to do is to move

it down, try to simplify, try to make it familiar to them, try to show

them that they really can accomplish things if they'll work at it.

And you've got to worry about these individual differences, of course,

about whether these are people who are basically failure-motivated or

basically achievement-motivated; and I don't know how you're going to

sort this mit in a three day conference. we can't even do it over a

semester. I guess all I can say is, it's complex and I hope that you're

seeing this as an easy problem, and that seeing it is more complex will

move it up into the middle range again.

Another question that was raised, was sort of the question of

what --Ohl -- Well, let me go a little more into this. There's a

point I'd like to make here that I didn't get to make in terms of

learning principles yesterday, which I think is important. Maybe it

isn't.

You remember that one of the things that I suggested was that
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if you're dea?ing with something familiar, the way to create interest

and curiosity is to show the different perspectives on it, the new

dimensions that enter into this, the complexity of the situation.

And I think in many forms of education this is really what our basic

task is; when we talk about a liberal education, in many cases what

we're doing is teaching a person to see a particular problem from

more perspectives than he ever saw it from before. He sees more in

the situations If it's art, he recognizes a lot more things to look

for in art; if it's music, he's aware (4f differences in the timbre

of the instruments, differences in harmony, the complexities of theme,

and counterpoint, etc. He's aware of a lot more in a particular situ.

ation. You're building in, then, new dimensions; and you're trying

to enable him to discriminate between something which has one point

in this dimension vs. another point in the dimension.

Well, how do we build in these dimensions, these new ways of

looking at things, this different perspective?

Well, I would argue that probably we don't do this tor just sub-

merging the person in the complex situation to start with. In law

school, for example, I'm frequently lecturing to law professors or

law teaching-fellows and one of their techniques is the case method,

which is a fine teaching method for certain purposes. But they start

right out with their freshmen law students, giving a real case, and

the students learn the case, and they're supposed to pick out the

particular points of law which are involved, the particular dimensions

which the teachers want them to get. And it's my suggestion that

this is probably a very ineffective way of teaching beginners in an

area, to start out with a real case which has lots of dimensions,

has lots of complexities, has lots of extraneous elements; but that

rather, for their beginning students, they ought to select an over-
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simplified case, in which most of these extraneous things are strjppefi

out and a case which makes the point in kind of an extreme fashion,

so that the students can now get some grasp of what the ends of this

dimension look like.

The basis for this sort of advice to teachers would come from

two or three sorts of evidence. One was a Russian psychologist (whose

name I've probably repressed because of my ethnocentrism or something),

who, back in about 1916 was conditioning dogs in the Pavlov tradition,

and found essentially the same thing that a few years later Lashley

discovered -- and I'd always though. Lashley was the first discoverer

of this, but it turns out the Russian was first. Let me describe

Lashley's experiments since that's the one I remember.

What Lashley was interested in was training rats to discriminate

two shades of gray. Lashley used an apparatus where the rat sits up

here on a platform Over here there are two doors. There's a gap

.111101

in between, and usually he has some sort of basket'town here to catch

the rat if he falls. And be jumps over here, and there's a card here

with a figure on it, or a color or something. If that is the right

card falls down and he lands on the platform, and there's food there

to re-enforce him. If he lumps over here to the other card, which

is the wrong card. he bangs his nose against the card and falls in-

to the trap below and has to start over again. And these cards are

switched back and forth and the notion is that by bumping their noses

on it, they pay pretty good attention to what's on the cards and that

you can test whether or not rats discriminate colors; whether they

can tell triangles from circles and so forth, by this sort of proced-

tire.

Well, Lashley wanted to see how well rats could discriminate

two shades of gray; or whether or not they could even tell the
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difference between different shades of gray. So, he started training

rats on these cards, one cardbeing a darker gray and the other being

a lighter gray, and let's say the darker gray was t he right one. So

he shifts the darker gray and the rat jumps over here and hits it and

gets the food. The next time the darker gray maybe is over here. The

rat jumps over here and bangs his nose against the light gray and falls

down below. He keeps at this, trial after trial after trial. The rats

never seem to learn it. It takes hundreds of trials before they show

very much improvement on discriminating these two shades of gray.

Well, does this mean that rats can't tell the difference between

shades of gray? Nell, you might concludethis. But then Lashley got

the notion, -- well, maybe they're just not aware of gray as being the

dimension that's important here, and maybe I ought to try a different

approach. Let's start with something that's more different. I'll

start with black and white. So now the black card becomes the correct

card to jump to, and the white card is the wrong card. And he starts

the rats off, and they jump to the black card and get food. The black

card is over here. Next time he jumps to the white card and doesn't

get food and falls down. Next time they jump to the black card, and

in 30 or 40 or 50 trials they are jumping consistently to the black

card. So, they can discriminate black from white.

So, now he tries the gray cards to see what they'll do with

the gray cards. And right away, from the very first trial, the rats

jumped correctly now to the dark gray card. And of course he reversed

it, and ha had another group where the light one was the correct one,

etc. In other words, rather than training on the complex, or very

difficult discrimination to start with, by picking things that are

out here at the ends of the dimension, that he wanted them to dis-

criminate, he was able to train rapidly. And this was transferred-in
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perfectly to this very difficult discrimination or at least what

had been initially very difficult.

I think that this nrobably is true when we're trying to give

a new perspective, to make people aware of some new dimension in a

situation or problem that they've been dealing with over a period of

time, that it often is not going to be effective to make the first

attempt (to make them aware of this dimension) one that is quite

difficult, even though that may be the realistic one that they're

going to have to cope with; that there is a place for picking the

extremes,* for nicking something that is out here and out here, even

though you don't very often run into such extremes in real life, and

then, after they've become aware of this as a possible thing that

should be attendel to in their situation, then bring them into the

real situation and see how they operate with finer differences of

the sort that occur in everyday life.

I think this is a technique that many of you use. I was asking

in the car coming down for some examples. I couldn't think of any.

Al Storey mentioned that when he was trying to get across the con-

cept of listening to other people in a conference or discussion group

that he used the technique of having .. pulling people out of the

audience. Al, why don't you describe it. You can probably .- Where

is Al? You can do it better than I.

Storey: Jim, I wonder if you'd come up here; and would you, Berney?

And Dick, would you come up here a minute?

McKeachie: This is completely extemporaneous. He didn't know I was going

to call on him.

Storey: ?ghat we're trying to do is just set a conversation in which

these three men are fellows sharing ideas about conferences, length

of conferences, on learning that takes place. And one of them will
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just make a brief comment, and then before either of the other men

can add to the conversation, you will say to the first man: Did

I understand you to say -- and then he must repeat to the first man',2

satisfaction a proper interpretation of what that man said. And when

he completes it to the satisfaction of the first man, then he can go

on and make his own contribution to the discussion.

Speak loudly so they can hear you.

First man: I'm convinced that more learning takes Place in a three day

residential conference than in a three-day one, consecutive-day meet.

ings on the campus where the students or the participants go home

in the evening and come back again the next day.

Second man: Jim, do I understand you to say that the in-resident training

situation has more learning taking place, rather than if people coma

in and go back and forth home over the same period of time? Is this

what you're saying?

F. man: A three day one.

Second man: Three day one? I don't quite follow what you're saying by

a three day one. What do you mean by a three day one?

First man: A three day conference.

Second man: One three day conference? In residence, more learning is taking

place than if I came to a conference where I came one day at a time,

for three days and went home and returned to my work or whatever it

was, over the same period of time. Is this true?

First man: I think you said it better than I did.

McKeachie: Now, your contribution to the discussion -- apparently now

you have something to say about it.

Third man: Well, if this is true, if what you're saying is true, then I

think in-resident training situations, the resident type set-up of

three days at a time, will probably have more people going back to
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their jobs with behavioral changesthan we would if they just came

one day at a time, where we could reach them and get a feed-back from

them.

Second man: Let me see; you agree with Jim then, that there would be more

learning taking place in the residential setting where people stayed

on the scene and didn't go back home; and that you also believe that

we would be, at the end of a three day period, taking back more learn-

ing if we stayed in a residential setting.

First man: Mo, I didn't say that. I said we would contribute more. We

would contribute more to the individuals, on the basis of the three

day session in residence than we would contribute if they came one

day at a time and we lost them over night, so to speak.

Third man: Well, in other words, do you feel that there would be some loss

if they go home in the evening.

First man: That's right.

McKeachie: Now, do you have a contribution to make?

Second man: Yes, I firmly believe that one day conferences are much better

than three day conferences. (Laughter) (Applause)

McKeachie: Well, I think this is a good illustration of my point. Act-

ually, I suppose if we were to follow Lashley's paradigm, what we

would do is pick this as one kind of extreme. Then, maybe, for the

other extreme we'd have a situation where we plugged up their ears

in some way so that they couldn't hear what the oreceding person said

at all, and see how the interaction went along, if people just weren't

listening to the person ahead of them, and were just responding to

the problem in general or to the earlier part of the conversation;

and presumably with a demonstration of these two extremes we would

build in this dimension of listening in communication. Is that the

sort of point you're trying to make with that demonstration, Al?
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Storey: The difficulty sometimes we have with what is known as under-

standability, and how quickly we sometimes do speak and react to what

other people say when maybe proper learning and communication hasn't

taken place; crthere is a understanding of the other person's intention,

IV:eachie: Well, the major point is then that .- well, I guess I kind of

made a sequence of points here. I started out with curiosity and

then suggested you enhance curiosity and interest by building in new

dimensions; then suggest that you build in dimensions by perhaps pick-

ing extremes, if people aren't familiar with the dimension ahead, and

then narrow it in, maybe, you might follow this up then with an ex-

ample of differences in communication that aren't as extreme as those

that we illustrated.

There were questions from Group No. 3 on the difference between

feed-back -- well, the relationship between feed-back, re-enforcement

and evaluation. Let me run through these quickly.

In feedback, I was trying to make the point that there are two

kinds of feedback, the way I look at it: (And this I borrowed from

Ed Walker, an experimental osychologist.) informational feedback and

affective feedback that you can, as the result of something you've

done -- say, you've tried a new stroke in golf or something, a new

grip. You can get informational feedback in terms of where the ball

went, whether or not it worked out right; but I would say that separate

from that is your good feeling (if it goes into the hole and you make

a hole in one) or the bad feeling you get if it's gone off into the

rough somewhere. And the informational feedback is necessary for

learning, for improving, as far as reaching the standard is concerned;

that you need to have information about how closely you've approached

the standard in order to get better, as far as this particular skill

is concerned. But the affective feedback is important in terms of
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your motivation to keep learning, or to use this particular skill.

And thus rewards, making a person feel good about something or punish-

ments, making him feel badly about it, are important in determining

his later motivation to usethis particular learning which he's had;

and that they are not so important as far as whether or not he learns;

that the information, is the more important.

Re-enforcement is simply a general term for reward and punish-

ment, and generally speaking psychologists would say learning is en.

hanced by re-enforrcement. Some psychologists would say that re-en-

forcement is essential for learning; as I indicated earlier I don't

think that it is essential. But usually, as I say, re-enforcement

has included both the reward and the punishment and the information

that comes from the reward aad punishment asto whether you've been

right or wrong,

Now, evaluation, I would says can be used to provide feedback,

both the informational feedback and the affective feedback; and I

think that in evaluation, you probably are clearer about this than

most educators are because one of the things I find in talking with

the -- Oh, I'm on an advisory committee for these new science pro-

grams, like Physical Science Study Committee, School Mathematics

Study Group, and this sort of thing., and what these people get con-

fused about is what they are evaluating. And so, sometimes they will

say: Well, we can't give this test because it wouldn't be fair to

the students who didn't have a physical science study committee's

physics course, because they never had this material. And so, we

can't give that particular test because it isn't fair. Well, what

they are confusing here is the evaluation of the learner in terms

of determining whether he has achieved the objectives of the course

he's in, which is what we're usually doing in a final examination in
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a course an evaluation of the curriculum, or the learning experience,

for the purposes of the person who is constructing the learning ex-

perience. And fort hose of us who are providing millions of dollars

to Zacharias to develop these science things, what we're concerned

about is whether or not the kids who are getting these new materials

learn the new materials that are provided for them. We're not so much

concerned with whether or not it would be fairer to give a student in

a conventional course a D because he didn't pass this particular item

which he never had in the first idhce. We would say that for grading,

the teacher may want to use one kind of test ( and this may be heWul

to us in evaluating the curriculum) but that we need to use other

kinds of measures which are not appropriate for grading; that thus

evaluation techniques can be used to give some feedback to the learner

of how well he's done, how well he's achieved the goals of the learning

experience as far as he, as an individual, is concerned, but that ycu

also want to build into your evaluation instruments ( and I think this

is mostly what you are doing in your conference evaluation) feedback

to the planners of the conference, which will be helpful to them in

planning future conferences for similar groups.

I think that evaluation devices can also be used for motivational

purposes, and for learning purposes themselves. Generally in my own

teaching I try to make the test something which the students will

learn from, and I don't worry too much about whether this is going

to help me in giving them a fair grade. I've found that I tend to

give about the same grades regardless of the sort of tests I give,

and so this probably is an indication of the poorness of my evaluation;

but that I can make quite a difference I think, in what they're doing

while they're taking the ,Ixam, and how much they're thinking, how

much they're learning beyond what they had learned up to that point.
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struments, you think about it as a device for reaching the goals of

the conference, not just as a device for getting some information

back that will be helpful to you, but as a device that may help pro-

mote some of the sorts of learning which you are trying to accomplish.

I think one way of doing this is to ask for some recall, and for some

repetition perhaps of things that have happened during the conference

that you want to point home. So, you might ask slecifically about

this point, this point, or this point, which you kind of want to have

stand out in their minds as they go back.

You might want to use it as a motivational device, so that you

might not only want to ask them how they likad the conference, but

something about what their plans are for applying it or for using the

material after they go back again.

You might want uo use it as a technique of gaining commitment

to carry out a plan of action. You might want even to use it, the

evaluation 'period, as a period when they think about plans for carry-

ing out some activity back home, which would be one of the goals of

the conference.

Well, I'm assuming here that most of your evaluation is going

to have to take place while you have the people. I woull say, in

terms of my earlier talk about objectives, yesterday, that of courses

if you can follow up on this, that you're that much better off. As I

suggested in talking about the Louen Grow) Decision Experiments, this

evaluation time might be one chance forgetting people committed to

agreeino, that they're going to do something; and most people, if

they've said they'll do something, are more likely to do it than if

they've never been asked whether or not they would do it. In fact,

in one of our experiments, we found that this was very important that
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if you just gave a lecture, designed to produce a certain effect,

and left it at that, people would go away and feel fine about it.

If you gave the lecture and then just asked them: "Till you donate

blood or whatever it was tkat we were trying to et them to.do,

they were more likely to do it. Better yet, if you could get them

not only is. not only ask them to, but also to say that they would do

it, that they were still more likely to do it. So, just asking for

a specific commitment is orobably going to make a difference. In

fact wc; found that even the people who didn't make the commitment --

you asked them: Will you donate blood? .. and some people would

sign up, or would raise their hands and say that they would. These

people were the most likely to ; but even those who said they weren't,

who didn't say that they would do it, were more likely to donate the

blood than the people who had never been asked whether they would,

having had the same lecture but not asked whether or not they would

donate the blood. This was a lecture where we were trying to persuade

them that it was a good thing todonate blood to the Red Cross. So,

the evaluation questionnaire may be a way of kind of increasing mo-

tivation and commitment toward achieving some of the goals of the con-

ference and in some of the Louen experiments I think there is a sus-

picion that one of the reasons it was effective was that -- this was

another one, not the food habits one -- they knew that someone was

going to come around in 6 months and find out whether they did it.

And so, if you have a chance to do a follow-up questionnaire, the

chances are that if you let them know you are going to be asking

coming back in 6 months to ask you how this worked out, whether you

actually did use it, this probably is another plus factor for you,

if you have some objectives of changing their behavior after they

get back home.
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I think also, in terms of general motivstion, that here you're

in an area where there is a good deal of social effect and that you

can convince a person very well in your learning situation, where

you've got the group norms working for you perhaps, if you've done

a good job and people are kind of "with the conference" and what it's

trying to do, where it may be quite a different thing to have them

carry this out when they get back home. Ron Lippitt found .- I suppose

this is probably classic in conference planning. I don't know whether

-- well, I presume it is part of your training, but let me remind you

that he found that you get much more results when two people come

from an organization to a conference than if just one does; that if

you've got two people coming, then when one of them is planning to

do something, there's somebody to see whether or not he really does

it, and somebody to buck him up if things are going against him; and

that the two people are much more likely to get something carried

out back home than one.

I think Ron also has some data which suggests that you can't

take back-home application for granted, that if you are concerned

about real changes in behavior as a result of a conference, or real

effects on the organization back home thatthis has got to be built

into the conference itself. Some chance for planning and for an-

ticipating the various barriers that are going to interfere with

getting the thing done, so that the person is not going out feeling

great about "Gee, we'll get this done when we get back" and when he

gets back nobody else is interested, he finds out that the boss

really wasn't committed to this in thb first place, and the whole

thing fizzles out very shortly.

This course would also involve pre-conference planning. I

think that I don't know enough about the realities of your situ-
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ation , but presumably, if people are sent to the conferences by

organizations, you're going to have a lot more effect, if the per-

son who, or the organization which has sent the person, expects some-

thing when they get back. And you may want to build into your system

of choosing delegates and sending them some sort of feedback mechan-

ism to the organization, so that the organization has plans for using

whatever the person is supposed to be learning at your conference.

Conferee: You get, through your evaluations, feedback. Is there any time

that you get feedback that it doesn't affect re-enforcement, either

legatively or positively?

hcKelchie: No. I think it is -- it would be. In laboratory situations

you can separate them out I think. I think in real life situations

we always have a need to do things well and so if we get back the

notion that this didn't go well, or that this produced -- well, some-

times you might have a situation where there are t wo things that were

equally good, and you find out that you'd do it this way -- it comes

out this way. You do it the other way, it comes out a different uay.

And these are equally good, as far as you're concerned. In this case

the feedback might not be particularly re-enforcing; it's informational

But I think in most cases your feedback is going to make you feel "well,

this was successful. I did a good job" or "well, maybe I loused up

that one but I'll do better next time, "or "maybe I'll get out of the

conference business all together."

Well, I guess the other thing I would say about feedback and

evaluation is that we have been trying in our own conference to use

feedback. The techniques of small group discussion, of meeting with

recorders, of talking with people in between etc. and shifting the

program -- it is an example of trying to make use of feedback contin-

uously. Generally speaking, you can probably be more adjustive if
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you're getting feedback more or less continuously than if all the

feedback comes at the end after everything is over. So, insofar as

you can build-in some opoortunitbs for feedback during a conference$

presumably you've got a better chance of increasing motivation and

achieving your goals.

Well, now I'd like to do a change of pace and try a technique

of role-playing to get at another point, and essentially the point

I'm trying to get at here is one which is, I think, familiar to you,

but nevertheless I hope will stand out a little more if you've actu-

ally gone through something yourself.

Conferee: I have a question. I'm not clear on the difference betweenthe

informational feedback andthe affective feedback. I'm hazy on this.

I don't see that there's a real distinction, that the two are in the

same realm the way you described it. Are you saying there is -- that

information is actually the feedback? Now if you stop there -- or

attendant to all informational feedback is an affective component;

that is, you have some feeling about what this information means,

that there really are two but both always extend in any feedback situ-

ation. This is what -- I don't understand.

McKeachie: Yeah. I guess I wouldn't put in the word, always. I would say

usually, or something. That is, that there is the information you

get back, and that usually this makes you feel good or bad, or better

or worse; but that theoretically it would be possible to get back

information which you are neutral about. It didn't make you feel

better or worse, but it told you something. I think in drawing 5.

inch lines, this is something I don't particularly care whether I can

draw a 5-inch line or not, so getting it measured and swing this is

too long or too short -- well, I suppose maybe I've got enough pride

of accomplishment so it would make me feel better if I hit 5 right
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able to draw a 5 inch line.

conferee: But if I had you captive and I said I'm not letting you out of

this room until you can do it?

Then the affective part the affective part can vary inde-

pendently of the information, and you can build in a big affective --

and actually for different people the same information may produce

different degrees of affective feedback, and Su Information which is

rewarding to one person may be punishing to another one, or anxiety-

producing. And this is one of the reasons I think it's well to dis-

tinguish; call it two aspects of the same thing, if you like.

Conferee: Well, this is what I was concerned with. I didn't think it was

too clear the way you described it, and I wanted to get that clear in

my mind.

McKeachie: Are there other questions?

Well, what I'd like you to do is to group by tables with at

least 3 in each group. If you're at a table where there are only 2

people, would you join on to a table where there are three people

or more. If you're at the back of the room, group into groups of

3, kind of marking off from the left, I guess - 1, 2, 3.

Within each table, let's make the person on the left the number

1, the mtddle person ''To. 2; the next per3on No. 3; and I have dittoed

up about 20 descriptions of role playing situations. If there are

more than 20 groups here, which there may be now, -- I guess I'll

keep one and read it for those of you who don't have copies()

What I'm going to ask you to do is for No. 1 to play the role

of a director of conferences and institutes. So, if you are No. 1,

you're to play the role of the director of conferences and institute,

and may I have your attention, please?
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No. 1 ...that's the person on the left of the three-man group,

you're meeting with the associate assistant dean of the School of Ed-

ucation, who is Tian No. 2, the man in the middle. And the two of you

are meeting to plan a one-day conference for elementary school princi-

ples. And No. 1 (you're the director of conferences) you see princi-

pals as being busy people who have difficulty with the new curricula

and with all the people who are coming in with expectations that you

should do this or that for slow learners or bright learners, or dis-

advantaged children, etc. You're caught between the demands for dis-

cipline and creativity, And, as you see it, the principles have some

real problems, They need authoritative help with it. The university

has experts in these fields, and tiat these are principals, who are

generally people who have risen where they are because they have a

certain sense of authority, a certain sense of order and thus you

want a program which will appeal to people who like order and who like

a hth degree of structure. Now, you think that they'll most appreci-

ate a very well organized sort of format wherethey will see that the

university can organize things well, just as their own schools presume

ably are well administered.

No. 2, the assistant dean of the School of Education -- you see

the principals as also having a lot of problems, but you see them as

being sort of lonely oporessed people who don't have anybody they can

talk to -- you can't talk to the superintendent because he's your boss

and he'll fire you if you admit you've got all these problems; you

can't talk to the teachers because you'll be seen as playing favoritie,4

you can't talk to the parents because they're all piling in on you and

if you make friends with some parents, other parents are going to feel

that you're not giving everyone an equal chance. So, you see this as

a situation where the orincioals need to kind of break loose for once,
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have a lot of freedom to blow off steam, and not have to worry about

whether some superintendent or parent or teacher is going to complain

about what they say; so that you see these people as people who have

great needs to express themselves freely, without a lot of structure.

You'd like a conference in which tl-ere's a lot of informality, a lot

of flexibility, where they're not caught in the same sort of machine

as they are caught in day after day.

1o. 3 .- and if we have more than three now in some groups, this

should be 3, 4 and 5 -- you're not part of this interaction at all.

You're an outsider who are simply watching this role-playing situation

and you will be the reporter for the group. 7,1hat I would like you to

do is to watch for the assumptions about learning that these men are

making, and for -- particularly to watch for assumptions about person-

alities of the people in the conference and the needs of the people

in the conference (which I've tried to build into the roles) make a

difference in the way the conference is planned. And the third thing

I'd like for you to watch for is the awareness of these two individ-

uals individual differences among principals, and how much the

planning can take account of differences between princioals. In a

sense I've tipped off more than I'd intended to by giving all of the

information to everyone, but since I probably don't have enough sheets

to go around I don't think this is going to make a big difference.

Now, are there questions about the role playing? I will cut

it after a few minutes so that we'll have some time to discuss it;

but the not&on is that you're sitting here in the principals office.

You've just come in; you're ready to start talking about this confer-

ence which has to be planned, and you just go ahead an start planning

from there.

Conferee: In the principals office or the dean's office?
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McKeachie: I don't care I mea:, the dean's office. That's right, the

assistant dean of duration: Excuse me. You're in the educator's

office. The other man has just come in and sat down. OK (Confus-

ion of talking in the background)

I became so interested in the discussion I hated to cut it off,

but if we're going to make our 11:30 adjournment, I think this is as

far as we can go.

Now I pretty much set up two extremes here and assumptions

about the personality. what difference did this make in planning

as you saw it in the groups you were in or were observing? Did --

were there ways of handling these differences and assumptions about

personality. Did you arrive at solutions which you thought were

helpful?

Confpree: Wells I observed that the gentlemen came to the conclusion

that they'd organize it in discussion groups because they thought

discussion would be the best method of promoting the information

that they wanted. And then they built into the discussion groups a

manner of flexibility and relaxation. The basic idea was to have

relaxation in the discussion groups and freedom of thought that these

principals could express themselves.

McKeachie: It sounds as if No. 2 won out in that group then.

Conferee: Well, I think they were both in agreement somewhat. The con-

ference planner discussed organization suitable, but theyboth were

generally agreed on the manner.

McKeachie: `shat happened in some of the other groups?

Conferee: In our group the two gentlemen madethe very basic assumption

about learning in the fact that they didn't go beyond their -- didn't

even get some goals established for the conference from the fact that

they had no help from the principal and some direct contact with the
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needs and I thought that that's as far as they got was that it was

the best they could do in this case.

TIcKeachie: Uh hum. I probably could have written in a role for a princi-

pal. I usually like groups of three or so, for something like this,

simply because in many set-ups it's hard to get more people together;

particularly if you're sitting in rows, three is about as many as you

can gather around easily. Maybe I made a mistake in not putting in

a principal so that theycould have gotten on a little further.

What happened in other groups?

Conferee: Over here we did have a discussion that ended up in pretty much

the political situation. (Laughter) There wasthis determination in

the assumption that there are slow and fast learner3. They also felt

that if this thing, this type workshop was taking place the sanction

of the superintendent is necessary and that if the sanction comes

about probably there will be more interest by the principals attend-

ing. If it's just on their own, perhaps they would not take to it

so well. However, there was the feeling finally, after some discuss-

ion, that the University of Minnesota Extension Center should not

go out on this thing. They should involve the principals, guiding

and developing this orogram.

McKeachie: Uh huh. Any other reactions?

Conferee: Our two gentlemen had difficulties in deciding whether the for-

mat should be a loose format or a structured format and our director

of conferences preferred working with the various others than assistant

deans of education. We did_finally agree that one grogram would pro-

bably be a combination of structure and loose residential experience

follow up. That's as far as we did get. We did come to some con-

clusions that it might be a good idea for them to schedule another

meeting involving the principal's association.
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NcKeachie: Any others?

Conferee: Our group assumed that these people feel that they're the low

people on the totem pole for one thing, as fax as the educational

structure is concerned, and that this should be a session or a series

of sessions with plenty of time to talk, and plenty of time to share

problems and responsibilities etc. so that the structure should be

quite flexible. They also needed, possibly, the authority of pro-

fessors of education from the university who might have been their

teachers then or previously, who would provide at least a semblance

of structure and serve as resource people.

NcKeachie: Uh huh. So this was a kind of compromise, yet satisfying both

authority needs and needs for support.

Conferee: We had the same.

NcKoachie: Other comments?

Conferee: Interestingly enough we had an assistant dean and conference

leader in this group. And interestingly enough the conference leader

immediately had a person to suggest as an expert to be brought in,

without ever confering with the assistant dean, who himself may have

had some experts whom he might have suggested. And interestingly he

held on that this was a person whom he knew, because he had done so

and so. He didn't examine the expertness with the principals them-

selves so much. I think this is an interesting interaction.

McKeachie: Uh huh.

Conferee: We had the same situation at this table in which there was t he

assistant dean of education and a director of conferences from the

same university, but they were in opposite positions. (Laughter)

This made it difficult to react because of their own biases (that

they normally play). They felt that the description that you had

given here of the conference director was that he believed that the
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high school principals would learn best what he wanted them to knows

and that this was not a fair assumption for conference directors in

general. And the assumotion about learning on the part of the dean,

for this group, was that he felt that if we could find out what they

really wanted to know, then we can better serve them, rather than tell-

ing them what they should or not know. Also, the assumptions about

personalities that they both have was that really we should attempt

to build up their moral because they are as Hiss Tinker said, the

lower person on the totem pole in their attitudes.

iicKeachie: One more? Well, I'll just take these three and that'll be it.

Back there?

Conferee: I just have a question. I'd be interested in knowing how many

people presumably planned a program with the information that was here,

as opposed to not planning the program because of the fact that the

principals as individuals did not have a representative?

NcKeachie: Well, how many did go ahead and decidedthey couldn't plan it

without the principals? Uhmt quite a few.

Conferee: We said we should involve a resource person, or a principal.

Another
Conferee: I have a different question. It turns out that in the evaluation,

of this particular portion of this session .. the question is who did

the right thing; the person who followed the instructions and planned

the program, or the person who said you couldn't go ahead and plan

the program? So which one in terms of evaluation made the right move?

VcKeachie: I wouldn't say that either one was necessarily right from my

standpoint . I think here, essentially, I'm trying to kind of have

you experience some of the things we've been talking about, and both

groups may have applied principles that we were talking about.

Conferee: We took the approach that this was the preliminary discussion

which we get into every day in our lives. Obviously the content of
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the program could not be planned unless you had all interested part-

ies involved, but we certainly could agree with the assumption that

we had a dean (or assistant dean) of the college of education and a

conference coordinator who presumably knows something about conduct-

ing conferences, and what their overall movement would be -- we made

these assumptions and went ahead and designed a program, without spec-

ifying the content. The content has to come in when you have -- you

have to bring in the other expertise necessary to develop it.

McKeachie: Well, I won't argue this one. I suspect people -- but I think

this is really what I was thinking of when I set it up.

Conferee: This situation here left me wth the major impression that it

had to do with the technique, the role playing. I happen to know

both people very well, and I know that they are so much in agreement

as to their philosophy that the situation is difficult in role play-

ing, when you have to take a position that is diametrically opposed

to the

NcKeaChie: And actually this is one of the reasons I wanted to use this.

You have raised the question of whether or not you can do anything

about motives or attitudes in a three day conference. I think role

playing is a fairly powerful technique for doing something in the

attitudinal motivational area, particularly in conferences where you

have people who have kind of a set position in relation to another

group of people, (This might be agroup of shop stewards who have a

certain position toward management, or a group of teachers who have

attitudes toward parents, or parents and teachers or something.) a

technique in which you ask people to play the role of the other, the

role they're usually working against. I think we have a good deal

of evidence that it is one of the best ways to kind of opening up a

person to the other personls point of view, and perhaps giving him
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a little more sympathy for the other side of a situation. It's not

perfect, but at least this is one way of working in the attitudinal

area.

There is a group over here?

Conferee: This role playing technique is probably one of the easiest and

smoothest ways to get people to voice their aggressions without feel-

ing guilty abort it. They may have some underlying problems and con-

cerns that cannot be expressed in any other way.

;TcKeachie: Yes, because as long as you give him a slip of paper (you don't

have to pass out papers. I think it is sometimes easier to), but as

long as you give him the role so that when he says something nasty

it's not him it's just the role that he's in -- this gives him a

lot more freedom to express things than he had to take responsibility

for it as a person. So, it frequently is a way of getting at under-

lying things which you just couldn't get out in a situation where a

person is going to look as if he were really unreasonable, or some-

thing.

3cnferee: You have a very important variable there in estimating the

group, the kind of people you are working with may be the other ex-

treme.

iicKeachie: That is where people are more constrained with their role than

normally?

Conferee: Yes.

?IcKeachie: Yeah. This is probably a good group. You are people who are

used to working with different kinds of people and probably to some

extent adjusting to different situations readily, and not everybody

can just start off and play a role and get into it as readily as you

may be expected to.

Well, essentially, what I wanted to end up on today was the notion
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that our assumptions about oersonality characteristics of students

are important in conference planning, that frequently these are a.

ssumptions that don't come out into the open, and that as result

one of the difficulties in conference planning may be these differ-

ences in assumptions, which you kind of keep running against, and

yet you can't see why it is the other person doesn't like the plans

which seem to be the obviously correct ones to follow.

I would suggest that ordinarily if you can bring these out, this

is probably going to enable you to cope with them better, even though

you may still not agree as to what the people you're dealing with are

like. You may find out ways of finding out which one of you is right,

or to what extent you have both types. And I think one of the im.

portant points on this personality area is to recognize the wide

variety of individual differences you're going to run into in most

groups; and thus, usually, the necessity of providing varied experi-

ences which will enable both the person who wants a lot of specific

information and the person who wants to express his own ideas, to

have a chance to get some satisfactions themselves somewhere in the

conference program.

We do have evidence that what one person learns well with an-

other person won't. If you read the article in the thing put out by

the Center for the Liberal Education for Adults that I recommended

to you, you probably saw some of our experiments, for instance, need

for affiliation, and the fact that the teacher who takes a personal

interest in his students is particularly effective with students who

are high in need for affiliation. They'll work hard for him. They

like this. Other students who don't want to get close to the teacher,

don't like this kind of teacher, don't work as hard as they would for

a teacher who was more impersonal. Well, this is just illustrative,
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I think, of the general principle that what works for one type of

person won't for another, and that thus anything that you can do to

kind of asssgs what the people are, who are coming in to the confer-

ence so that you can adapt the major part of your learning experiences

to the mode that fits this type of person best; and secondly, any way

you can kind of take account of these individual differences by pro-

viding opportunities for differing kinds of learning experiences, is

probably all to the good.

Lunchtime
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Lahr: During the preconference workshop Professor McKeachie from the

University of iiichigan talked to us about the learning processes as

apolied to the short term of the conference situation. From these

we developed a set of principles which could be used in developing

a training program for the C. and I. perscn.

Professor :IcKeechie, in his general session on Friday, gave us

three major principles of learning, which I have listed on the board.

The first one is that learning is always going on. It really never

stops, except when the person is sleeping. The second one is that

diiferent kinds of learning don't necessarily always go together,

Dr. YcKeachie went into great detail to explain the differences.

The third principle is that learning is facilitated by feedback.

With these three major principles then, we went into the small.

group sessions to discuss these as they applied to the and I. per-

son, and to bring back to Dr, FcKeachie in the evening any questions

that we might have, any reactions to this. The discussion with him

went on into the next morning, actually, when there was also a brief

discussion of personality. Then we went back into our group sessions

to develop a series of principles that could be used in developing a

training program and that might be used at our universities for in.

service training for the new people in the field. We had in mind (1)

the full-time student engaged in an adult education curriculum, (2)

the employee who has completed his formal education but needs train-

ing in C. and I. work, and (3) the experienced C. and I. man who

wishes to continue his own training and learning experiences. We

came up with six principles.

The first one was commitment. The trainer himself, the person

who is doing the training, should have a deep commitment to the field

which he's preoaring the new man to enter. Therefore the C. and I.



man must continue to upgrade himself and to further his own professiol-

al development in order to serve as an able model for this new person

to follow.

The second principle is that the trainee must keep abreast of

the literature and the research that's going on in the field by de-

veloping regular habits for procuring this information. Here motivat-

ion really plays an important role and, as trainers, we have to instill

this importance. By continuing our own professional development, we

show, that the more knowledge one obtains the more interest he has in

seeking more, And we must impress upon the trainee that he really does-

not know it all at the beginning; that there's a lot that he has to

learn and to acouire before he becomes competent.

The third principle is innovation. The importance and signi-

ficance of innovation must be stressed with trainees, and how can you

do this? TJell, Dr. i'cKeachie suggested that perhaps a system or re-

wards could be given for innovation. But then, really, how do you

train a person in innovation? You might encourage him and give him

the security that he needs to feel in the job and in the role that

he's playing. In other words, you don't fire him for his first mistake

necessarily, though Ed says, you do it after the second mistake. But

you at least give him a second try. Cr you might try certain innova-

tions yourself to demonstrate creativity on the part of the individ-

ual, One way of employing a series of rewards for jobs well done is

to publicize the trainees actions aid innovations to his colleagues:

to the others in the profession, through newsletters and journals, An-

other is to see that the built-in satisfactions in C. and I. work, are

available to the new man. The satisfactions that you get from your job

in working with different grows and with different individuals can be

shared with the trainee. We all have a tendency, it seems, to give a
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new man the routine kinds of things to do. Tile should let him became

a part of program planning early.

Fourth was methodology. "e must develop in the tminee an unde..:'-

standing of the various methods of teaching adults. And how do you do

this? Well, you give the trainee experience in trying the various

teaching methods, the various methodology, but you do this after he's

had a trial run or two and has proven himself. You don't let him re-

peat the same kind of activity, the same way, with the same methods.

Be innovative, be creative, and reward him.

The fifth point is that the trainee must be given experience in

identifying adult needs and developing objectives to meet these needs.

The best way, Dr. licKeachie suggested, was to let him sit in on plann-

ing sessions where the resource people are present to discuss their

needs and their go 1!.s and their objectives.

The sixth principle is evaluation, The trainee needs to be able

to develop tools of evaluation; and this can be illustrated by example:

We have prepared a suggestion form to work with tomorrow which will give

you some guide lines on evaluation.

Now, today and tomorrow we're going to take these principles, and

attempt to build a curriculum for the training of the new C. and I. per,

son.

Now I'd like to turn the meeting over to Ed who will present our

speaker for this morning.

Thank you, Jim.

The committee is trying something different this year. We used

to have the preconference workshop as sort of an end in itself, and

then on Monday, the divisional meetings started a complete new trend

of operation. This year we're trying to tie in the four days as close-

ly as we can, and we have been very fortunate in getting two fine re.
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source persons, Dr. OcKeachie, and this morning, Dr. Frank Woerderhof,

Dr. woerderhof, as some of you probably know, has been with us for the

four days. He was with us here for the nreconference workshop, he ha,.

worked the entire weekend, and has come up with what I think is going

to be a fine presentation.

Dr. 'Toerderhof has been at Purdue University since 1955. He re-

ceived his Ph.D. in adult education from the University of Wisconsin,

and was the State Supervisor of Adult Education in the State of Wis-

consin for seven years. '4e are extremely fortunate in havinrs such a

person, whose interest and whose position as Assistant Dean of Education

and Teacher Certification Advisor here at the University puts him in an

ideal situation to give us some ideas on the basic principles of curric-

ulum development and how can we, as C. and I. people can combine these

with the principles that D. licKeachie discussed. te hope to come up

with a practical, in-training, pilot program that can be used in the

not-too-distant future. We're hoping that we will come up with a pro-

gram that can be put into operation this fall. So, it gives me great

pleasure to present to you, Dr. Frank iJoederhof.

Woerderhof: I hope sincerely that I can meet these expectations. I've en-

joy& being with you up to this point, and looked forward to this with

a great deal of excitement, prior to sitting in with you people, earlier.

I have come to the full realization that I'm probably meeting with the

most expert program developers and training program developers that

exist in America because this has been, and is, your primary job.

The task, as it's been reported, is in three phases. We meet

here today to set some foundations really for a discussion that follow.

on content. And, of course, it would be my opinion that you people

best know what the content is for your field. So our first session is

to get us ready for discussing the problem of content. And the third
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aspect of what we're here for is to begin thinking together in order

that we may set down a short-range program of training which is a con-

certed effort by your organization, and perhaps a long-range program

as well.

I have spent my time here not only in sessions, but in speaking

informally with people at lunch and in the corridors. I think that

the very first thing we might well look at is the matter of some pro-

blems and issues which I gleaned from these conversations and from the

background activity that I engaged in prior to the conference.

One of the problems we are faced with is that there really is no

taxonomy for describing this emerging phenomenon of continuing educa-

tion, as it applies to institutes and conference programs. Cy Houle

makes this point in his writings and he goes further to say that there

is no substantial theoretical base bringing it under scrutiny and studyy.

Well, this is true, but what area in the field of education has a firmly

set theoretical basis, or a taxonomy to guide it? This is the strugglIng

problem of all people preparing for professional positions in education.,

School administrators are frustrated with this, but we can't spend all

our time with our frustrations. Knowing that theory develops slowly

and over a long period of time, we've got to realize that conference ar!.

institute programs are relatively new. I know you're celebrating your

50th annual meeting, but in the space of time, this is really a short

period, so we ought not to get hung up on this, though certainly it is

a problem that ought to be tackled and worked on by the scholar's in your

field.

Another point which I suppose becom( a problem and/or issue is

that each institution develops its own pattern, its own scope, its own

function of continuing education. Hence we do find that the direction

of conferences and institute programs has been rather piecemeal and
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sporadic in nature. ecause it is still in the process of evolution,

the field remains relatively unstructured and loosely defined. Conse-

quently I presume there's some lack of symmetry and precision in organ.

ization, and sometimes, even its own practitioners do not agree on the

definition of its limits. I detected this in some of the small-group.

sessions. Even though confusion now abounds perhaps, this too ought

not to deter us from looking at the problem of training. Even though

there are these differences of opinion and pattern there must be some

similarities. Exactly what they are I'm not in a posLion to tell you.

It is true, as I should like to point out here now, that there is

a lack of definition of the role of the conference coordinator or the

institute coordinator. I'm sure that the master's degree thesis report-

ed in a publication from the Center for Continuing Education of the Uni-

versity of Chicago, has caused a lot of confusion by asking, "Are you

an administrator, a facilitator, or an educator ?"

Well, I'm not so sure makes much difference what you call your-,

selves. I'm sure that in many positions in administration, the dean of

education, for example, one is all of these at times. We're all facil-

itators; we're all educators; we're all administrators. The principal

of the high school is the same way. And sometimes our discussions, at

least, get hung up on whether we're one thing or another. We're pro-

bably all three things; and this ought not to make fnr any obstacle in

our proceeding to develop an established training program for ourselves:

The doctor is a facilitator, an educator and administrator. We all have

these so-called nuts-an&bolts or chair-moving activities in our jobs.

An assistant dean, as I am, is sometimes more a paper shuffler than ar;y.

thing else. So, we met not to get hung up on how we title ourselves

and how we see ourselves. What we are more concerned with in our task

is leadership role behavior.
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Some people are concerned about C. and I. personnel in that the

conference coordinator, at some levels, seems to be a junior executive

type of person whose aim is not to be in the post that he's in, but tc,

move up to administration of the total program. Well, is it a junior

executive post or not? I really don't know, and I wouldn't presume that

this makes much difference.

The entrance requirements may be another issue. The entrance re-

quirements into this occupational field are not clearly identified in

terms of academic training and experience. Those who come into the

field come from education, and from elsewhere, from business and industry.

Again, I don't think this makes a lot of difference, though this is an

issue to be faced.

We can get overly concerned about the tenure of employment as con-

ference coordinators, as it appears to be short. I think we're faced

with the question, "Is the conference coordinator's role a specialization

in its own right, for which definite preparation can be devised ?" And

this has to be answered. Is there an emerging profession, or occupation,

or whatever you want to call it, that has some distinctive character-

istics, tasks, functions, that call for special preparation? Or, are

there a number of fields of functional specialization within continuinf,

education for which the conference coordinator ought to be trained? We

do find them moving-out into other areas of this big broad field of adult

education.

As I tried to think about the problems that we're going to be deal-

ing with today, I asked myself: Is a conference coordinator a specialist

of things in general, or is he an integrative specialist? Now, the spec-

ialist of things in general is the Jack-of-all-trades* And when I use

the term, integrative specialists I'm talking about a person who comes

out of a discipline, a particular discipline, who has special training:.
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for instance, in finance. Is the coordinator this kind of persons wh

has the capacity to learn new fields of application? Obviously there

will be some overlap in our concern about what content is viewed as

supportive and what is viewed as central. These will be some of the

problems.

What we really have here now, I think, is the criterion problem.

To what criterion (or criteria) shall one refer in search for optimum

allocation of common and specialized training for conference coordinatord

What criteria must we use in order that we can determine what common

knowledge all of you should have? What supportive knowledge should you

have? Now, the criterion problem is a stubborn one, a rather elusive

and disturbing one. This problem of getting to content, to the common

and specialized content, is very sticky undertaking, I believe.

We're really faced with: Is there a list of identifiable compr

potencies, common to successful performance in all continuing educatioi,

positions, including the conference coordinator - an identifiable core

of competencies? Are there competencies unique to the conference co-

ordinator, that differ from those required elsewhere in the field of

continuing education? These are some of the things that I view as prosy

blems and issues, that I encourage you to think about, not only here a-id

now, but long after you leave the conference. I came to view these as

some of the problems that are faced in developing a training program a.

I listened to you and participated with you earlier this past week.

Now, what I've tried to do, to further our thinking about content,

is to develop a scheme by which we can view the functions of the whole

area of conference and institute development. I may have made some

wrong assessments, and I perhaps will have to live with them until we

can correct them. Viewing conference coordination as the function that

is essential to conducting educationally effective conferences, I tried
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to develop a point of view about conference coordination in its broads-'

perspectives. I shall attempt here, in perhaps a somewhat superficial

manner, to present a structure of the professional tasks of conference

coordination. I suggest that our thinking be directed in the channels

that conference coordination is to be treated as a special form of leader-

ship behavior. The particular form of leaders1'io behavior must be direct-

ed to designing a curriculum model for the training of conference co-

ordinators.

Now, we must always begin with, a definition, and this may sound

hackneyed and trite, but I suppose it's realistic, on the other hand.

For our purposes, let us al!ree to this definition: Conference coord-

ination is what conference personnel do with faculty within the university

and with persons and groups outside the university in organizing, arrang-

ing, and conducting educationally effective conferences. If we can

accept this definition, we are ready, I think, to lay out some of the di-

mensions of leadership behavior and to differentiate conference coord-

ination from other functional areas of university extension work.

We now need to give some form and substance to these functional

areas in terms of behaviors. Tqhat I am trying to do is to steal some

concapts from administrative behavior, for I believe they appear to be

reasonably fruitful for us in our thinking at the moment. Administrative

behavior has been analyzed as tasks, skills and processes; and if we may

apply these dimensions to the conference coordinator, we will be looking

at three closely related components: tasks, skills and processes.

Obviously, you'll have to forgive me if my analysis of tasks is in-

complete and/or even inaccurate. What the field really needs, is some

very thorough analytical study of what the tasks and functions of con-

ference coordination are. Here I think is an area of fruitful study and

research for this group. So let us see what I come up with and see if
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this will facilitate our thinking about content, because what I speak

about is not content. What I present is the tasks, as I see them from

standing off at a distance, which may be applicable.

I have here a model for our thinking about conference and institute

functions and I list the three components of our concern: tasks, skills,

and processes. I view conference coordination as a task-centered activ-

ity which demands certain leadership behavior.

One of the tasks appears to be that of identifying needs. Needs

must be satisfied; needs of learners must be satisfied. But I do believe

that the conference coordinator, while he has his eye on the psychologic-

al problems of meeting the individual people's needs, must also assess

the social, economic and technical changes that are taking place in our

daily living in order to develop the demanding educational programs

which are required. In other words, one of the tasks is to be out ahead

of what is actuaay in demand, by knowing (and assessing) the social,

economic and technical change in our society; which is rapid and fright-

ening at times.

A second task is the development of programs, the designing and

redesigning of programs with significant educational purposes. This is

a pretty pedestrian kind of thing for our thinking at the moment, but

our concern is with the content eventually developed to train for the

tasks which conference coordination demands. Now does one develop pro-

grams: What are the essentials of a program? What kinds and types of

programs?

A third task is staffing, recruiting. How does one recruit, select

and assign appropriate instructional and noninstructional personnel for

conference programming? How does the conference coordinator proceed to

select staff to man conferences and training programs? How does he re-

late to nonprofessional personnel, who could make or break the conference
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(for example, custodial staff who could ruin a co.derence by not getting.;

something done at the proper time)?

Other tasks are related to facilities, what kind of facilities a'n

required? What kind of materials are necessary to assist faculty members

and conferees? It is a problem of selecting and/or developing instruct-

ional materials. What kind of content is essential here for training

purposes?

The public relations aspect is a task that also needs attention

in a training program. The coordinator must develop publicity for con-

ferences, and must interpret conference activity within the university

and outside the university. One point of public relations which seems

to break down is evident in your pre-conference literature. Sane people

came here looking for something different than they got. They may well

have stayed home had they had the preconference information, because

this is not what they were here for. They wanted nuts-and-bolts and

you gave them a good review and an extension of educational psychology

that apolies to adults. So, the public relations is not just getting

out brochures but means interpreting conference activities so they are

clearly understood. Of course, people do not always read what is writt-

en or Interpret correctly what they read and hear.

I'm sure there is an area of special services tasks which I do not

identify easily, what are special services that the conference coordin-

ator performs to conference planners, to instructors, for the maximum of

the university's services?

The next task is a matter of budgeting. The construction and in-

terpretation of a budget seems to be important, as well as some under-

standing of a fiscal base of operation. I heard one conference coord-

inator attending the meetings here say, that the conference business is

a lucrative business. I'm not certain this is true because I have had
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some association with our conference bureau and it is anything but

tive. These fellows struggle and wrestle with the problem of fiscal re-

sponsibility and with fiscal poNicy. In the understanding of a budget

more is involved than simply developing the budget. It's being able to

interpret this within the terms and framework of a fiscal policy which is

necessary for operation. I'm sure that one of the essential tasks per..

formed, is to keep budget operations fiscally responsible. And so, what

content do you need, what content ought to be available to the trainee

for an understanding of sound finance in an operation such as a confer-

ence and an institute program?

There is also the task of reporting. To prepare, or to work with

others in preparing, final reports or proceedings of a conference takes

a certain set of skills, if this is in the realm of task bsnavior of a

conference coordinator, certainly some content might well be developed

in order that the processes and skills necessary here would be understood

and learned by those who work in the area of conference and institute

planning. Reporting back is essential. The reporting is an important

feedback I think, to conferee's, which is one of the learning principles

we have discussed. If you want to facilitate the learning of the con-

feree this reporting back becomes essential, and maybe an important part

of the total, because feedback can be attained through some scheme or

system of reporting. And if this is essential as a task, (not necessarily

that the coordinator writes the report as he may do this through other

people) probably he ought to have some skills and some knowledge in this

area.

Orientation, the explaining of conferences and the orienting of

conferees to conferences is an important task. It is something more than

welcoming the conferees and can make or break a conference. What are the

elements of content that one needs for gaining skills in being a good con.
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ference person, in the area of being able to orient people to what the

here-and-now is and what follows?

We talked a little about evaluating so I had to throw this on the

docket, although I presume many conferences do not concern themselves

with evaluating. Of course, it's always dangerous to evaluate because

in a certain sense you're not only evaluating the other guy, you begin

to evaluate yourself and you've got to be ready for the kind of exposure

that sometimes is rather difficult to take. But the planning and organ-

izing and implementing activities which deal with evaluating conferences

are all important. And what I see, and with a limited view, is that

most evaluations have resulted in pencil and paper kinds of things which

yield some kinds of results, but there are other techniques of evaluation

that ought to be used.

I did note in some of the discussion going around that people spoke

somewhat lightly about a conferee saying, "Vell, I liked this conference,"

I presume thf:s may be just about as good as some of the pencil and paper

kinds of activities, and if a fellow says, "It stinks." I suppose this

is a pretty clear evaluation. But there ought to be some exploration of

other evaluation techniques .. all the evaluation techniques -- that

would prove to you in some measure that you've gotten what you intended

to do off the ground, to some level of successful completion. I think

it's not only valua'le for you, but a conferee gains something through

evaluation. So, it seems to me this would be one of the real important

tasks.

Another task is follow-up. There ought to be some means devised

where there are follow-ups on conferences, to assess the long-range

planning of your activity. These are guidelines for what you may do wIh

this particular group of people as they come again. But more than that,

it may give you sane guidelines for improved program development, so
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follow -up is essential . I don't know how many conference and institute

programs have a program of follow-up. This seems to me reasonable to be

put in the list of tasks.

Once we have accurately identified the tasks of conference coordin-

ation, quite obviously this begins to demand content. What content can

be devised, created not necessarily in terms of courses, because

courses don't always lend themselves to satisfying tasks - but how can

tasks be used in determining what the content of a training program

should be?

I talk about processes there, the processes of planning, organizing

leading, controlling and assessing. PrOcesses are rather complex patt-

erns of behavior and they permeate all these tasks. They are processes,

so when you deal with content, you must, also become concerned with the

process of evaluating, the planning of evaluation, the organizing of and

the meaning of the evaluating, the controlling and the assessing. These

are not unique, however, to the behavior of conference coordinators.

They tend to permeate the behavior of all task-oriented people and tend

to be employed regardless of the nature of the occupational tasks.

But a training program, it would seem to me, ought to take this into con-

sideration.

Now, what am I talking about when I talk about planning? Planning,

it seems to ne, involves thinking, determining objectives, planning pro-

cedures, scheduling, forecasting, programming and the like. When we

talk about the organizing process we're concerned with the items, such

as resource allocation, establishing relationships, distributing func-

tions, coordinating, delegating, designing programs structures, develop-

ing policies ought there not be some accomodation for process, therefore,

for relating process? For examples how do you arrive at a decision?

What do you do in the decision-making process? How is this carried on?
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How does an individual behave ?.. The processes of selecting people, of

stimulating, initiating, demonstrating, advising, communicating, en-

couraging, suggesting, innovating, motivating, facilitating, illustrate

some of the principles we've dealt with earlier this week.

What are these leading processes that ought to be a part of the

behavior of a conference coordinator? The controlling process that you

deal with is directing, expiditing, regulating. So what do you build

into the training program, and how do you build it in, either in content

or methodology, that assists somebody to know and to experience this con-

balling process?

And what of the assessing process, the judging of performance, the

measuring of performance, the researching? These are part and parcel of

the behavior of the leadership function of a conference coordinator*

These are not necessarily unique, in their broad sense, to conference

leadership behavior. It seemed to me that these are factors that all

leaders, regardless of the occupational role one Performs, must engage

in.

Alat are some of the skills, from my assessment, that tend to be

closely related to these processes that I have suggested? These, too,

are not necessarily unique to conference coordination behavior. They

are basic skills of leadership, and I throw this into my model because

I think that this is important when you begin to construct and design

a framework of training your own kind. Often they are left out of our

consideration, largely because we become so content-orientated that we

think in terms of a kind of textbookish approach to training programs.

We must not forget that processes, as well as skills, are a major con-

cern.

Now, this classification of skills I have made results largely

from a work published in the Farvard Business Review in 1955. This study
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delineated the skills of an effective administrator, but the skills

identified have application here. Thre3classes of skills were suggested:

human, conceptual, and technical. I have not listed them as such but

indicated what some of these may be: analyzing, writing speaking,listen-

ing, observing, diagnosing, synthesizing, visualizing, and empathizing.

It is useful to take a different look at these under those three headings,

Under the heading of human skills we would find that these kinds of be-,

havior become essential: (1) Empathizing, being able to understand an-

other person, not only intellectually, but with a quality of feeling as

when one says he is putting himself in the other guy's boots. (2) In-

terviewing. This is a human skill. How do you get results in the in-

terview situation? (3) Observing, which means to see something and to

know what you see. This is a human skill involved in our dealings with

human beings. To be keen observers is a skill our trainees ought to

attain. I would not treat this very lightly. We too long have treated

listening too lightly and now, in our language arts programs in the pub-

lic school system, we have begun to insist that listening be an essential

part of the program. But here again, observing, being a keen observer is

involved. One cannot make any analysis unless he observes keenly. (14)

Leading discussions. Here's another human skill, a skill in dealing with

people. (5) The skill of being able to reflect feelings, as well as

ideas, is a human skill. (6) The ability to participate in discussions

is another human skill. One individual said to me that she wished she

were not cast in the role of a discussion leader because she felt this

was one of the very weak parts of her training. This human skill of

getting people to work with you and to discuss with you is one of the

skills I think essentials

Secondly are conceptual skills: visualizing, analyzing, diagnosing,

synthesizing, criticizing, questioning. These kinds of conceptual skills;
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I think, are a basic concern when you begin to put together the content

for a training program.

The third category, technical skills, are the ability to speak,

write, read, listen, outline, demonstrate, graph, sketch, compute, chair

a meeting. I haven't stated them all, obviously. We may have to search

further into our activities in order to lay out some of these. But in the

training of a conference coordinator I wouldn't take these things for

granted because I've seen the writing of many administrators and some of

the speaking they do. Their ability to listen, their ability to observe,

these kinds of technical and/or human and/or conceptual skills are not

to be treated lightly, particularly when you bring into your organiza-

tion people from all disciplines, all training, with the minimal being

something like a bachelor's degree.

Well, I have taken you through what I see as a model for at least

observing the confererce and institute function. I make no claim that I

have made a good analysis, but what I do want to claim is that you need

to make a good analysis of this C. and I. man you talk about. ,Nhat is his

task and how, then, does this task relate to certain skills, human, con-

ceptual and technical; and to some of the processes employed. I think a

good deal of emphasis in training programs must be placed upon processes

because no one can know everything, in terms of knowledge,and the prow

cesses stand you in good stead when you have to deal with knowledge that

is not too familiar to you. It is a problem.solving approach.

I view your activities largely from two points of view. One is

that you must evidence some task-triented leadership behavior. But in

the main, you are decision-makers. Decision-making is a key to success-

ful conference operation and institute programs. Basically you become

decision-makers. You do not always have complete responsibility for the

decisions, but you certainly do lead people in the process of making
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decisions,

If we intend to develop some in-service training programs for con-

ference coordinators, this kind of analysis of tasks, processes and skill;

seems to me the starting point, from which some decisions can be made,re-

lative to the elements of content, instructional media.

I would like to change gears now in order to suggest some principles

that ought to be observed, some principles, and perhaps some criteria

that ought to be observed in devising a trAthing program. The first

principle is that the program of training must be purposeful, and I don't

know how many million ti' ies we say 'cis, b I think this is the key to

operational success. I don't care what you're planning by way of in-

struction; this must necessarily head the list. - I'll expand this a

little by saying that if training objectives are to be considered sound

they must meet certain k;riteria.

The first is what I call the criterion of social adequacy. Here

suggest that purposes must be conceived in terms of the demands of the

social circumstance. Now the social circumstance happens to be the par-

ticular conference you're planning, let us say. What are the social cir-

cumstances? And I am not talking about the society page; I am talking

about the circumstances that have brought people to you, or you to theme

Training objectives must satify conditions determined by the social cir-

cumstances surrounding the tasks of conference coordination.

The second criterion is related to needs. Purposes must somehow

lead to the fulfillment of needs. Now, these include both the social and

psychological needs of people. But there must also be some functional

needs met. What is the function of the conference? The needs criterion

must always be of major concern if training is to be purposeful. These

are not always the needs we see, but the needs of the conferee as well.

I know that what is sometimes called education fails badly because the
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purposes are not clearly understood.

I walk down the corridors of our great university, and have done

this as a secondary school administrator and as an adult educator, and

on numerous occasions I have heard students say; "I don't know why the

Fell I'm in this class." You see? Somehow the purposes of the course

have not become the purposes of the student, or the conferee in this

case. We see this kind of breakdown, even in our own meeting here. The

purposes we set out in planning the conference are not the purposes of

all present. If neither the conferees nor the program itself make some

adaptation to bring the purposes in line, there is little reason for

some of us to be here. So, the criterion of needs obviously, I think

enters strongly into the purposes to which we must direct training

Then too I think a training program must be purposeful and will

be sound if the criterion of adult educational ideals is taken into con-

sideration. In other words, the purposes must be consistent with the

ideals of continuing education.

Fourthly, I suggest the criterion of behavioristic interpretation.

What I'm saying now is that the purposes are to be so stated and under-

stood that they are capable of reduction to behavioristic terms. The

true meaning of an objective is not clear until it is seen in terms of

actual human behavior. Now, much instruction in our public schools seems

to fail, and teachers seem to fail, because they have not taken the time

and opportunity to reduce their purposes to terms of some behavioristic

interpretation. The teacher wants to teach good citizenship, and cer-

tainly that is a wonderful purpose for instruction. But until you can

define how a good citizen behaves, then this purpose has little or no

meaning. What this really comes to is a kind of bidimensional scheme

for developing purposes. When you truly want to select content in terms

of purposes, and you're willing to accept a behavioristic interpretation
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(psychologists tell us education and learning is a matter of changing

behaviors), you can best achieve the desired learning experience by know-

ing what behavior you want to affect and selecting content -which treats

this behavior, which effects this kind of behaviors

This model is not new. It was suggested long ago by an expert in

curriculum develcpment. But while it maybe a hackneyed expression and

something that we pass over lightly now because we've heard it so often,

I want to emphasize that a training program must be purposeful. One of

the principles you ought to observe is a purposefulness that meets the

criteria of social adequacy, needs, adult educational ideals, and be-

havioristic interpretation.

What else then, must we observe as principles? The second princi-

pleJ would say, and I:ve already alluded to it here, is that the content

of the training program must be selected with care. First, it must be

significant to the field of conferences and institutes; it can't include

anything and everything. There must be some perimeters drawn. It must

deal with the competencies, skills, and/or processes that a conference

coordinator must have or know. Not all is worth knowing, not all can be

known, so the scope must be selective. Further, I advocate that the con-

tent be selected in terms of behavior, the behavior you want to effect,

the behavior you want to change. Using a grid such as this, one could

determine on a judgemental basis what behavioristic results content

should be directed to. We generally do this backwards. We select con-

tent, then hope that it affects, in some manner or form, our behavior,

our performance.

Another point is that the subject-matter must stand the test of

survival. I heard this in one of the groups yesterday. Whatever we

teach must be reasonably factually correct in terms of what is now known

This, I think, was the purpose of having Dr. McKeachie here to bring yep:
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up to date on learning theory. The early research on adult learning

doesn't hold up as well as it did 15 or 20 years ago; and whatever you

select, this content must be factually correct. These things may seem

to be obvious, but I think are worthy of our consideration.

One other thing, which I pointed out just a momenb ago, that the

subject matter must be useful, introduces the utilitarian concept. It

ought to be useful in terms of developing the ability to perform occupa-

tional tasks. Training must have some utility; not only nice to know

for other reasons, but nice to know because it can be used. I'm not

speaking primarily of nuts-and-bolts kind of stuff either, you see.

Obviously subject matter must be interesting to the learner. Here

the criterion is interest; it must be generally wanted by him; it must

help hime Here, again, you have a selection problem. We don't stop with

the known interests of our people. If this were the case Hadison Avenue

would go out of business. But if we look to the advertising and public

relations game we know we can create interests on the part of people.

And while we must deal with their existing interests, it would seem to

me a training program ought to be to create new interests, perhaps that

gets to the point of commitment. You see they have this interest here

and now, which maybe nuts-and-bolts, but we must develop, and can de-

develop by creating other interests, a long-term relationship to adult

education, this commitment that you spoke about earlier.

Another point is that the subject-matter ought to contribute to the

growth and development of the continuation education movement. 1 think,

while we're concerned about the day-to-day problems of a coordinator, his

training ought to be so selected that it would contribute to the growth

and development of the total movement of adult and/or continuing education.

I think I am suggesting that content must in some way be open to accommo-

date for the dynamics of the adult education movement, but the cutting
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edge of what is happening in the total field of adult education.

The third major principle I want to set out is that content must

in some manner or form be ordered in terms of mope and sequences How do

you sequentially arrange what ought to be known. What is the scope of

the content to be devised? The problems of scope and sequence have been

bothersome problems, but at some point, it seems to me, those who are

concerned with developing any kind of short- and/or long-range training

program must consider the principles of scope and sequence. The.ee are

other problems involved in this, such as the problem of differences in

experience and background. Not all trainees come ready to start at A or

Z, you see. They may be at D, E, or F. Thus scope and sequence problems

are going to be of major concern, Scope and sequence, again, concerns

the interests of people. They may not be, at the moment, interested in

starting at A, rather than at D, E, or F. This whole matter of individ-

ual differences, which we talk about as we work with people in confer-

ences, operates among us, here today. I'm sure you are wise enough to

know that you are equally different one from another, with some real ex-

tremes in differences of behavior and ability to perform and to know*

This question of scope and sequence goes back to one of my first

points as to purposes. The usefulness of content at a given point in

sequence is going to vary° When you order scope and sequence, differing

levels of difficulty have to be considered. Thus an important principle

in the selection of content is the determination of scope and sequence in

relation to the differing backgrounds of the traineese

After we have had a chance to discuss together some of the things

V.:we talked about, we can begin the task of thinking creatively about the

training program you propose to develop for conference coordinators as a

professional group.
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GEATERAL stssIoN
3:30 polo, April 26; 1965

Wberdehoff: If it is agreeable with you, I will talk a little more about the

principles and the criteria involved in the development of a braining

program for conference coordinators, or, generally, in any curriculum,'

development endeavor.' I would like to get some reactions from you as

to what has been said, then perhaps we can direct our attention to con-

tent. This, however, takes some thoughtful and probing periods of time

so I am not sure that we can nail down content in its Particulars. What

we can do is develop some guidelines for content in the limited time

that we have.

Now, our discussion thus far has emphasized that tle program has

to be purposeful, and that the content has to be selected with care, and

ordered in terms of scope and sequence. It must be odored logically and

psychologically. Now, most of the instruction given in a normal class-

room, at least at the college level, tends to have a logical organization.;

Everything seems to classified and ordered. The arrangement comes out of

the research background of the disciplines) and you start at A and go to

Z. And this is possible because we have built up a whole set of pre-

requisites in universities You have to take course one before you can

take courses twos three and four. Now, I'm sure that content has to be

thought of and organized in this manner; but it does not necessarily have

to be presented in this manner.

I think that great concern has to be given to the psychological

organization. Experiences in any training program, learning experiences,

ought to be so ordered and so arranged and re-arranged, actually, that

they are provided when there is psychological receptivity. That is, when

the participants are ready to grab hold. I don't think you can order a

conference or a training program by starting back at A and going to Z.
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It can start at any point* As a matter of fact there is a trend, even

in higher education, to do away with all these prerequisites for courses,

because we do get a lot of bright students in our school who already come

with a pretty good orientation background in the knowledge. Now, this

would be the case with you peoples you see. If you built your training

program for your own group, on a wholly logical basis, you might be in

the hot water of having students way ahead of An They may be down to P

or Q or something like that, instead of at A. So, a training program

really, while it must be observed in its logical organization, in carry-

ing it out some concern must be given to the psychological organization.

My next point would be that a training program must be concerned

with knowledge, process, and skills. Now here I begin to repeat myself()

To know is important, -- facts, princioles, data and all this sort of

thing is quite important. But this sometimes misses the goal of altering

the behavior of people, and I would say that while we would be concerned

with knowledge, we can never overlook the fact that practice is essential

in any training program. If you are truly concerned about changing

people's behavior, there ought to be some to practice this behavior

that you anticipate. So, it's not all in the knowing. If we see our-

selves as task-oriented, people have to do tasks, to behave in a given

manner, and you want to put this across() Practice is essential, and

when you practice, you alter behavior, which again alters values, and

values get us into the active domain that we talked about earlier.

Now, knowledge is important, but it is so vast that you can't know

everything even though you've delineated knowledge. Now you proceed to

use knowledge is another important factor. If we are concerned about

knowing, which is in the cognitive domain, we likewise, in a training

program, cannot overlook the things that have to be built into the pro-

gram to affect people, that is, the affective domain. It is practice
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which helps us with the development of psycho-motor skills, if there e.:e

any such things to be involved in your program.

Now, the human being, of course, doesn't only use his head. There

are other things functioning. He functions as a total organism and so

his feelings and his physical motor skills are also connected with learn-

ing. While a training program may basically be a concern with the con-

tent of knowing, there must be built into any good program that which

affects people.

The training program must also be designed to move from the simple

to the complex; the known to the unknown; the balance of the familiar wit.

the unfamiliar. We talked about this in the discussions we had on the

psychology of adult learning. But I'm wondering how often this comes to

the fore in our thinking when we're developing a program. I think some-

times we make an assumption as to what is familiar that is based on our

own knowledge and experience. It is difficult to know the background

people will bring to a program and what is new for some will be "old

stuff" to others* But any training program will have this difficulty

built into it. Where do you start? what are the building blocks? On

what foundation do you build to go from the simple to the more complex?

A good training program, in my opinion, should be primarily problem.

oriented. In other words, knowledge is important, but how can knowledge

be used to solve a problem, or a set of problems? This is what I hear

people saying who come to conferences: "How can I take and use this

stuff?" In looking at your own problems of training, you have to keep

this uppermost in mind, because you are dicision-makers; you are problem.

solvers in the main. Any good training program would be concerned with

centering on some problem orientation.

Further, the training program must be designed for the continuation

of learning. We said just a moment ago that you can't do it all; you
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can't wrap it all up in a short period of time. I presume even the Ph.

D. degree really only opens the door to learning. As a matter of fact,

my advisor said, Vow you can go out and learn something. You've got

the damned degree; I don't know what you're going to do with it. It's a

union card of a sort." But he added, "Now go out and get educated," Even

that which looks like something pretty terminal, the end, is but the beln

ginning to becoming a scholar. And so, we can't expect that we can solve

everything in any one training program, for many reasons.

First we've got to deal with things we don't know yet exist actual-

ly in continuing education. The person in continuing education, if he's

going to be in any length of time, has to be dealing with things that he

doesn't know already exist9 Knowledge is exploding so quickly and so

rapidly that you'll be dealing with things that we don't know anything

about. But tomorrow we may, you seeo And here again is where a fellow

ought to get some training in dealing with processes. Subject-matter is

important, yes; but we're going to be dealing with subject matter that

we don't know anything about. Thus the program must be so designed that

it affects people to continue their learning.

The training program you anticipate developing must also make some

provision for evaluation; evaluation by those who instruct, yes, but more

important by, evaluation by the learner e There ought to be some ways

built in so that the learner is evaluating himself. It's just a human

condition that people want to know how well they're doing. As a matter

of fact the song-writers were well skilled in psychology long ago. In

my day we used to dance to "How'm I Doin, Fey, Heys)" The song writer

suggests that everybody wants to know how well he is doing. Our concern

is with education, growth and development, How well am I doing? How

well am I learning? Self-evaluation does not necessarily have to be by

pencil and paper tests which come up with a grade. There ought to be
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ways in which you can build into your pro-

nces through which the learner evaluates him,

self. How well is he doing? what is he getting? How is he grasping

this? It may be that yo

what you can do with it

he could begin evaluat

u throw them a problem and say; "All right. See

from what we've now given you." This is a way

ing, not for the purpose of finding out primarily

whether it's right or wrong, but you give him.the opportunity to test

himself out, and he

are established f

ing program must

by the way, hel

uation is bui

begins to see himself in relation to whatever norms

r what he is supposed to be doing. Every good train-

make some provisions for evaluation by the learner. An4

s doing this anyhow, but it is so much better if good eval:

t into any curriculum or any training program, very con-

sciously built in.

I think a training program must be narrowly conceived to be func-

tional, yet broadly designed in scope. In this case the scope of the

program

I under

should relate to the total adult education picture. Because, as

stand it, there is either a decided movement by conference men,

110 -the -ladder or out-of-the-picture altogether.

Well, t -ese are the points that I suggest for your consideration.

There may be other principles, but these, to me, would seem to suggest

pretty good guidelines, if you, as an organization, intend to do some-

thing about the particulars of the training program. This seems to be

rather essential. There is no curriculum for you people in a formal way

and so you are almost bound, if you want to establish yourself profess-

ionally, to develop some training. I know that there are many emerging

occupations in the field of education for which there is no training

specified. I asked a vice president of our university; "Where do you get

a registrar? I mean, how is he trained?" He said, "Hell, you go out and

steal one. You don't worry about his training, You go steal him from
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some other university." But I don

for stealing; and, of course, you

Conferee: Where would you indicate

t know how many people are available

may have some ethics about stealing:

hat we actually take a start on this

thing if we break down into small groups? We were sitting in a group the

other day, and we were rathe

some answers, I was surpris

r floundering around trying to come up with

ed that we got as much as we did out of it,

though we took an hour and a half to do it. I'm just wondering if you

might suggest some start

Woerdehoff: Now, this matter

probably no different

suggest that if you

choosing several

ing points, after having given us this overview

of getting into small groups and floundering is

than floundering in the big group. I was going to

choose, we might get into four small groups, each

f the orinciples I've discussed to look at in terms of

,
what kind of content would serve the purposes they indicate. Take a half

hour, knowing f

may get some

ull well we aren't going to get the full job done. But we

broad outlines for some more sophisticated review and think..

ing about tills in the future.

Conferee: With

I. work

Woerdehoff:

Conf

reference to tasks, are there tasks that are unique to C. and

ather than to adult education in general?

e there some unique tasks that make you stand out as an occupa-

tional group? Are these tasks unique and different than those of some-

one elsewhere in adult education? I'm not really in a position to answer

this. I suggested that you could be a jack-of-all-trades, earlier in my

discussion. Are t here any unique things? Is there something that sets

you off as a particular kind of animal?

eree: I suggest that C. and I. affords as much, if not greater opportun-

ity to participate in all the tasks of adult education than other areas.

If you are dealing with an on-campus program, for credit, your opportun'

ities with this planning and development of objentives are almost nil;

but here you have all the factors which are related to adult education
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and you have the opportunity to participate in performing these tasks

and developing skills. Maybe there are other forms of adult education

too where you have this, but at least you have it here. And I think this

is one of the reasons why so mans 2aople leaving C. and I. work to go

into other phases of adult education, because they've had the chance to

practice these tasks and skills and processes.

Woerdehoff: Yes9 It's hard to distinguish an adult educator to begin with. I

happen to be involved in the Adult Fducation Association of the United

States. It's hard for us to define who an adult educator is, to begin

with; and probably gets just about as complex and cloudy as to what his

tasks and roles are. Obviously, you can be in adult education as a tea-

cher of adult education. Certainly his tasks would be different than.

yours.

I am not so certain that your tasks are Peculiar and distinct as an

occupational eoup. 'Maybe they are general. Now, if this is the case,

and you have to decide this, this doesn't say you can't have a training

program to develop these kinds of skills. I think the leadership factors

of any occupation are pretty much the same, but the content comes out of

the tasks you perform. This is the way I view it. Now, if your tasks

are everybody else's tasks, then you have no identity; then you're noth-

ing. But is there something that makes you a unique person who is a C.

and I.man? I'm still not so certain what a C. and I. man is. But is a C..

and I,man unique? Does he have unique tasks? Does he have unique content

that he has to acquire in order to perform these unique tasks? Or does

he need the common knowledge that any administrator might need or possess?

Conferee: I believe that you have a wonderful group of the C. and I. man, be-

cause the C. and I. man is all the things you talked about today -- all

of them, whereas the generalist in adult education may be in varying de.

grees some of these things that we've talked about. But the C. and I.
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man is a unique fellow who has rubbed shoulders with all of these taskb

in varying degrees, and they vary with each group that you get. This

ability to sort of swing with the pendulum and get onto this situation

and ride herd on it, is one of the peculiarities of the C. and I. many

With all of the things you talked about, do you or do you not think that

the C. and I. man is a rather unique individual, if he can master this

body of knowledge?

Woeruehoff: I wrestled with this before I came here, and I at first said; Well,

Hell, nog He's just any kind of Joe. He might be a good high school

graduate that comes in at a low level as a technician and works in this

area." And then I said; "Gee! I couldn't tell these people that anybody

can do this job that doesn't call for anything important This won't

do me any good, and certainly will get them awfully angry."

If I had a closer working relationship, I might have a more specif-

ic answer, you see. I just brush up against you and when they asked me

to be with you, I had to find out a little about this. Truthfully we

didn't have too much material here. I don't know if there are materials

about this. Maybe this is a publication you ought to get out, The C. and

I. Man, and women too, there are not enough women here because I think

they would make excellent conference coordinators. With the labor pool

of men growing short, and when I hear some of the wages you pay, maybe

you ought to go to women. I think they'd do a good job.

Conferee: I was just going to raise the point, in answer to your other ques-

tion,that I suspect most of us at one time or other has had difficulty

with a good educator who is accustomed to educating at what we call the

long-term level. And I think he has been able oftentimes in our colleges

and Universities to apply good learning principles and understand moti-

vation and what people are doingr But I think our experience has told us

that there is something unique about the conference, or the short-term



course. In addition to some of the things you talk about that good ed-

ucators at all levels might have. Conference work might include an undor.,

standing of the element

an unique situation fo

of time, of how to help people learn in what is

r them, oftentimes in a short, compressed period of

time. I think sometimes that the ability to help people who are skilled

in particnlar academ

how to work with p

is areas to know how to change their presentation,

eople with the compressed time element is a unique

skill. I think these are a couple of aspects that are somewhat different;

and they're the

training for.

Wberdehoff: Yes. T

Con

kind of thing that may be unique for you to think about

is makes you unique from the other kind of educator -- in

that sense you have a unique function, role, or task to performs

Iwo

in) eith.e

d suppose that where you perform (the institution you perform

makes you unique or not unique to the total operation too, be-

cause some of the dimensions of your performance are set by the way the

C. and

anyb

And

I. is developed.

I suppose you have to face the problem from another angle, that

dy can get in. That is, recruits can come from anyplace, actually

if they bird-dog around with somebody till they get a few gimmicks

and devices and techniaues, there's nothing too unique about that The

rainee simply does what he's seen happen, and I guess you could train

an animal to do this at any level. Now that certainly isn't the C. and

I. man, is it?

feree: I think the laughter comes from the idea of C, and I, man as a

trained animal. We immediately think of the seeing-eye dog, and the

analogy is not such a bad one. We're talking about training a good C.

and I. man. It means, first, it's a man. Second, if you start thinking

of the analogy, of the way a blind man who is led by his dog, the blind

man has control of that dog; he holds onto that dog. It guides him,moves
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him, tells him when to stop, when to go. The dog has been trained to

see his way through a variety of difficult situations. The C. and I.

man, as facilitator, for example, facilitates a group of people through

a particular series of events for a short term, guiding them toward a

goal. So, it's not such a crazy analogy. And I think we ought to con-

sider this idea that the C. and I. man has somebody holding onto him,

which involves the university, as well as the particular program. May -

be we should get a little more serious about this.

Woerdehoff: I like this analogy. It's all yours, Pete.

Conferee: Well, what I'm thinking about is that underlying our whole discuss.

ion has been the assumption that we've got the man that we've got the

trainee to make into something. Yels going to learn how to be better at

this thing that we have, by being very much like us, and therefore we have

to know more about what we are, in developing conferences.

Now, one point that jogged me a little was this matter of sequence

of ordered content, of getting the correct scope in sequence and order.

You cautioned us that after all, the trainee is a man, who comes into the

sequence at different levels. The problem, it seems to me is that it is

not truly a sequence. You see, it isn't that you've built from A; it is

not cumulative or parametal. Maybe the uniqueness that we're looking for

is in a uniqueness of the kind of training that we can develop. That is,

perhaps we should stop a moment and not think of what usually is a train-

ing program, (in terms of some sequence of courses). Haybe we have to

see the fact that the C. and I. man is never formed, and we have to pro-

vide a continuing education or training for ourselves and for our trainees

which in some way allows for constant shifting of feet, a changing of

pace, a changing of the kind of tasks that we do. We can't fix the

tasks or the content in advance. Probably we need another kind of teach-

ing, or learning situation than we've ever known before in this kind of
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thing.

You see, you have to steal the registrar. That guy somehow gets

formed You don't make a registrar. Now, it may very well be that you

don't quite make a C. and I. man -. that there's very little that you can

do to make a C. and I. man, but there's a lot that you can do to make a

pretty good man, who can handle C. and I. oroblems,

Woerdehoff: Well, there is a difference here, Now, what do the rest of you

think of Pete's idea here?

Conferee: I rather agree with Pete. I'd like to add one more thing. I think

the basic problem we have here is the difference between training and ed-

ucation, You're trying to train this animal to perform a series of tricks

which will get a conference started, stopped, and running, and you really

want to educate a man to solve some problems by means of the conference

method, or an institute method, Before you can do that, you need a pretty

knowlegable individual to be able to set forth the problems, and narrow

the scope of the problems, and suggest a solution, and do it without be-

ing arbitrary. Fe has to be a diplomat and lead the other people to the

solution they may not want when they get the answers. So, I think this

is again, (agreeing with Pete) why we're having trouble. 'We're trying to

put a training situation into an educational problem.

Wo;erdehoff: I probably overstressed the word training. I could have said edu-

cation, but I said training..

Conferee: We gave you the word, training.

Woerdehoff: That's right. Well, all is not easily Asolved, is it?

Conferee: Perhaps I don't agree with myself, because I think there are things

we can do. What I'd like to edge into the picture, just this little in-

gredient that I'm looking for, is the idea of the education of a man.

You're not training a dog; but you are doing something to the man. If

you get the idea of a better man with certain technical understanding and
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skills .- a better man will be an excellent Co and I. man. This may be

the kind of thing you were describing as one of the objectives

Conferee: Well, Pete, one of the things that got the people in Conference and

Institute Division thinking about this problem of training, or education -

and I think this is a matter of semantics. One of the things was the

fact if we take a good hard look at education in general, there's a cer-

tain amount of training going on at all levels for different types of

jobs. But we have a tendency to steal from each other, or in fact, away

from each other, people in certain occupations. Many of us in here are

faced with expanding programs and we don't have the wherewithall to en-

tice away or steal from each other, so we're faced with the problem of

bringing a boy along, or a young man or a young woman along, as rapidly

as possible to be educated to solve the problems of conducting programs

in the C. and I. divisions, So, this is our problem, and it stems out of

this growth explosion that we're having.

Citing just one experience, in three months this year we've had

more conferences held and conducted than we've had in any previous full

years. There are reasons behind this which I won't go into, but there

is a constant explosion going on. As the new centers are developed

throughout the country, more and more competent people will be required

to operate them. I0 for one, do not believe that anyone can come in from

off the street and conduct an effective conference or institute.

Conferee: Fay I ask a question? In your programs, are you looking for a

facilitator, or are you actually looking for a coordinator?

Conferee: Well, if we want to keep in the framework of the administrator, ed-

ucator, facilitator, I think that the majority of us, if we are honest

about it, start a young recruit as a facilitator, and bring him along in-

to the administration area, and from the administration area he evolves

into the educator role, as I perceive it. This is the way I've actually
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worked, and I've observed other operations. The7 seem all to start at

about the same level, except when you get a fellow coming in with a Ph.%)

in adult education, from one of the institutions that has such programs

(as Chicago, Wisconsin, and Syracuse etc.). This man can come in and

start at all three levels. But usually he does not operate dith any

great degree at the facilitator level. He's above this. He wants some

sort of staff to back him up in this area. We aren't all fortunate enough

to have such large staffs that we can have a crew to do facilitating.

Conferee: I would like then, to ask Peter: Are we talking about principles

for the facilitator or the coordinator?

Peter: Nell, I think this was precisely what I was trying to get us to

move into. You see, we've talked about different kinds of people. Who

are we training and for what? In one case, suppose he's got his Fh.D. or

maybe he's just got a master's degree in education. He knows probably

all the stuff in educat4on. Now, what we may have to help him on is the

facilitating; that is, good nuts-and-bolts how -do-you-do-this. Or you

may get a guy who understands educational psychology, who has worked with

undergraduates, or who has worked in a high school or something like this,

We've got to provide the adult dimension there, and maybe the nuts-and-.

bolts. This is the second kind. Well, you may get a guy out of engineer-

ing, in the university and he may have to get the educational background,

psychological background, and nuts-and-bolts, plus some other stuff. Now,

maybe what we ought to do is go back and define our people again. That's

one thing. In other words, we make another chart here that is, the people

who should be trained.

The second kind of thing is the opportunities for training -- that

is, the conditions under which we're training new personnel.

One thing that I felt Dr. McKeachie tended us toward the other day

was the aporenticeship notion. Another kind of possibility is to send
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new personnel back to a university for a year to fill in some gaps in

the formal educational background. What can the University of Chicago

do for us? What can we suggest that additional university training, as a

full -time students can do for our people.

Thirdly, what can we accomplish through some short training program.

periodically taking a look at a variety of problems? Maybe we need all

three approaches.

Woerdehof: This brings us right un to the work we've set out for tomorrow. I

think one of the main problems is that there is no norm for a C. and I.

man. Even the definition that I gave doesn't give the norm. Norms are

something different than this. But if we knew what the norm was, we'd

have something to train for and train toward. But this is lacking. This

ought not to be discouraging, because this is really an emerging field.

It's youthful; it lacks symmetry and preciseness and designs

I bet if we made an analytical study of any one of the programs

here there'd be certainly a lot of commonness to the method of operation

and how you go about what you expect from your personnel. But I would

suppose there'd be a lot of great differences, and so I think you really

have a problem that time may take care of, where you can begin establish.

ing a norm. This is the C. and I. mans you see. This was my problem as

an outsider, trying to find out what a C. and I. man really was; and when

I asked people, I got some answers. Obviously, they weren't wholly satisv.

factory. I talked to somebody here, and they said; 'Well, this is the C.

and I. mans!' but it isn't. It's a Purdue C. and I. man, you see. A..;

it's not the University of Washington or Washington University C. and I.

man. Sop one of your problems that somebody's going to have to be look.

ing at in the future is to see what the norms are. What is a normative

behavior of a C. and I. man? And then you've got some clues. This is al-

most a totally unresearched area in education and you can't get the theory
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you can't develop a taxonomy without doing some of this research.

Now, you don't hurry this. This calls for patience, and you're

pioneers in the field. And I wouldn't be a bit discouraged at all, be-

cause in the area that I deal with, as a member of the faculty, I'm in-

terested in curriculum theory. Well, there is no such thing as curric-

ulum theory. We're trying to get some broad framework to which to begin

to hold and attach parts, but in education -- public education -- there

has almost been a lack of theory. This is what the people in administra-

tion are doing -. they're trying to look at administration as a behavior-

al science. They're trying to get a taeory for their posture, for their

behavior. And what are the norms there? Well, they don't have any norms

yet. As long as school administration has been taught, it has been at the

nuts-and-bolts stage. Now, they're amassing a group of people, because

funds have become available for research, and are beginning to take this

sit-back look, you see.

You fellows have been with hoe in hand, cultivating the field. You

have got more conferences than you can handle; you've been hoeing like

the dickens, and somebody's got to sit back now .. some place, some time,

you see .- and take a different kind of look at the field. Somebody's got

to sit back and take this look which will produce some kinds of informa-

tion which tells us what is normative behavior. These are the norms that

people should match up with.

Now, we didn't get to what we thought we might be doing. It's noth-

ing serious. Maybe it's best that we didn't get to putting things on the

board that might be no good after we take a good hard look at them. We

may have been going through an exercise. Maybe whEt we've done here now

is perfectly all right. I think it's been productive.
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we are going to move towards some of the broad out-

g. I am, of course, in the precarious position of being

probably does not know all the ramifications of your pro-

ke the calculated risk of talking about a kind of institu-

ation which is not uniform throughout Conference and Insti-

ut, if you'll bear with me, it would seem to me that you may

some ideas.

ems to me at the moment there are two training programs now in

in your work. One is in-service institutional that is, each

institutions apparently have some kind of in-service training pro,

This seems to be limited to the nuts -and- bolts.

Now, this, of course, is absolutely essential for the on-going

operation of the individual C. and I. program. I think this is basic,

esse

per

MO

ntial. But this training is generally on a technician level, to make

sonnel technically competent in certain kinds of things. And further-

re it has still another limitation, that it reinforces the status quo*

People just operate within the framework of what you now do. Their con-

tribution is limited to the pattern of operation. When you re-enforce

the status quo, you don't give any entry to newideas, new concepts, new

developments. Obviously, this is what the nuts-and-bolts has to be, and

it is an important essential. Every head of a conference has to have

this in his repertoire of activities. He has to be concerned about the

nuts-and-bolts kinds of activities. However, this type of training is

limited, not only to the status quo of the institutional arrangement that

you work in, but I think, likewise, it's limited to the capabilities of

the man at the top. He is the guy that sets the: dimensions. We talk
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about the image; about having people relate to an image. The quality of

the image is dependent on who's at the head.

The second outlet you have at the present time, as I see it, is the

training that comes from formal adult education programso Many of you

have gone through these with Ph.D.'s, particularly those who are at the

top level of administration. These programs have been devided over the

country. Wisconsin has one, Chicago, and others. These programs are de-

signed more especially for the broader field of adult education. Anything

that might happen within these related to conference and institute persona

el is relatively incidental. As a matter of fact, the individual has to

take these broad outlines of training and transfer them to the position

he holds, in rank, wherever he happens to be.

So, that's what seems to me to be available at the present time:

some in-service training at the technical level, and established academic

programs of advanced study in the general field of adult education. Some.

where there is an additional training need that we seek to define.

Wow I should like to tell you how I see your personnel, because

we've got to begin talking about the people involved in this field. Larry

Nelson's graph suggests to me that there are three kinds of personnel op.

erating in Conference and Institute activities; that there are three oc»

cupation levels within the framework of conferences. I would regard the

person at the top of the heap as the professional. He is most likely to

have had some academic training in adult education, or some other formal

training in administration. A second level is a para-professional. The

man at this level has come into the movement, and has gotten a little more

than the nuts-and bolts kinds of activities. He assists the pro in some

subsidiary activities; he's accessory to the total picture. Then you

have the technician. So, we have a director; we have coordinators; and

we have conference assistants. I think these are the three kinds of
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people that we ought to be concerned about in the overall training.

I do think for the conference assistant, the nuts-an&bolts is just

about what is needed, I understand from what I've heard that some people

come in to work on a part-time basis and do the facilitating kind of

things. They may be graduate assistants, studying elsewhere on the cam-

pus. Their occupational goal may or may not reside within the field of

conference training; it may be elsewhere. But this is a means to an end

for them and a means to an end for Co and I. For them, nuts-and-bolts

training would be satisfactory. There's also the possibility, II( Amer,

that these people may move up into the paraprofessional class. Then, of

course, they will need some further training. But I think the man of

most concern to you is the professional.

I'm sure you realize that the C. and I. move ent hardly can hope to

perform effectively its panoramic tasks unless it keeps and attracts

leaders of the highest order; and I cannot think of anything more signif-

icant on any university campus than the conference and institute program.

It should be out at the cutting edge of knowledge, you see; and it makes

this great contribution, since learning is a lifelong proposition, And

so, it seems to me the movements, as a whole, has to perform effectively.

In order to do so, it has to not only attract but keep leaders of the

highest order. Expert C. and T. Personnel are an object of competition

from other areas of continuing education. They are stolen quite easily

because they come up as shining lights; they possess the flexibility and

the leadership ability that others want, who steal them from your move-

ment. The professional C. and I. man is difficult to replace.

Now, in order to keep him from being stolen, it would seem to me

that there is some need for challenge, to avoid his beccming complacent

in this very thrilling and interesting occupational activity in education

So, to assure that C. and I. personnel will be capable individuals, I
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improvement. These opportunities must be available on the job, somehow)

In providing these opportunities, we begin to develop the sense of pro-

fessional meaning and dignity. I don't know how you feel, in terms of

the university structure and umbrella that you live in, but I'm sure you

are fighting daily for recognition with the rest of the university, the

rest of the faculty. You don't want them to think of you as different

from themselves, you see, as a real pro in the total picture of higher

education; and this is really what you tend to be in.

I think that the training has to be done, regardless of previous

academic preparation, and, as I said a moment ago, a rather cursory ex.

amination of the current in-service training programs deals largely with

the technical or tactical aspects of the job. While these provisions are

important, and I stress that I'm not talking down to these kinds of thing.

this is only a partial fulfillment of the demands for training of practic.

ing C. and I. personnel. Just what would fulfill the mounting in-service

requirements of C. and I. personnel is not very obvious. This is a kind

of sticky thing, so far as I'm concerned, but it does seem feasible that

some facilities for experimentation should be initiated.

Now, my very first recommendation to you as a professional group is

that you should proceed as an association or an arm of this NUEA associ-

ation to develop and organize a committee for professional standards and

training. I told you yesterday that it's very difficult to assess the

normative behavior to be anticipated by C. and I. personnel. It seems to

me this would be one of the tasks of the professional standards and train-

ing committee, to give its attention to the question of norms. What is

normative behavior? What are the standards? This seems to be loosely

defined in your field at the moment. As a matter of fact this does not

alarm me, and ought not to alarm you. The thing that would be alarming
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would be for you to ignore this fa,.t. You are

thing, an emerging occupation, which I think

its importance as it attaches itself to any

the case that C. and I. programs are attac

stitutional operation.

I would say that one of the jobs

observing the professional standards

is to develop the image of the C.

be, your image as you see it mus

be able to tell other people in

and this will come. It may t

Then I think the comm

ing some distinctive mean

you have a distinctive

here of the committee

and ends, whatever

ndeed in an emerging

will grow significantly in

other institution, as often

hed to some other, bigger in.

of this committee, in addition to

p the norms that you want to develop

and I. man. Whatever this happens to

be explained to the world9 You must

.your institution what you are, you see;

ake time.

ittee ought to concern itself with establish.

s and ends for training C. and I. people. If

operation, then it would seem to me the concern

would be to establish certain distinctive means

they happen to be.

I think basically there are two things you ought to develop means

for. One is that you ought to be developing Vie broader professional

perspective of

models of le

your activity. And secondly, you ought to be constructing

adership behavior. I've tried to show you that there are some

possible avenues for model development: the model of the professional,

the model of the paraprofessional, the model of the technician.

tee

I think that Vie over-riding goals and objectives of such a commit-

ought to be broadly stated as follows:

1. To acquire an articulate conceptual foundation of C. and I.

work, by increasing the professional knowledge and the sophisticated cow-

prehension of the role, in continuing education, and in society.

2. To acquire sharper sympathies and greater flexibilities of C.

and I. activities.



3. To imorove analytical skills, and self-assurance in the pro-

cess of developing, conducting, arranging, and organizing conferences and

institutes.

14. To assist personnel in developing a finer aopreciation of the

complexities of our culture, and what this means to a modern continuing

education program,

So, this is my basic recommendation. I think from this point you

will be able to creatively begin developing your own content and your own

activity. This is something I can not do with you. This is something you

must do with and for yourselves .- the particulars of the content.

I have a second recommendation. I think that you ought to concern

yourselves with developing, as a group, a national training laboratory,

I think that there is a possibility to do this experimentally. Certainly

there must be some funds smewhere in the great spending we do for the

improvement of education. It seems to me that you might well develop a

national trainings laboratory, which may even have full-time personnel

involved in this laboratory center; or it need not be in this sense so

structured that you have a full-time staff of any kind. It may be that

this could relate to some cooperating university. And here I would

suggest that you maybe on the campus, but not the property of the vni.

versity, so that you'd have greater flexibility of your own operation.

This national training laboratory probably ought to be the concern

of the pro, because I think most of you here are thinking about the other

guy in the business, what you're going yo do for him. ... want you to think

about what you're going to do for yourself, as the pro in this area, you

see. Granted you may have master's or doctor's degrees, I don't think

that this means that you stop your professional training. I don't think

the doctor, when he finishes his training and becomes a specialist, can

considered his training finished, This national training laboratory pro-
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good thing. You could organize programs to the

where you yourselves would go. I know in the field

nistration, superintendents are taking sessions as

and they had fears that operations back home would

absence. This doesn't happen; this really doesn't

arly if you've built in some supportive personnel. You

as long as six weeks. Maybe it doesn't have to be this

something one would have to determine. I think there's a

training for the pro in this field. He doesn't always come

adult education. He comes from other things. He can learn

he performs within the dimensions of his own institution, it

seems to me that he can profit tremendously.

I t

bably t

ought t

pink the national training laboratory would concentrate on pro.

ee broad phases, though I don't know precisely what the content

o be These are the broader dimensions. One of the areas would

be that you might give more attention to administrative leadership. In

this

edt

ors

area the concepts, principles, findings from human sciences, relat

o the positions, functions, and roles of C. and I. conference direct-

or coordinators, ought to be attended to. Here you'd deal with such

things as: How do you maintain institutional vitality? How do you maim.

ain institutional vitality of the C. and I. institution? You'd be deal.

ing with human relations. This is an expanding field ani our knowledge

that is growing tremendously.

You would also deal with the problems under this category of goal.

setting. What are the goals? Some activities have some rather narrow

goals which may need to be expanded. Do you sit and wait for the post.

control people to come to you and ask for a program, or are you energetic,

ally looking at the society and culture to see what you ought to be doing'

Not only in-coming activity where people come to you, but this going-out,
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you see, to the society and creating is important. It seems to me your

philosophical foundation is one of social reconstruction. You're in-

terested in reconstructing society, making it a better place, no matter

what you're dealing with. You deal with the people who are concerned

about putting rockets; indeed, you are always reconstructing society if

you deal with cultural problemse,

Your concern ought to be: How can we make our lives better, our

world better, our community better? You're indeed a social reconstruc-

tionist, who need not set back and watt for people to come in to see you.

You certainly could expand your program if your goals were better deter-

mined and you were concerned with a going-out process, with getting out

on the cutting edge of knowledge and the cutting edge of change in so-

ciety.

I think this administrative leadership activity, area, would help

you and concern you with the formation and articulation of policy, which

I think you might welcome in a training program. I think that the leader-

ship activity, administrative leadership, would deal with the moral and

personal growth and development of professional C. and I. personnel. I

think the administrative leadership area would involve innovation and ed.

ucational change. How do you become an innovator? What are the factors

of innovation? What is educational change, and how can we become part

and parcel of educational change? It will be concerned with interpre-

tation and communications. How, administratively, do you use the tools

of communication and interpretation? How can you be socially effective

here as a social institution?

well, I probably haven't delineated everything that might be under

this big category that a national training laboratory would be concerned

about, but I'm talking about this leadership behavior activity that you

would want to give some attention to.
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I would say, too, that out of the three areas Iim going to suggest

for a national training laboratory, there ought, to be concern for develop.

ing more written and/or visual and all kinds of materials so that you not

only would have these and make a contribution to yourselves through the

knowledge in the field, but this would be helpful for a step that Ism go.

ing to put in here, on the work with the para-professional. This is the

long range -. I'm kind of jumping into the future. I have the privilege

of dreaming hers) where you may not have, so I'm dreaming. And you may

not want to be dreaming, but Ism going to force you to dream a little

bit here.

I think the second area would be dealing with comparative admini-

strative structures, organizations and principles. Here the emphasis

would be on administration, structural patterns existing within different

institutions in adult education; because I think you can learn from the

wholes field, and bring this to bear upon your own specialized area. You
-

would deal with the organization for goal-settings planning, research,

development, operation, program services, management and evaluation. I

heard people talking about the guidance function that you ought to have.

Who knows how to proceed to plan a guidance and counseling function?

There would be similarities, obviously, to a guidance function in a sec-

ondary school, but we might have to be more creative in devising this

activity for this special kind of service that you want to give in your

conference and institute training program. I think this is not nuts-and-

bolts; this is beyond the nuts-and-bolts kinds of things that you do in

your institution.

I think that some attention in this adminiatrative structure and

organization ought to be given to the interrelationships of units that

you deal with. Now do C. and I. programs interrelate with all facets of

the community of the university? How do they interrelate with the bigger
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community teat we work in? The world, as a matter of fact, is our commun-

ity here. What is the interrelationship between C. and I. and the rest

of the world, so to speak, including the interrelationships that we have

within our own campus?

I think this brings in the decision-making processes that you are

faced with daily. How do you proceed to make decisions? How do you know

when you've made a wise decision? And so, you would be dealing with de-

cision-making and such other things as administrative authority and a.

ccountability,

One thing you do get into difficulties with on a big campus is this

Problem of your authority and your accountability. To whom do you account

I know some of the small frictions that may arise even locally. We have

not thought through, as an institution perhaps, the role of adult Co and

I. programs as an institution within an institution. that is this ad-

ministrative authority, and what are the facets of accountability? along

with this you would be dealing, not only with administrative authority,

but such things as clientele, group pressures, social structure, and

support. You look at these kinds of things from the areas of the social

sciences.

And the third big area I think that you pros would be concerned

about would be contemporary culture and society. I've already alluded to

this when I said that I think you're basically social reconstructionists.

And this is no longer a bad word, I don't think. I think we accept socia]

reconstruction pretty easily, and accommodate it very well in our lives

today. Nobody hesitates when somebody finds new vitamin tablets which do

something to our lives. We're not concerned about new inventions which

change our lives tremendously. Look how the gas stove chanr.ed my grand-

mother's life from the woodburning. We accommodate this reconstruction

that takes place in the sciences. We're not so easily convinced in the
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area of social reconstruction. That's where we wax Pretty heatedly be-

cause of our old traditions and our old feelings that we've grown inflex-

ible with. But look at all the social invention that has taken place:

medicare, etc. etc., etc. we can go down the line. These are social in-

ventions that affect our lives, and you people are social reconstruction-

ists if you tend to work and deal in this area. And so I think that we

ougnt to looks, we ought to have some training, as pros, in this matter of

what is the contemporary culture in society? What emphasis is being

placed on movements, issues, problems, conditions in the various sectors

of our society and our culture, as it affects the operation and manage-

ment of C. and I. activities?

So, this is what I suggest briefly now, going back: You get a

committee, a professional standards committee, to think seriously about

this proposition of: What are our professional standards and what train-

ing do we need? Searching out the normative behavior of the C. and I.

professional staff, What is the over-riding philosophy of activities

that we're engaged in? 'What do we need to do bcr way of developing con-

tent? I think you're going to have to hew this out. You cannot take it

as it is now in disciplines. I think this has to be cut out of the dis-

ciplines, and interrelated, so it'll have to be interdisciplinary. I

don't talk about what subjects you ought to teach. Rather, I have tried

to list three big; areas of concern. Now, there may be more. Remember

I'm an outsider, only with a glimpse of your activity. I had not made

a penetrating..' analysis and I think this is what must be done with the

professional standards committee°

Now, that is kind of a leap into the future, I admit this; but

what can we do on the shorter view? Yaybe this can't happen, but you

ought to dream. I think it is only dreamers who make things come true,

and so I encourage you to become dreamers and visionaries.
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Conferee: I challenge your idea that this is dreaming, this that you have

just gone through. I firmly have a proposal right now which covers

essentially the idea which you so fittingly took into eight different

parts. Essentially it is an idea of a Ph.D. program, however, this does

not preclude other training possibilities. Essentially what is envision-

ed is a core curriculum to start out with. Then workshops similar to the

one which was held at Chicago being held at several institutions, one

each summer, of three weeks duration instead of six. The philosophy of

the institution where the workshop is held, the extension division's

Philosophy, their actual organization and operation, would be discussed.

Some of these other bureaus could be brought in, with this leading for

ward a doctorate. Of course, this is just in proposal stage.

Nberdehoff: My only suggestion here is that you might want to relate a little

closer to this organization for some help, rather than to do it independ.

ently. That's why I suggested a professional standing committee. Now,

every institution has its own rights and privileges to go out and get its

own scheme and design, but I would recommend that at least you get the en

dorsement of this group. I think this would help your proposal to begin

with, because you may have the answers to what I'm beginning to develop.

You may have thought more particularly about it, and this is wonderful,

I think. This is all to the good to the whole movement of C. and I. I

look forward to C. and I. being an integral part of most every university

in this country. The field has already mushroomed to where almost every

major and minor institution has such programs.

Conferee: Copies of this proposal are available if anybody would be interestec

Wberdehoff: what is your name?

Conferee: Boudreaux, of Louisiana State University.

Vberdehoff: I think you can get money for this. I tell you you can get 300000.

if you come up with a good gimmick, and that's small money these days. A
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least it gets you off the ground.

If we cannot realize a national training laboratory scheme of the

scope and nature that I'm suggesting here (of course, you always have to

compromise), you compromise upwards and downwards from this broad notion.

(I'm not the only one who is thinking about this, obviously.) I would

say that in the immediate future, this committee that I'm recommending

that you establish ( a real working committee of those who appear to be

the thinkers and scholars and creative people in your field) could almost

immediately begin to develop a series of, lets say, one-week institutes -

something around 30 to 40 hours of activity.

Now, what the content is and where you start I don't know. I'd say

you could start any place. You don't have to take this logical organiza-

tion of subject matter that most full-time, formal programs have. I think

here you're concerned with the psychological realities, the most immediate

needs that you people see, because you have a degree of expertness here.

All I would recommend out of the principles I gave you is that content

ought to be problem- centered. Some initial experimentation seems necess-

ary here. Perhaps there will be a flow, backwards and forwards from the

immediate short-term to the long-term, orofessional development activity;

and personnel would come from both of these groups. They may even come

from the technicians who see that they are in a thrilling, exciting activ-

ity in education. They mey go up in C. and I. work instead of going out

to the world as something else. So, it seems to me that after you once

begin to get a cycle of these, you'll begin to structure a program that

could be ordered. 7t might be a kind of certificate program that comes

out of your own organization.

For ten years, I was an assistant director of a conference program

on this campus which involved, above all things, plumbers and ripe- fitters

who saw themselves as teachers, however, for a vocational program, conduct
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ed throughout the United States, We began with a one-week conference

which was intended to be problem-centered. We tried to assess the needs

of these people who were part-time teachers (and/or had an aspiration to

be part-time teachers) in the adult education movement. We ran about

three of these problem-centered institutes and we soon got to the point

where we could see that the personnel was changing and the numbers were

growing. It was attractive. So we built this on a cyclical program. It

could start any place, you see; entrance into it could be. One year,

people entered at some point; the second year these people came back and

new people came in. This kind of arrangement provided flexibility. Ey

concern was more with the curriculum than administration of this, but it

was one of the most thrilling and challenging things that a labor organ-

ization does for training its own personnel. I recommend that if they

can do it for their people, you ought to be able to do it for your people.

And I think this is short term -- this is something that you could get off

the ground with some problems and difficulties, but more immediately than

this longer one, The longer range, the bigger professional look at the Co

and I, program and institution, calls for the proposal to attract money

from outside. The shorter range deals with the more pressing problems of

personnel development. And I think that this could be done early in the

games in a matter of months. But my strongest recommendation is that it

be problem-centered. There must be one overriding problem that emerges

from all C. and I. activities. This ought to be the one that is tackled.

It ought to be done on a problem-solving basis, where the content provides

some opportunity to behave, to act, to use the learning experience.

I think from my analysis you probably have three levels of operation,

in terms of personnel: the technician, kind of the assistant coordinator,

and the professional who assumes a greater role. I think the long pull,

the look to the futures ought to be created by a committee for profession-
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al standards and training; and that they, with an institutionscould de-

velop a national training laboratory for you people, where you do more

than just work with people, but you produce things, and maybe even create

research avenues, Here people would begin to get this theoretical found-

ation that's so badly lacking in many phases of life.

Thirdly, I suggest to you that you get to the practical. This is

not nuts-and-bolts. I said that you can get your nuts-and-bolts down

here, with a technician, right in your own institutions. I warn you,

however, that I'm suggesting these other things because nuts-and-bolts

reinforces the status quo: We do it this way. Now you come and follow

me at my elbow here; and I want you to learn this as fast possible and

I don't want you to make any mistakes. This is the way we do it. Well,

this reinforces the institution, only to reproduce itself; and it may be

a mongrel, you see, But maybe you want a thoroughbred; and so you've got

to do something more than nuts-and-bolts to develop your professional --

or your profession; as I view it. You get to the practical through pro-

blem- centered short-term programs that affect behavior. And these can be

located anyplace to make them geographically available for people. You

may have '.iwo or three of these going on. They may not all deal with the

same problem. The Western sector of the country may have problem-center-

. ed oneweek workshop, training school, the Niddlewest may have another,

and the East Coast, another. I don't know what the geographical arrange-

ment would be$ but this is what I see.

I want to tell you that for me this has been an exciting experience.

It has caused me to behave differently than I thought. I have tremendous-

ly enjoyed the associations, getting to know you, calling Jim by his name,

and Tunis, and the rest of you. To me it's been exciting, invigorating.

I only hone that I have jarred your thinking. That's about all I could

expect to do. It's been a pleasure to be with you.
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Chairman: It has indeed been our pleasure, Dr. Wberdehoff. I think you are

sending us away with the burning spirit that we heard about on Sunday

afternoon. It's been an experience, a wonderful experience for all of us:

I know; and I hope we can have further associations with you in the months

and the years ahead, as we develop a program.

I want to say, in regards to the professional standards program that

I want the executive committee to meet here at 1:30 and this will be one

of the things that I want to take up with you at that time the estab-

lishment of a committee to start work right away on the standards and the

principles that Dr. Woerdehoff has outlined here.

A few words before we close our session. As the new chairman I do

want to thank all of you for spending your two days, or for some, four

days, with us at the preconference workshop and here at the convention it.

self. I've gotten a lot from it; I hope that you, too, have.

I don't want you to go back to your jobs emptyhanded, because I

want some of you to have some assignments to be working on for the group.

Al Storey is the new Vice-chairman, program chairman, for the coming

year, and he and I want your ideas and also want you to be working for

the group as you go back home. So I'm going to establish some working

committees here this morning

1. A new committee that has been suggested, and I think it's an

excellent suggestion, is one on awards; an awards committee to establish

some kind of criteria for awarding those who have shown innovation during

the year in their program, innovation and creativity. I would like this

committee to think through certain criteria for awarding a certificate or

a scroll for innovation at your institution. John Fraser, I would like

to serve as chairman ifrom Wayne State). Serving with him on that, I

would like to appoint Dona Cloud (from the University of Washington); H.

0. Brough (University of Iowa); Quint Gessner (University of Dichigan).
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Incidentally we're going to have a preconference planning committee

meeting on October 14th at Ann Arbor, and I w ould like to have a report

from each of the committees at that time to discuss with the board

A new committee that I think is very important to this group is

research* I want this committee to be responsible not only for encourag.,

ing research on the part of the individual members, but to attempt to re-

view what's already been done, and to catalog it in some way to make it

known to the rest of us, a bibliography of the research that's being done

in the field.

I'm appointing Hal Van Deursen chairman of that group (from Wash.

ington University). Serving with him: C. W. Bowmaster (from Nebraska);

John Busl :eg (from Chicago); and Mary Lou O'Donnell (from New Hampshire).

We have a new group, called the Annual Report. Ed Jenusaitis, as

the out-going chairman, has promised that this year we will have an annual

report because he's going to get it out. And we're going to make this a

standard operating procedure, that the outgoing chairman each year will

be responsible for preparing and submitting to you (to each of the regis-

trants and members of the division) a report of the year's activities, in-

cluding much of the material that we have gained from the conference, plus

any items of worth that you want to submit to Ed between now and June 1.

Serving with him will be Tunis Dekker, who is going to see that the

tapes get transcribed and Roy Andrew (from Purdue).

Let me mention again that we do have a news editor; Jo Anne Ray

would be thrilled to have your news items sent regularly to her in care

of The NUEA Spectator at 4.he University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. I

talked with her yesterday and she said that she will attempt to send out

notices to each of you, giving you the deadlines, etc. but don't wait for

it. Send your items right away to her and mark them for the attention of

the C. and I. section. And let's see if we can't have some good news in
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that cart.

Our executive committee will meet this afternoon, as I said, to

establish a professional standards and training committee, and also to

select a nominations committee for the forthcoming year.

Nows at this point we have a suggestion form and we want you to

take about five minutes to react to the four-day program, Before you

leave, will you complete it please; and then as you leave the door, hand

it to Ed at this door and to Larry, perhaps, at that door.

Conferee: While we're getting these passed out, I think the group may be in-

terested in the fact that I talked with Farold Reeves, our host institu-

tion is Dean for next year, and he has indicated to us that he would be

happy to provide meeting space on the New Mexico campus for our precon-

ference workshop, if we so desire. We're to let him know as early as

possible.

Chairman: These are air-conditioned rooms, incidentally; and they will pro-

vide bus service, or arrange for bus service from the hotel each day to

the campus. I think this is a good idea, if we can have our preconfer-

ence workshop, certainly, on the campus of the University of New Mexico,

rather than at the hotel. We can stay at the hotel, but meet there.

Conferee: We've heard varying versions of what you did get out of the con-

ference and we think it's rather important to the committee to get an

honest opinion, This is why we're asking you to please fill out this

form before you leave, because once you get away from here, they're never

sent back. Dr. McKeachie worked with the executive committee in studying

this and Al Storey is going to attempt to have a follow-up on this at

some future date -- six months, Al? Or somewhere in there? For that

reason we're asking you on your form to out down the last 4 digits of

your telephone number, your home telephone number, so that when you do

get the second form, six months from now, we'd like the same four digits
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of your telephone number to apoear so that we can make some comparisons

as to how and when and where best to evaluate a program such as this. So.9

if you don't mind doing that on your papers, we'd certainly appreciate it.
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Extension Department
University of British Columbia
Vancouver 8, B.C., Canada
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

*Dr. Charles K. Ferguson, Head
Department of Conferences &

Program Consultation
University Extension
University of California
Los Angeles 24, California

CENTRAL MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

*Dr. J.D. Marcus, Director
Field Services
Central Michigan University
Mount Pleasant, Michigan, 48858

A.T. Rolp'n, Asst. Dir.
Field Services
(address same as above)

Harold H. Wolcox, Admin. Asst.
Field Services
(address same as above)

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

*Sol Tax, Dean
University Extension
University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois, 60637

John Buskey, Asst. Program Dir.
Center for Continuing Education
(address same as above)

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI

*Frank R. Nueffer, Dean
Evening College
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati 24 Ohio

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO

*Dr. Sherman Sheffield, Dir.
Bureau of Continuation Educ.
University of Colorado
352 New Chemistry Building
Boulder, Colorado, 80304

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO (cont.)

William Boub, Coord. for Business
Programs

Bureau of Continuation Education
'(address same as above)

John Cronland, Conf. Coord.
Bureau of Continuation Education
(address same as above)

George Goulette, Asst. Director
Bureau of Continuation Education
(address same as above)

UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT

*Albert L. Jeffers, Director
Division of University Extension
Storrs Hall, Room 111
University of Connecticut
Storrs, Connecticut

Thomas F. Cummings, Jr., Asst. Dir.
Division of University Extension
(address same as above)

Paul A. McWilliams, Asst. Dir.
Division of University Extension
(address same as above)

CORNELL UNIVERSITY

*Robert F. Risley, Asst. Dean
Director of Extension
New York State School of Industrial

and Labor Relations
Cornell University
Ithaca, 'Jew York

Ronald Donovan, Asst. Dir.
Extension Division
(address same as above)

William Frank
Extension Division
(address same as above)

Harlan Perrins, Coord.
Special Programs
(address same as above)
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CORIELL UNIVERSITY (cont.

Richard Pivetz, Director
Western District Office
702 Bank of Buffalo Building
12 Court Street
Buffalo, New York

Eric Polisar
Extension Division
(address same as above)

William Toomey,
Albany Extension
Room 1212
11 North Pearl
Albany 7, New

Dist. Dir.
Office.

Street
York

Wallace Wohiking, Asst. Dir.
Metropolitan District Office
551 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York

UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE

*John A. Murray, Director
Division of University Ext.
Raub Hall
University of Delaware
Newark, Delaware

C. Wade Anderson, Conf. Asst.
Division of University Extension
(address same as above)

Donald F. Bard, Conf. Coord.
Division of University Exten.
(address same as above)

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

*David H. Soule, Coord.
University Conferences & Bus

Driver Education
Division of Filtld Services
Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, Michigan

EASTERN NEW MEXICO UNIVERSITY

*Howard B. Melton, Director
Off-Campus Programs
Extension Services
Eastern New Mexico University
Portales, New Mexico

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

*Dr. Glenn A. Goerke, Dean
Florida Institute for Cont.

University Studies
Post Office Box 1562
Tallahassee, Florida

Dr. Richard W. Bishop
Florida Instit. for Contin.

University Studies
(address same as above)

Mrs. Jeanne D. Brock
Florida Instit. for Contin.

University Studies
(address same as above)

Mr. Robert Culbertson
Florida Institute for Contin.

University Studies
(address same as above)

Mr. Harry Hughey
Florida Instit. for Contin.

University Studies
(address same as above)

Mr. Michael G. Kobasky
Florida Instit. for Contin.

University Studies
(address same as above)

Mr. Robert Kohler, Jr.
Florida Instit.for Contin.

University Studies
(address same as above)
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UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA (cont.)

Col. R.C. Stewart-Sidney
Florida Institute for Contin.

University Studies
(address same as above)

Mr. John T. Branch, Jr.
Florida Instit. for Contin.

University Studies
8th Floor, Seagle Building
Gainesville, Florida

Mr. LT. Coram, Jr.
Florida Instit. for Contin.

University Studies
.

8th Floor, Seagle Building
Gainesville, Florida

Mr. Jackson E. Lewis
Florida Instit. for Contin.

University Studies.
8th Floor, Seagle Building
Gainesville, Florida

Mr. G. Manuel Turner
Florida Instit. for Contin.

University Studies
8th Floor, Seagle Building
Gainesville, Florida

Dr. Enrico A. Giordano
Florida Institute for Contin.

University Studies
Post Office Box 13069
St. Petersburg, 33733

.Mr. Charles R. Smith
Florida Instit. for Contin.

University Studies
Post Office Box 13069
St. Petersburg, 33733

#FORT HAYS KANSAS STATE COLLEGE .

Director
Extension Service
Fort Hays Kansas State College
Hays, Kansas

THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

*Dr. Grover L. Angel, Dean
College of General Studies
The George Washington University
706 Twentieth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C., 20006

R.C. Bums, Staff Assistant
College of General Studies
(address same as above)

Robert W. Eller, Asst. Dean
College of General Studies
(address same as above)

Olive McKay, Staff Assistant
College of General Studies
(address same as above)

UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA

*Chester W. Leathers,'Asst. Dir.
Supervisor of Conferences
Center for Continuing Education
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia

Roy Evans, Conference Coord.
Center for Contin. Education
(address same as above)

Leonard A. Fowler, Conf. Comet..
Center for Contin. Education
(address same as above)

J. Kimball Harriman, Conf. Coord.
Joint Staff - The Center and the

Department of Music
(address same as above)

Dr. John T. Mercer, Conf. Coord.
Joint Staff - The Center and School

of Vetinary Medicine

Spurgeon Richardson, Conf. Coord.
Center for Contin. Education
(address same as above)
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UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA (cont.)

Edward P. Turners Conf. Coord.
Joint Staff - The School of Pharm.
(address same as above)

Larry H. Walker, Conf. Coord.
Center for Continuing Education
(address same as above)

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

*L.V. Johnson, Director
Engineering Extension Division
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta 13, Georgia

#HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Director
Commission on Extension Courses
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

*Mrs. Doris Rosenberg, Dir.
Conference Center
College of General Studies
University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii

HC ME STUDY INSTITUTE

*W. Homer Teesdale, Pres.
Home Study Institute.
6940 Carroll Street
Takoma Park, Maryland

Edith M. Baerg, Registrar
Home Study Institute
(address same as above)

M.E. Evans, Treasurer'
Home Study Institute
(address same as above)

UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO

*Raymond Kooi, Director
Division of Adult Education

& Summer School
University of Idaho
Moscow, Idaho, 838143

UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO (cont.)

Paul Kaus, Asst. Director
Division of Adult Education &

Summer School
(address same as above)

Col. Warren W. Hanson, Program Coord.
Division of Adult Education &

Summer School
(address same as above)

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

*Norman W. Johnson, Director
Short Courses & Conferences
Division of University Extension
116 Illini Hall
University of Illinois
Champaign, Illinois

Hugh M. Davison
Short Courses & Conferences
(address same as above)

Daniel J. Foppe
Short Courses & Conferences
(address same as above)

R.C. Wicklund
Short Courses & Conferences
(address same as above)

INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY

*Dr. Norbert A. Stirzaker, Dir.
Division of Extended Services
Administration Building
Indiana State University
Terre Haute, Indiana, 47809

A.L. Harding, Director
Division of Public & Professional

Services
(address same as above)

INDIANA UNIVERSITY

*W. Norris Wentworth, Director
Conference Bureau
Indiana Memorial Union
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana, 47405



INDIANA UNIVERSITY (cont.)

Thomas E. Cosgrove, Asst. Dir.
Conference Bureau
(address same as above)

#INTER AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF
PUERTO RICO

Director
Co-Campus Programs
Inter-American University of

Puerto Rico
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY

*Marvin Gould, Administrative Asst.
Engineering Extension Services
110 Marston Hall
Iowa State University
Ames, Iowa

Ralph E. Patterson, Jr., Head
Engineering Extension Services
(address same as above).

STATE COLLEGE OF IOWA

*Dr. Raymond J. Schlicher
Director of Extension
State College of Iowa
Cedar Falls, Iowa

STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

*Dr. William Coder, Director
Extension Division
State University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa

H.O. Brough, Assist. Director
of Conferences

(address same as above)

#JOINS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

Director
McCoy'College
Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore 18, Maryland

JUDSON COLLEGE
(formerly Northern Baptist
Theological Seminary)

*S.E. Anderson, Director
Correspondence Department
Judson College
115 North State Street
Elgin, Illinois, 60121

KANSAS STATE COLLEGE OF PITTSBURG

*John G. Garrett, Coord.
Institutes and Conferences
Kansas State College of Pittsburg
Pittsburg, Kansas, 66764

KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY

*Max B. Miller, Crew&
Conferences & Short Courses
Department of Continuing Education
Kansas State-University
Manhattan, Kansas, 66504

John E. Kitchens, Coord.
Conferences & Short Courses
(address same as above)

UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS

*E.A. McFarland, Manager
University Extension Building
The University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas

J.U. Adams, Asst. Manager
University Extension Building
(address same as above)

Keith Bray, Coord.
University Extension Building
(address same as above)

William Chestnut, Coord.
University Extension Building
(address same as above)
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UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS (cont.)

Robert Nelson, Coord.
University Extension Building
(address same as above)

Burton Williams, Coord.
University Extension Building
(address same as above)

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

*Robert G. Figg, Director
Conferences and Institutes
Extended Programs
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky

LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY

*Ed Bandreaux, Coord.
General Extension Division
Louisiana State University.
Baton Rouge 3, Louisiana

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

*John P. Donohue, Assist. Dean
Loyola University of Chicago
820 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois, 60611

George Hosterert
Assistant to Vice-Pres.
Loyola University of Chicago
(address same as above)

THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

*A.S.R, Tweedie, Director
Department of University Exten.

and Adult Education
The University of Manitoba
Winnepeg, Manitoba, Canada

H.W. Huston
Department of University Exten.

and Adult Education
(address same as above)

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

*Richard H. Stottler
Director of Institutes
Univeriity College
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland, 20742

Edwin A. Crispin, Intern in
Continued Education

Conferences & Institutes
(address same as above)

Donald A. Deppe, Asst. Director
Conferences & Institutes
(address same as above)

Robert F. Ernstein, Asst. Dir.
Conferences & Institutes
(address same as above)

Leonard P. Oliver.
Conference Coordinator
Conferences & Institutes
(address same as above)

Richard H. Stottler, Director.
Conter of Adult Education
(address same as above)

Clive C. Veri
Conference Coordinator
Conference & Institutes
(address same as above)

THE CCMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

*Franklin P. Hawkes, Director
Department of Education
Division of University Extension
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
200 Newbury Street
Boston 16, Mass., 02116

MIAMI UNIVERSITY

*Warren Abraham, Asst. Dean
Division of Academic Centers
Miami University
101 Administration Building
Oxford, Ohio
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MICHIGAN COLLEGE OF SCIENCE &
TECHNOLOGY

*Douglas D. Rappley, Asst. Dir.
Division of Continuing Education
Michigan College of Science &

Technology
Houghton, Michigan

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

*Tunis H. Dekker, Asst. Dir.
Continuing Education Service
52 Kellogg Center
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan

Bruce Alderman
a TCellogg Center
(address same as above)

Howard Bernson
24 Kellogg Center
(address same as above)

Ivory Clinton
56 Kellogg Center
(address same as above)

Tom Collins
24 Kellogg Center
(address same as above)

Edward Farmer
24 Kellogg Center
(address same as above)

Paul Hartman, Conf. Manager
Kellogg Biological Station
Route 1
Hickory Corners, Michigan

William Ozburn
51 Kellogg Center
(address same as above)

Mrs. Margaret Pegg
49 Kellogg Center
(address same as above)

Carl Strong
52 Kellogg Center
(address same as above)

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

*Alfred W. Storey, Asst. Dir.
Extension Service
The University of Michigan
412 Maynard Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Louis R. Clark, Conf. Coord.
Extension Service
(address same as above)

Robert G. Cope, Conf. Coord.
Extension Service
(address same as above)

Quentin Gessner
Associate Supervisor of Conf.
Extension Service
(address same as above)

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

*Fred E. Berger, Director
Center for Continuation Study
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis 55, Minnesota

Merrill K. Cragun, Assoc. Dir.
Center for Continuation Study
(address same as above)

Harry Dedering, Program Dir.
Center for Continuation Study
(address same as above)

R. Kay Humphrey, Program Dir.
Center for Continuation Study
(address same as above)

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTIERN MISSISSIPPI

'

*Dr. Paul C. Morgan, Dean
.Division of Continuing Education
University of Southern Mississippi
Box 55, Southern Station
Hattiesburg, Mississippi

W.B. Hall, Director of Jackson
Resident Center

Division of Continuing Education
(address same as above)
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI (cont.)

A.C. Johnson, Director of Biloxi
Resident Center

Division of Continuing Education
(address same as above)

Allen B. Thompson, Director of
Nachez Resident Center

Division of Continuing Education
(address same as above)

#MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY

Director
General Extension
Mississippi State University
State College, Mississippi

UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI

*W.M. Jones, Jr., Director
Department of Conferences and

Institutes
University of Mississippi
University, Mississippi

Harold Robbins, Coord.
Department of Conferences

Institutes
(address same as above)

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI

*BA. Hartman, Asst.
Conferences & Short
University of Miss
Whitten Hall
Columbia, Missouri

Don Fancher
Conferences &
(address same

Tom Perrin
Conference
(address

s&
same

and

irector
Courses

ours

Short Courses
as above)

Short Courses
as above)

A.J. Snider, Asst. Dean
Conferences & Short Courses
(address same as above)

MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY

U

*Troy F
Publi
Mont
Mis

Crowder, Director
c Service and Extension

ana State University
souls, Montana

homas J. Collins, Director
Statewide Service

(address same as above)

NIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA

*Arthur B. Ward, Head
Conferences and Institutes
Nebraska Center for Continuing

Education
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebraska, 68503

C.W. Bowmaster, Coord.
Nebraska Center for Continuing

Education
(address same as above)

Robert Florell, Coordinator
Nebraska Center for Continuing

Education
(address .same as above)

Harlan Heald, Coord.
Nebraska Center for Continuing

Education
(address same as above)

Wilbur Wakefield, Coord.
Nebraska Center for Continuing

Education
(address same as above)

UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA

*Wayne S. Martin, Director
Office of Continuing Education
Division of Conferences and Instit.
University of Nevada
Reno, Nevada

Shirley Blanco
Office of Continuing Education
(address same as above)



NIVERSITY OF NEVADA (cont.)

Gertrude Cook
Office of Continuing Education

(address same as above)

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

*Mary Lou O'Donnell, Asst. Director

University Extension Service
University of New Hampshire
Huddleston Hall
Durham, New Hampshire

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

*M.H. McMichael, Asst. Dir.

Division of Extension
Summer Session & Community Sery

The University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

*Raymond Wilburn, Exec. Dir

Department of Conferences
Office of Special Servic

Business & Industry
New York University
1 Washington Square North
New York 3, New York

ector

es to

Alfred. J. Biamonte
Office of Special

Business & In
(address same as

Prof. Lipman,
Liberal Arts
Office of Sp

Bu sines

(address s

, Dir.
Services to
dustry
above)

Asst. Director
in Extension

ecial Services to
s & Industry

ame as above)

Prof. Sellin, Exec. Director
Institute on Federal Taxatioh
Office of Special Services to

Business & Industry
(address same as above)

UNIVERSTr! OF NORTH CAROLINA

*William H. Heriford, Head
Bureau of Residential Adult

Education
Extension Division
University of North Carolina

Chapel Hill, North Carolina, 27515

Dwight C. Rhyne, Assoc, Director

Extension Division
(address same as above)

NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY

*T.W. Thordarson, State Director

Division of Supervised Study

North Dakota State University
State University Station
Fargo, North Dakota

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA

*Ben G. Gustafson, Director

General Extension Division
University of North Dakota
Grand Forks, North Dakota

Waldron E. Bitney, Asst. Dir.

General Extension Division
(address same as above)

NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

*Dr. J.E. Clettenberg, Dir.

Division of University Extension

Northern Illinois University
DeKalb, Illinois

Dr. Virgil Alexander, Dean

Division of University Extension

(address same as above)

Dr. Gene Hinton, Director
Division of University Extension

(address same as above)



NORTHERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

*William E. Wright
Director of Conferences
Northern Michigan University
Marquette, Michigan, 49855

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

*Daniel R. Lang, Dean
Evening Divisions
Northwestern University
339 East Chicago Avenue
Chicago, Illinois, 60611

Mrs. Martha S. Luck, Assoc. Dean
Evening Divisions
(address same as above)

RAKLAND UNIVERSITY
F.

*Priscilla Jackson
Director of Conferences
Continuing education
Oakland University
Walton & Squirrel Road
Rochester, Michigan

Lowell Eklund
Dean for Continuing Education
(address same as above)

#OHIO UNIVERSITY

Director
Extension Division
Ohio University
Athens, Ohio

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

*John C. Barton
Conference Facilities Coordinator
The Ohio State University
250 Ohio Union
1739 North High Street
Columbus, Ohio, 43210

G. Robert Holsinger, Dean
Continuing Education
The Ohio State University
190 North Oval Drive
Columbus, Ohio, 43210

OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY

*La. Sheerar, Director
Engineering Extension
Division of Continuing Education
Oklahoma State University
Stillwater, Oklahoma, 74075

J.C. Fitzgerald, Director
Division of Continuing Education
(address same as above)

Clayton Millington, Director
Business Extension
Division of Continuing Education
(address same as above)

UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA

*David W. White, Director
Short Courses and Conferences
1700 Asp
University of Oklahoma
Norman, Oklahoma, 73069

UNIVERSITY OF OMAHA

T.E. Moore
Director of Continuing Education
Conference Center
UniVersity of Omaha
Omaha, Nebraska

OREGON STATE SYSTEM OF HIGHER EDUCATION

*R.. Duane Andrews, Director
Continuation Center
Division of Continuing Education
Oregon State System of Higher

Education
126 Finance Building
Salem, Oregon, 97310

.Jann W. Carpenter
State Wide Services
1250 Emerald Hall - U of 0 Campus
Eugene, Oregon, 97403

Donald Cooper
State Wide Services
1250 Emerald Hall - U of 0 Campus
Eugene, Oregon, 97403



OREGON STATE SYSTEM OF HIGHER EDUCATION

(cont.)

Thomas L. Dahie
Eugene Continuation Center
Education Annex - U of 0 Campus
Eugene, Oregon, 97403

David Etter
Portland Continuation Center
1633 S.W. Park
Portland, Oregon, 97201

Leo Foltz
Portland Continuation Center
1633 S.W. Park
Portland, Oregon, 97201

John E. Grenfell
Portland Continuation Center
1633 S.W. Park
Portland, Oregon, 97201

Robert Gridley.
Portland Continuation Center
1633 S.W. Park
Portland, Oregon, 97201

Harold P. Hoyt
Corvallis Continuation Center
304 Covell Hall - OSU Campus
Corvallis, Oregon, 97331

Gerald R. Jones
State Wide Services
1250 Emerald Hall - U of 0 Campus
Eugene, Oregon, 97403

Donald Low
Salem-Monmouth Continuation Center

565 Capitol, W.E.
Salem, Oregon, 97310

Mrs. Dora Prentiss
Salem-Monmouth Continuation Center

565 Capitol, N.E.
Salem, Oregon, 97310

Charles H. Pyron
Eugene Continuation Center
Education Annex . U of 0 Campus
Eugene, Oregon, 97403

OREGON STATE SYSTEM OF HIGHER EDUCATION

(cont.)

Mrs. Dorothy Smith
Eugene Continuation Center
Education Annex - U of 0 Campus
Eugene, Oregon, 97403

Robert Wilcox
Portland Continuation Center
1633 S.W. Park
Portland, Oregon, 97201

THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY

*Wayne R. Bechdel, Director
Conference Center
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania

Robert E. Beam, Conf. Coord.
Continuing Education Building
(address same as above)

Richard Bunnell, Conf. Coord.
Conference Center
(address same as above).

Bryce Gray, Conf. Coord.
Conference Center
(address same as above)

Richard E. Grubbs, Conf. Coord.
Conference Center
(address same as above)

Wally Lester, Conf. Coord.
Conference Center
(address same as above)

David R. Schuckers, Conf. Coord.
Conference Center
(address same as above)

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH

*Viers W. Adams, Dean
School of General Studies
University of Pittsburgh
2701 Cathedral of Learning
Pittsburgh 13, Pennsylvania



NIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO

Director
Programs of Extension
University of Puerto Rico
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

NIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO

*Pedro Jaime Soler, Director
Division of Extension
College of Agriculture & Mechanic

Arts
University of Puerto Rico
Mayaguez, Puerto Rico

DUE UNIVERSITY

*Lawrence O. Nelson, Director
Division of Conferences &

Continuation Services
Room 123, Memorial Center
Purdue University
Lafayette, Indiana

R.C. Andrews, Calendar Coord.

Conference Counselor
Roam 119, Memorial Center
(address same as above)

H.J. Griffith, Assist. Director
Organization and Conference Coord.

Room 126, Memorial Center
(address same as above)

T.D. Johnson, Conference Assistant

Roam 127, Memorial Center
(address same as above)

G.F. Lee, Conference Coord.
Room 126, Memorial Center
(address same as above)

Merle M. McClure
Asst. Director for Development
Roam 121, Memorial Center
(address same as above)

PURDUE UNIVERSITY (cont.)

R.L. Mann, Conference Assistant

Room 127., Memorial Center
(address same as above)

Mark E. Ocker, Conference Coorda

Room 126, Memorial Center
(address same as above)

D.K. Ray, Conference Coord.
Room 125, Memorial Center
iaddress same as above)

L.P. Scheetz, Conference Asst.

Room 127, Memorial Center
(address same as above)

UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND

*Joseph J. Buckett, Director
Institutes & Special Services
Division of University Extension
University of Rhode Island
Promenade and Gaspee Streets
Providence 8, Rhode Island

ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

*Harold Kentner, Director
Extended Services Division
Rochester Institute of Technology
Rochester, New York, 14608

Arlo L. DeWinter, Asst. Director

Extended Services Division
(address same as above)

John B. Gibson
Special Assistant to Dean
Evening College
(address same as above)

A. Robert Maurice
Assistant Director
Extended Services Division
(address same as above)

James H. Swanton, Asst. Director
Extended Services Division
(address same as. above)



.RUTGERS - THE STATE UNIVERSITY

*Edmund W. Jenusaitis, Director

Bureau of Conferences
University Extension Division

Rutgers, The State University

35 College Avenue
New Brunswick, New Jersey

Joseph W. Czapp
University Extension Division
(address same as above)

Evan L. Lemley

.
University Extension Division
(address same as above)

#UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Director
Extension Division
University' of South Carolina
Columbia, South Carolina

#STATE UNITMSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA

Director
Extensic Dtvision
State UArtersity of South Dakota

Vermillion, South Dakota

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

*Donald M. Searcy, Director
Univ. College Extension Division
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, California, 90007.

J. Philip Hutchins, Asst. Director

Univ. College Extension Division

(address same as above)

#SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

Director
Division of University Extension

Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, Illinois

SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY

*Miss Eleanor Smith
Correspondence Division
Dallas College
Southern Methodist University

Dallas, Texas

Dr. John M. Claunch, Dean
Dallas College
(address same as above)

Mrs. Mary E. Miller, Director

Continuing Education
Dallas College
(address same as above)

Pierce Wood, Director.
Institute of Management
Dallas College
(address same as above)

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

*Eleanor A. Ludwig, Coord.
Syracuse Conference Program
University College .

Syracuse University
610 E. Fayette.Street
Syracuse, New York, 13202

.UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

*Roy F. Center, Jr., Director
Conferences and Institutes
Division of University Extension
University of Tennessee
Knoxville, Tennessee

Allan Thurman
Conferences and Institutes
(address same as above)

TEXAS TECHNOLOGICAL COLLEGE

*J.H. Millikin, Director
Division of Extension
Texas Technological College
Lubbock, Texas, 79409



THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS

*Dr. Norris A. Hiett, Assoc. Dean
Division of Extension
The University of Texas
Austin, Texas

Arthur J. Edwards, Asst. Dir.
Industrial Education
Division of Extension
(address same as above)

Francis A. Flynn, Asst. Director
Distributive Education
Division of Extension
(address same as above)

UPPER IOWA UNIVERSITY

*Dr. Harry E. Raplus
Director of Extension Education
Upper Iowa University
Fayette, Iowa

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

*Dr. Lloyd A. Drury, Assoc. Dir.
University Extension Services
Utah State University
Logan, Utah, 84321

Mrs. Charlene Corbridge
Naiad, Idaho

Dr. Wesley. Maughan
University Extension Services
(address same as above)

#UNIVERSTIT OF UTAH

Director
Extension Divi.9ion
University of Utah
Salt Lake City 10, Utah

#VIRGINIA STATE COLLEGE

Director
Division of Field Services
Virginia State College
Petersburg, Virginia

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

*Eldred F. Hendricks
Director of Conferences &

Institutes
School of General Studies
University of Virginia
Box 3697
Charlottesville, Virginia, 22903

William T. McChesney
Conferences & Institutes
(address same as above)

Leroy F. Scott
Conferences & Institutes
(address same as above)

WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY

*Norman Braden, Director
General Extension Service
Washington State University
203 Administration Bldg. Annex
Pullman, Washington, 99163

Edwin E. Baxter, Jr.
Assistant to the Director
General Extension Service
(address same as above)

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINrON

*J.R. Miller, Director
Office of Short Courses & Con -

ferences
Division of Continuing Education
University of Washington
327 Lewis Hall
Seattle 5, Washington

Dona Cloud, Acting Manager
Short Courses and Conferences
.Division of Continuing Education
(address same as above)

Mrs. Betty Healy, Conf. Coord.
Division of Continuing Education
(address same as above)

Mrs. Margaret Phillips, Conf. Coord.
Division of Continuing Education
(address same as above)



WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

*James K. Lahr, Director
Conferences and Short Courses
University College
Washington University
St. Louis, Missouri, 63130

-16-

Malcolm C. Van Deursen, Admin. Asst.
University College
(address same as above)

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY

*Dr. Hamilton Stillwell, Dean
University Center for Adult Educ.
Wayne State University
60 Farnsworth Avenue
Detroit 2, Michigan, 48202

John Fraser, Director
McGregor Memorial Conference Center
(address same as above)

Robert Holmes
University Center for Adult Educ.
(address same as above)

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY

*Dr. Roman J. Verhaalen, Dean
University Extension
West Virginia University
Morgantown, West Virginia

Dr. Keith Glancy, State Chairman
Continuing Education and Extended

Credit Programs
(address same as above)

WESTERN ILLINOIS UNIVMSITY

.*Carlson E. Crane, Dean
Division of Public Services .

Western Illinois University
Macomb, Illinois, 61455

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNivkitiS r

*Dic Leonardelli, Asst. Director
Field Services
Western' Michigan University
Kalamazoo, Michigan, 49001

WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY

UN

*Leslie E. Brown, Dean
Cleveland College
Western Reserve University
Room 110, Newton D. Baker Bldg.
Cleveland 6, Ohio

Elizabeth S. Baker, Coord.
Leadership Training Service
(address same as above)

Michael C. Luton, Coord.
Special Courses
(address same as above)

Allan F. Pfleger
Assoc. Dean & Director
Division of General Studies
(address same as above)

Phyllis Rothgeb (Mrs. J.R.) Coord.
Liberal Arts
(address same as above)

SITY OF WISCONSIN

*N.C. Alihiser, Associate Chairman.
in Commerce Extension

University Extension Division
325 Extension Building
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin, 53706-

THE UNIVERSITY OF WYMING

*Charles P. Cooper, Coord.
Conferences and Institutes
The University of Wyoming
Adult Education and Community Serv.
Laramie, Wyoming

* indicates voting representative from each

# indicates institutions who did not report
resentative and people working in the con =rence area.
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